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I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

2
3

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND OCCUPATION.

4

A.

My name is Sarah W. Soong. I am Vice President and Treasurer of Xcel Energy

5

Services, Inc., the service company subsidiary of Xcel Energy Inc. (Xcel Energy

6

or XEI).

7
8

Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU TESTIFYING IN THIS PROCEEDING?

9

A.

10

I am testifying on behalf of Northern States Power Company (NSPM or the
Company), d/b/a Xcel Energy.

11
12

Q. PLEASE

13
14

BRIEFLY OUTLINE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS

VICE PRESIDENT

AND

TREASURER.
A.

As Vice President and Treasurer, I am responsible for recommending and

15

implementing the financing required to achieve target capital structure

16

objectives at each of the regulated utility operating companies and at Xcel

17

Energy. I am also responsible for corporate cash forecasting and management,

18

pension plan management, hazard risk insurance, treasury services, and financial

19

policies. A description of my qualifications, duties, and responsibilities is

20

included in this testimony as Exhibit __(SWS-1), Schedule 1.

21
22

Q. PLEASE STATE THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY.

23

A.

24

In my testimony, I discuss a number of topics related to the Company’s cost
of capital. In particular, I:

25

x Discuss financial integrity, its importance to NSPM and its stakeholders,

26

and the need for NSPM to demonstrate stable overall financial health in

27

order to access capital in varied economic conditions and raise debt
1
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capital for utility investments at low costs;

2

x Discuss the criteria the ratings agencies use to measure financial integrity;

3

x Provide a current assessment of NSPM’s financial integrity and describe

4

the impact that regulatory decisions, changes in cash flow and the timely

5

recovery of prudent utility costs have on NSPM’s financial integrity;

6

x Present and support the capital structure and overall cost of capital

7

proposed by the Company for the term of the Multi-Year Rate Plan

8

(MYRP), 2021-2023; and
x Discuss the importance of the Company’s Investor Relations efforts.

9
10
11

Q. HOW IS YOUR TESTIMONY ORGANIZED?

12

A.

I present my testimony in the following sections:

13

x Section II provides a Summary and Overview of NSPM’s proposed

14

Capital Structure, Cost of Debt, and Rate of Return (ROR) for the time

15

period covered by this rate case.

16

x Section III identifies the Commission’s standards for review of capital

17

structure and explains the purpose of, and how the Company determines,

18

the capital structure.

19

x Section IV describes the Company’s historical and planned financing and

20

investment activities, explains the importance of the regulatory

21

environment to the credit rating agencies’ and investors’ perceptions of

22

the regulatory risk and to the Company’s ability to carry out its capital

23

expenditure plans. This section also includes a discussion of the credit

24

rating agencies’ criteria and NSPM’s current credit ratings and financial

25

metrics.

26

x Section V provides a detailed description of the components of NSPM’s

27

capital structure and costs of long-term debt (LTD) and short-term debt
2
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(STD) for 2021 through 2023.
x Section VI discusses the need for and importance of the Company’s

2
3

Investor Relations expenses.
x Section VII includes a Summary and Recommendations.

4
5
6

II. SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

7
8

Q. WHAT DO YOU DISCUSS IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY?

9

A.

10

In this section, I provide an overview of the Company’s recommended capital
structure for 2021 through 2023.

11
12

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE COMPANY’S PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURE, COSTS OF

13
14

DEBT AND EQUITY, AND ROR FOR 2021, 2022 AND 2023.

A.

The Company’s proposed capital structure for the 2021 test year, including costs

15

of STD, LTD, and Common Equity, is included on Exhibit___(SWS-1),

16

Schedule 2, Page 1 of 3, and are summarized below.1 These proposed capital

17

structures will allow the Company to continue to raise capital competitively in

18

order to keep costs low for customers, will support the credit ratings guidance

19

provided by the three recognized credit rating agencies and will help maintain

20

the Company’s financial integrity, which I discuss further in Section IV.

1

Schedule 2 and the Tables presented here incorporate July 2020 actuals. As noted in his
testimony, the final revenue requirements for 2021 through 2023 supported by Company witness
Mr. Benjamin Halama used July forecast data. The forecast data and actual data lead to the same
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for 2021 and 2023 but lead to a one basis point
difference in the cost of capital for 2022. The Company will provide a rebuttal adjustment to
update the WACC for purposes of calculating revenue requirements accordingly.
3
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Table 1

2

2021 Test Year

3

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

4

Percent of
Total Capital

Cost

Weighted
Cost

Short-Term Debt

0.78%

0.81%

0.01%

Long-Term Debt

46.72%

4.24%

1.98%

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

Total Capital

100.00%

5
6
7
8

7.35%

9
10

The Company’s proposed capital structure for the 2022 plan year is included

11

on Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 2, Page 2 of 3, and can be summarized as

12

follows:

13

Table 2

14

2022

15

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

16
17

Percent of
Total Capital

Cost

Weighted
Cost

18

Short-Term Debt

0.32%

1.83%

0.01%

19

Long-Term Debt

47.18%

4.21%

1.98%

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

Total Capital

100.00%

20

7.35%

21
22

The Company’s proposed capital structure for the 2023 plan year is included on

23

Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 2, Page 3 of 3, and can be summarized as follows:

4
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Table 3

2

2023

3

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

4

Percent of
Total Capital

Cost

Weighted
Cost

Short-Term Debt

0.75%

1.03%

0.01%

Long-Term Debt

46.75%

4.19%

1.96%

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

Total Capital

100.00%

5
6
7
8

7.33%

9
10

Q. HOW DOES THE USE OF A 52.50 PERCENT EQUITY RATIO IN EACH OF THE YEARS

11

OF THE

12

STRUCTURES FOR NSPM?

13

A.

COMPANY’S MYRP

COMPARE TO RECENTLY AUTHORIZED CAPITAL

The Company’s recommended capital structure of 52.50 percent equity for the

14

2021 test year and for the 2022 and 2023 plan years remains unchanged from

15

the 52.50 percent equity ratio authorized by the Commission in rate cases dating

16

back to 2013. The Company’s authorized equity ratio has ranged between 52.47

17

percent and 52.56 percent over the last several electric general rate case

18

proceedings dating back to 2009. In each of those cases, the Commission has

19

agreed with the reasonableness of the Company’s proposed capital structure.

20

Throughout this time, the Company has been consistent and transparent in

21

managing its capital structure to ensure the Company’s financial integrity. The

22

Company is following those same principles in this proceeding.

23
24

Q. DO

25
26
27

YOU BELIEVE THE RECOMMENDED

RORS

RESULTING FROM YOUR

PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURES ARE REASONABLE AND APPROPRIATE?

A.

Yes.

The Company’s recommended RORs for 2021 through 2023 are

reasonable, as discussed in Mr. D’Ascendis direct testimony, and reflect a
5
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decrease from the cost of LTD and STD used in the Commission approved

2

Settlement of the Company’s 2015 rate case.

3
4

The cost of LTD for the 2021 through 2023 time frame ranges from 4.19 to

5

4.24 percent as compared to 4.75 to 4.81 percent used in the last Settlement.

6

The cost of STD for 2021 through 2023 ranges from 0.81 to 1.83 percent as

7

compared to 1.84 to 4.81 percent used in the last Settlement. It should be noted

8

that while the cost of debt has decreased, this is largely due to the current low

9

interest rate environment in which the Company operates. The recommended

10

Return on Equity (ROE) of 10.20 percent is supported in the Direct Testimony

11

of Company Witness Mr. Dylan D’Ascendis.

12
13

III. STANDARDS AND FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR

14

THE NSPM CAPITAL STRUCTURE

15
16

Q. PLEASE

17
18
19
20

SUMMARIZE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT POINTS YOU DISCUSS IN THIS

SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY.

A.

I discuss the following points:
x The basic regulatory standard for reviewing a utility’s capital structure is
one of reasonableness.

21

x NSPM’s capital structure satisfies the Commission’s reasonableness

22

criteria, and provides long-term customer benefits, including access to

23

capital to finance capital expenditures that allow NSPM to serve its

24

customers safely and reliably and to invest in carbon-free renewable

25

generation to meet Minnesota energy policy and societal goals and

26

customer expectations at a competitive cost.

27

x The Company’s management of its capital structure is based on long6
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term considerations, including credit ratings, future financing plans, the

2

relative capital structures of other utilities, and overall financial market

3

conditions.

4
5

Q. WHAT

6
7

STANDARD HAS THE

COMMISSION

USED TO EVALUATE CAPITAL

STRUCTURES FOR SETTING UTILITY RATES?

A.

The Commission has used a reasonableness standard in making capital structure

8

decisions.

To determine whether a company’s actual capital structure is

9

reasonable, the Commission has considered:
x How the debt and equity ratios for the utility compare to those of

10
11

similarly situated utility companies;
x Whether the utility’s capital structure is an actual capital structure based

12
13

on market forces, or is an internal accounting capital structure;

14

x Whether the capital structure supports long-term credit quality given the

15

utility’s capital investment forecast, future financing requirements, and

16

the need to access public capital markets; and
x Whether the capital structure provides long-term cost benefits to

17
18

customers.

19
20

Q. DOES NSPM’S

21
22

PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURE MEET THE

COMMISSION’S

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA FOR REASONABLENESS?

A.

Yes. NSPM’s proposed capital structure meets the Commission’s standards and

23

criteria. NSPM’s capital structure is within a reasonable range of equity ratios

24

for the Utility Proxy Group2, as Mr. D’Ascendis’s analysis shows. Further,

25

NSPM’s proposed capital structure is an actual, market-based capital structure

2

Exhibit DWD-1, Schedule 2, Pages 3-5

7
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1

and is comparable to its historical capital structure, which has provided long-

2

term benefits to customers in the form of reasonable costs of capital over time

3

and sufficient access to capital markets in all market conditions to finance

4

capital investments.

5

Company’s recommended capital structures to be reasonable and the requested

6

equity ratio in this case is identical to the equity ratio approved in Docket No.

7

E002/GR-13-868 and utilized in the Settlement of the 2015 rate case, and is in

8

line with the approved equity ratio in the three cases prior to those proceedings

9

(Docket Nos. E002/GR-12-961, E002/GR-10-971, and E002/GR-08-1065).

Finally, the Commission has consistently found the

10
11

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY’S 52.50 PERCENT EQUITY RATIO COMPARE WITH THE

12
13

EQUITY RATIOS OF COMPANIES IN MR. D’ASCENDIS’S PROXY GROUP?

A.

The Company’s 52.50 equity ratio is well within the ranges of the operating

14

utilities in Mr. D’Ascendis’s proxy group, as Mr. D’Ascendis explains in his

15

Direct Testimony. As shown on pages 3 and 4 of Exhibit___(DWD-1),

16

Schedule 2, common equity ratios of the utilities range from 35.73 percent to

17

58.04 percent for fiscal year 2019. As Mr. D’Ascendis concludes, our proposal

18

is consistent with these proxy group companies’ equity ratios.

19
20

Q. WHEN

21
22

YOU DESCRIBE

NSPM’S

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AS AN ACTUAL AND

MARKET-BASED CAPITAL STRUCTURE, WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

A.

NSPM is a separate, stand-alone legal Minnesota corporation that manages its

23

own separate capital structure consistent with the regulatory and financial risk

24

prevailing at the operating company level and within its respective jurisdictions.

25

Moody’s, Fitch and Standard and Poor’s (S&P) all assign credit ratings to NSPM

26

as a corporate entity and to each one of its individual bond issuances. NSPM

27

files its own quarterly and annual financial statements with the Securities and
8
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Exchange Commission (SEC) which credit rating agencies and investors use to

2

analyze the company. In addition, debt to support capital expenditures and

3

operations of NSPM is issued specifically by the NSPM legal entity.

4
5

It is important to note that although the Commission may view the Electric and

6

Gas Departments as different entities, from a financial statement perspective,

7

these are both under the umbrella of one company. Both long-term and short-

8

term debt are issued by NSPM, which is the sole entity recognized by the SEC,

9

credit rating agencies and fixed-income investors.

10
11

Q. WHAT FACTORS ARE CONSIDERED IN PLANNING AND MANAGING THE CAPITAL

12
13

STRUCTURE FOR NSPM?

A.

The Company considers a number of factors, including:
x Credit rating evaluations that reflect rating agency assessments of

14
15

NSPM’s business and financial risk;
x NSPM’s position in relation to its long-term construction cycle and the

16
17

scale of its capital investments relative to earnings;

18

x Capital structures of other vertically-integrated, regulated utilities;

19

x The long-term stability of the capital structure being appropriately

20

matched with the long lives of the Company’s asset investments;
x The current macroeconomic outlook and associated risk factors affecting

21
22

the utility sector and capital markets generally; and
x The need to manage the maturities of LTD to avoid excessive refinancing

23
24

risk in any given year.

25
26

Q. DO YOU HAVE A TARGET FOR MANAGING NSPM’S EQUITY RATIO?

27

A.

Yes. NSPM continues to target a regulated capital structure having an equity
9
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ratio of 52.50 percent, which the Company considers appropriate to support

2

NSPM’s current credit ratings and projected cost of long-term and short-term

3

debt, as well as providing continued access to capital markets in all market

4

conditions.

5
6

Q. WHY IS THAT TARGET EQUITY RATIO APPROPRIATE?

7

A.

NSPM’s target equity ratio supports its current S&P A- and Moody’s A2

8

corporate credit ratings and is consistent with the Company’s plan to maintain

9

its credit ratings, which provides access to financing at a competitive cost while

10

the Company continues to make significant capital investments in the utility in

11

order to provide safe and reliable service to customers and support carbon

12

reduction goals. The target regulated equity ratio of 52.50 percent is also

13

consistent with other utility capital structures, as shown by the equity ratios of

14

the utilities in Mr. D’Ascendis’s proxy group.

15
16

Q. HOW

17
18

DO

CUSTOMERS

BENEFIT FROM

NSPM’S

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND

EQUITY RATIO?

A.

NSPM’s capital structure and equity ratio have a significant effect on its financial

19

integrity. NSPM’s financial integrity is essential to: (i) its ability to finance its

20

investments and operations at a competitive cost in all market conditions; and

21

(ii) its credit ratings. NSPM’s capital structure has allowed it to simultaneously

22

finance its ongoing investments and maintain access to capital at competitive

23

rates while also maintaining its credit ratings. NSPM’s S&P, Moody’s and

24

Fitch’s corporate credit ratings have remained stable for over a decade. In

25

addition, NSPM has maintained its financial strength to ensure consistent access

26

to capital markets under a range of economic conditions and enable NSPM to

27

raise the capital required to efficiently fund its future investments, such as its
10
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investments in renewable energy.

2
3

Q.

WHAT DOES THE TERM “FINANCIAL INTEGRITY” MEAN?

4

A.

Financial integrity refers to a company’s financial strength and its ability to

5

attract capital to support operations and infrastructure investment in all

6

economic conditions. The ability to attract capital at a competitive cost in all

7

economic conditions is integral to a utility’s obligation to provide safe, reliable

8

and affordable utility service to customers. Financial integrity ensures that the

9

utility will have the flexibility to withstand unanticipated macroeconomic events

10

outside of its control.

11
12

Q. WHAT FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO A UTILITY’S FINANCIAL INTEGRITY?

13

A.

The financial integrity of a regulated utility is largely a function of its capital

14

structure, ROE, and cash flow, but can be impacted by other factors as well.

15

To maintain a strong financial profile, a utility needs to have the opportunity to

16

recover all prudently-incurred utility costs in a timely manner, which includes

17

not only the costs for capital investments and operations and maintenance

18

expense, but also the costs of servicing debt and providing a fair return for

19

equity investors. This is why constructive regulatory decisions on capital

20

structure, ROE and the recovery of prudent utility costs are vitally important to

21

NSPM.

22
23

IV. NSPM’S CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLAN, CREDIT RATINGS

24

AND THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

25
26
27

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE KEY POINTS YOU DISCUSS IN THIS SECTION OF YOUR
DIRECT TESTIMONY.
11
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A.

The key points are as follows:

2

x To date, NSPM’s significant capital expenditure program has resulted in

3

corresponding issuances of debt by NSPM as well as equity infusions

4

from Xcel Energy Inc.

5

x NSPM has and will continue to make significant capital investments in

6

Minnesota, which requires future access to capital at favorable rates.

7

x Regulatory decisions are very important to both debt and equity

8

investors, rating agencies, and financial analysts.

9

x NSPM’s credit ratings remain strong, but they are dependent on NSPM’s

10

business and financial risk ratings, which can be affected by unfavorable

11

regulatory decisions.

12
13

A.

14

Q. PLEASE

15
16

NSPM Capital Expenditures and Financial Implications
SUMMARIZE THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR

NSPM’S

CAPITAL

EXPENDITURES PROGRAM.

A.

Over the past several years, the Company has engaged in a large scale capital

17

expenditure program for necessary investments in its system as well as

18

investment in carbon-free renewable generation to meet Minnesota energy

19

policy and societal goals and customer expectations. As shown on

20

Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 3, during the period 2010 through 2019, NSPM

21

made capital expenditures of approximately $12.4 billion in its combined gas

22

and electric utility business, with approximately $2.1 billion in forecasted capital

23

expenditures in 2020. As examples, the Company’s investments in wind

24

generation and new transmission projects required significant capital

25

investment during this period. In addition, the Company has been making

26

ongoing investments to modernize and support its distribution and

27

transmission infrastructure, as discussed by Company witnesses Ms. Kelly
12
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Bloch and Mr. Ian Benson.

2
3

These and other ongoing investments make it critical that the Company

4

maintain a strong financial position, so that it can access the capital markets at

5

competitive rates, as needed. Investors and credit rating agencies are aware of

6

the equity ratio and ROE decision trends that have accompanied the Company’s

7

significant capital expenditures, and this pattern provides a context against

8

which investors and credit rating agencies will evaluate the results of this

9

proceeding.

10
11

Q. HOW DO FORECAST CAPITAL EXPENDITURE LEVELS COMPARE TO PRIOR YEARS?

12

A.

Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 3 shows that NSPM’s forecasted capital

13

expenditures for 2020 through 2023 are approximately $6.8 billion (82 percent

14

of which is for the electric operations) or an average of approximately $1.7

15

billion ($1.4 billion for electric) per year. This level of forecasted capital

16

expenditures is slightly higher than the historical average during 2015 through

17

2019 due to the projects noted earlier. As discussed by Company witnesses Mr.

18

Gregory Chamberlain and Ms. Kimberly Randolph, the Company is making

19

significant investments in wind resources over the term of the MYRP as it

20

continues to transition its generation fleet to carbon free resources.

21
22

Q. HOW

23
24

DOES THE

COMPANY’S

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE FORECAST AFFECT THE

COMPANY’S FINANCING PLANS AND INVESTOR EXPECTATIONS?
A.

To fund its forecasted capital expenditures, the Company will need to access

25

the capital markets in each year 2021 through 2023. It is therefore important

26

for the Company to meet investor expectations and maintain its current credit

27

ratings to continue to be able to obtain financing at competitive rates. To do
13
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so, it is important that the Company receives timely recovery of the costs of its

2

investments and a reasonable overall cost of capital.

3
4

Q. HAS NSPM RECENTLY ISSUED LTD, AND WILL NSPM NEED TO ISSUE LTD IN

5
6

THE 2021 TO 2023 TIME PERIOD?

A.

Yes. NSPM issued a $700 million “Green” First Mortgage Bond on June 15,

7

2020. NSPM is projected to issue debt in each of the years 2021 through 2023.

8

The precise size, timing and tenor of debt issuances will depend on prevailing

9

financial market conditions and trends at the time of issuance. The forecast

10

included in Schedules 4, 5 and 6 reflect the most recent forecast information

11

available.

12
13

Q. WHAT IS A “GREEN” FIRST MORTGAGE BOND?

14

A.

A green first mortgage bond is a type of fixed-income instrument that is

15

earmarked to raise money for climate and environmental projects. In NSPM’s

16

case, each of the green bonds issued (one in 2019 and 2020) has been tied to

17

financing expenditures for wind projects.

18
19

Q. WHY DID NSPM ELECT TO ISSUE A “GREEN” FIRST MORTGAGE BOND VERSUS A

20
21

STANDARD FIRST MORTGAGE BOND?

A.

The main benefit of issuing green bonds is to diversify NSPM’s investor base

22

and directly attract environmentally-focused investors (also referred to as ESG

23

investors). This leads to increased investor demand during a bond issuance.

24

More demand puts added pressure on investors to accept a lower price which

25

can lead to tighter spreads for the issuer (e.g., NSPM) and therefore, a lower

26

coupon and lower overall long-term interest costs incurred by NSPM

27

customers. The green bond format of the June 2020 issuance helped attract
14
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1

and retain a high quality order book when pricing started to tighten,

2

contributing to the overall success of the issuance. The order book included 17

3

ESG investors.

4
5

NSPM customers want renewable energy and Xcel Energy strives to deliver

6

carbon-free options reliably and at a reasonable cost to our customers, as

7

discussed further by Company witness Mr. Gregory Chamberlain. These green

8

bonds bring global attention to the advances Minnesota has made in

9

implementing wind energy into our grid.

10
11

Q. WHAT ARE THE COMPANY’S OBJECTIVES WHEN ISSUING LONG-TERM DEBT?

12

A.

The primary objectives of the Company’s debt financing strategy are to

13

minimize debt costs and exposure to potential adverse market conditions in the

14

future, maximize financing flexibility, maintain a strong liquidity profile and

15

maintain an adequate investment grade credit rating.

16
17

Q. WHY

18
19

DOES

MAINTAINING

FINANCIAL

INTEGRITY

BENEFIT

NSPM’S

CUSTOMERS?

A.

Financial integrity directly affects both NSPM’s ability to access capital to invest

20

in infrastructure necessary to continue to provide safe and reliable utility service

21

as well as its cost of that capital, which is ultimately included in the Company’s

22

overall rates. Attracting competitively priced capital in all market conditions,

23

including unexpected macroeconomic events outside the Company’s control,

24

such as the COVID-19 pandemic, is also critical to maintaining the ability to

25

invest in the infrastructure necessary for NSPM to provide safe and reliable

26

utility service to its customers.

15
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1

It is important to note, however, that the question of a utility’s financial integrity

2

is not necessarily binary (i.e., does a utility have financial integrity or not); rather,

3

the degree of financial integrity and therefore, the cost of capital available to a

4

utility, lies on a spectrum. Weaker financial integrity at a utility increases the

5

issued cost of debt and the implied cost of equity, which increases the overall

6

WACC and the ultimate financing costs paid by customers. Strong financial

7

integrity has the opposite effect, which in turn provides a direct benefit to

8

customers.

9
10

B.

11

Importance of Credit Ratings and a Healthy Regulatory
Environment

12

Q. CAN YOU EXPLAIN CREDIT RATINGS IN MORE DETAIL?

13

A.

Yes. A credit rating measures credit risk, which is the ability and willingness of

14

an issuer to fulfill its financial obligations in full and on time. Credit ratings

15

help debt investors differentiate between utilities – all of whom are competing

16

(with companies within and outside the utility sector) for the same investment

17

dollars. The credit ratings assigned by rating agencies indicate their opinions of

18

a company’s ability to meet its financial obligations. Rating agency opinions are

19

considered valuable by potential investors because they represent independent,

20

third-party opinions that are based upon a consistent approach to the evaluation

21

of company risk over time. Ratings affect the number of potential investors

22

and the cost of a company’s debt and offer important insight into a company’s

23

investment risk in the past and future.

24
25

During the period 2014 to August 2020, debt investors have provided

26

approximately $707 billion of capital investment to the U.S. utility sector.

27

Capital provided from these investors allows utilities to fund a portion of their
16
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capital investment programs. See Chart 1 below.

2
3

Chart 1: 2014-August 2020 Debt Amount

4

Issued to the U.S. Utility Sector3
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$2014

5
6

2015

2016

7

In order to attract capital at favorable rates in a competitive environment,

8

protecting and maintaining NSPM’s credit ratings is critical.

9

becomes even more true in a volatile market environment, as recently evidenced

This point

10

during the COVID-19 pandemic.

11

associated with reduced risk, which attract investors at a lower cost of debt (e.g.,

12

lower average credit spreads) and favorably position a utility relative to lower-

13

rated comparable companies. The stronger the Company’s credit ratings, the

14

larger the pool of investors willing to consider investing in the Company’s debt

15

and the less the Company will need to pay in fees and interest in order to issue

16

debt. Investment-grade credit ratings are crucial because the cost of debt

17

increases very rapidly – and the number of potential buyers decreases

3

Utilities with higher credit ratings are

Source: Bloomberg
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substantially – for those companies rated near the bottom of or below

2

investment grade. Credit ratings take on greater importance when economic

3

conditions worsen and credit becomes more difficult to obtain. As credit

4

availability tightens, investors become increasingly selective with respect to the

5

companies which qualify for their investment. Therefore, lower credit ratings

6

reduce access to capital markets and increase the expense of obtaining capital.

7
8

Equity investors also look at credit ratings as a source of information they rely

9

on to differentiate between utilities. Because the income available to common

10

equity holders is subordinate to debt obligations, the weakening of a company’s

11

creditworthiness also increases the cost of equity.

12
13

Ultimately, customers of the higher-rated utility benefit from the lower capital

14

costs as these costs are ultimately borne by customers.

15
16

Q. DO CREDIT RATINGS AFFECT NSPM’S COST OF CAPITAL?

17

A.

Yes. Long-term debt is priced based on the underlying Treasury rate plus a

18

credit spread, which is primarily based on NSPM’s credit rating. In general, the

19

lower the credit rating, the higher the credit spread. Issuing debt at a higher

20

rate will increase the long-term cost of debt for NSPM and ultimately increase

21

the cost of debt paid for by NSPM’s customers.

22
23

Q.

DO CREDIT SPREADS DIFFER BASED ON CREDIT RATINGS?

24

A.

Yes. As discussed above, lower credit ratings are seen as riskier and therefore

25

investors demand a higher spread. Chart 2 below4 shows that the credit

26

spreads of BBB rated utility companies are historically wider than those of A
4

Source: Bloomberg
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rated utility companies, especially in times of market volatility. This chart

2

demonstrates that although in current market conditions the credit spread

3

between A and BBB ratings is approximately 30 basis points, in periods of

4

market volatility, such as June 2009, the credit spread increased dramatically,

5

at an average spread of 100 basis points. More recently, in March 2020, due

6

to the market volatility related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the credit spread

7

increased dramatically at an average spread of 75 basis points.

8
9

Chart 2:

10

A vs. BBB Rated Utility Spreads

11
A Utilities Spread

12

BBB Utilities Spread
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18
19

Q. HAVE NSPM’S FINANCIAL STRENGTH AND CREDIT

20
21

RATINGS HAD A POSITIVE

EFFECT ON ITS COST OF LTD AND ITS RECENT LTD ISSUANCES?

A.

Yes. NSPM’s historical financial strength and credit ratings have had a positive

22

effect on both NSPM’s weighted cost of LTD and the rates for its recent LTD

23

issuances. These effects confirm that customers and investors have a common

24

interest in maintaining NSPM’s financial strength. Maintaining a strong balance

25

sheet and credit metrics, and otherwise meeting expectations of the investor
19
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1

community, has enabled NSPM to secure more favorable borrowing costs,

2

which lowers overall costs for customers and provides substantial long run

3

benefits to ratepayers.

4
5

Q.

HOW IS A CREDIT RATING ESTABLISHED?

6

A.

The analysis centers on two main areas of analysis: qualitative analysis and

7

quantitative analysis. The qualitative side is the assessment of business risk,

8

which is comprised of the broad macro environment risks prevailing at the

9

country and industry level. For a utility, regulatory risk is the most significant

10

overall business risk, as I describe below. The issuer’s more specific risk

11

within its business and economic environment is then determined. The

12

quantitative side of the analysis examines financial ratios to analyze the

13

financial risk of the issuer.

14
15

Business risk and financial risk can be viewed as complementary sides of the

16

total risk of an entity, so that more of one risk must be offset by less of the

17

other risk to arrive at a specific rating. Because utilities are tightly regulated

18

on financial matters that limit how much financial metrics tend to vary over

19

time, qualitative analysis – specifically, regulatory risk – is a key consideration

20

in ratings outcomes. 5

21
22

Q.

HOW IS REGULATORY RISK ANALYZED?

23

A.

For Moody’s, regulatory risk constitutes up to 60 percent of the credit profile,

24

and for S&P it is up to 80 percent.6 Both focus on the basic regulatory
5
6

Schedule 7 at 4 and Schedule 8 at 4.
Schdule 9 at 4 (Regulatory Framework (25%) plus Ability to Cover Costs and Earn Returns (25%) plus
Diversification (10%) and Schedule 10 at 6,9 (Competitive Advantage (60%) plus Scale, Scope and
Diversity (20%).
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framework, including (1) the legal foundation for utility regulation, (2) the

2

ratemaking policies and procedures that determine how well the utility is

3

afforded the opportunity to earn a reasonable return with a reasonable cash

4

component, and (3) the history of regulatory behavior by the governing bodies

5

applying those laws, policies and procedures.

6

mechanics of regulation, particularly the rate-setting process.

Then they examine the

7
8

Q.

9
10

ARE

THE

FRAMEWORK

AND THE

MECHANICS

OF

REGULATION

THE ONLY

CONSIDERATIONS THAT GO INTO DETERMINING REGULATORY RISK?
A.

No. Rating agencies also place high value on transparency, predictability, and

11

consistency in regulation.7 Rating agencies rate many types and tenors of fixed

12

income securities, but they regard debtholders who extend credit over long

13

periods as their primary audience and strive to rate long-term debt as

14

accurately as possible over the longest timeframe as possible.

15

ultimately fund capital expenditures primarily with long-dated maturities to

16

match the long-lived assets they are supporting, and utility investors value

17

ratings that are stable. Regulatory frameworks and practices that allow rating

18

agencies to confidently project future cash flows and debt leverage will

19

naturally be accorded a better business risk profile. This predictability offers

20

creditors the ability to accurately assess risk over most of the debt’s term and

21

improves the ability of the company to manage its business activities and

22
23

capital program for the long-term benefit of ratepayers.

24

Q.

HAVE CREDIT RATING AGENCIES COMMENTED ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

25

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

26

INTEGRITY?
7

Utilities

IN

EVALUATING

A

UTILITY’S FINANCIAL

Schedule 9 at 10 and Schedule 10 at 6-8

21
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A.

Yes. S&P has noted that the regulatory framework “is of critical importance

2

when assessing regulated utilities’ credit risk because it defines the

3

environment in which a utility operates and has a significant bearing on a

4

utility’s financial performance.”8 S&P observes further that “we base our

5

assessment of the regulatory framework’s relative credit supportiveness on our

6

view of how regulatory stability, efficiency of tariff setting procedures,

7

financial stability, and regulatory independence protect a utility’s credit quality

8

and its ability to recover its costs and earn a timely return.”9 The same

9

document contains an extensive discussion regarding the importance of the

10

regulatory environment in which the utility operates.

11
12

Q.

13
14

HOW

CAN THE

COMMISSION’S SUPPORT

BE SEEN AS

FAVORABLE

TO

INVESTOR’S VIEWS OF THE COMPANY’S REGULATORY RISK?
A.

As noted earlier, the rating agencies have emphasized that balanced,

15

constructive outcomes in utility rate proceedings are indicative of a supportive

16

regulatory environment and underpin a utility’s financial integrity. Such

17

regulatory outcomes convey to the rating agencies the positive relationships

18

between companies and commissions, which in turn may lower the perceived

19

risk for external investors. Approving NSPM’s proposed capital structure and

20

ROE recommendations will be viewed as credit supportive by the rating

21

agencies and will allow NSPM to maintain its current credit ratings and

22

competitive position in issuing debt securities.

23
24

Q.

25

WHAT FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS CONSTITUTE THE QUANTITATIVE SIDE
OF CREDIT ANALYSIS?

8
9

Schedule 10 at 6.
Schedule 10 at 6.
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A.

Credit analysis is distinguished by its emphasis on cash flow. Recognizing that

2

servicing debt requires not just earnings but actual cash, credit analysts strive

3

to understand the cash-flow dynamics of a company’s financial results as

4

much as or more than the earnings. A recent example of this is the effect of

5

tax reform on utilities, which has placed downward pressure on utility ratings

6

because of its negative cash-flow impact despite relatively neutral earnings

7

implications. The primary measure that rating agencies use as a base for most

8

cash-flow metrics is cash from operations (CFO) or some derivation of it.10

9

The other major element of financial risk to a credit analyst is the total amount

10

of debt or debt-like obligations on the issuer’s balance sheet. Items that the

11

rating agencies regard as debt-like include lease liabilities, long-term power

12

purchase obligations, pension obligations, and asset-retirement obligations.

13

These debt-like obligations are also oftentimes referred to as imputed or off-

14

balance sheet obligations.

15
16

Credit metrics are calculated for both historical periods and future forecasts.

17

Credit metrics are often used to calculate two different types of ratios: leverage

18

and coverage ratios. Leverage ratios attempt to assess the relative burden of

19

debt and other fixed-income obligations as compared to the financial

20

responsibility borne by shareholders. Coverage ratios are more focused on

21

the near-term cash flow of the company and gauge how much cash flow is

22

available to service debt obligations. Credit agencies use both ratios to assess

23

the probability of financial distress.

For Moody’s, their derivation of the CFO measurement is “CFO pre-working capital.” S&P refers to
this measure as funds from operations (FFO). Both Moody’s and S&P compare there derivation of CFO
to the overall debt burden.
10
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Q.

2
3

WHAT

ARE THE

PRIMARY FINANCIAL METRICS

THAT

CREDIT RATING

AGENCIES ANALYZE?
A.

The primary financial metrics evaluated by the major credit rating agencies

4

include some version of the following coverage ratios: (i) the ratio of funds

5

from operations or cash from operations to total debt (FFO/Total Debt or

6

CFO/Debt); (ii) the ratio of funds from operations or cash from operations

7

to interest (FFO/Interest or CFO/Interest) and; (iii) the ratio of debt to

8

earnings

9

(Debt/EBITDA). These financial metrics are a composite measure of the

10

utility’s ability to manage its debt burden over time and to meet its financial

11

obligations when they are due. The greater the business risk of a particular

12

company, the stronger these financial metrics must be to provide sufficient

13

evidence to the credit rating agencies and investors that the company can

14

withstand the financial effect of both macroeconomic and company-specific

15

risks.

before

interest,

taxes,

depreciation,

and

amortization

16
17

Q.

18
19

WHAT TYPES

OF

DEBT OBLIGATIONS

DO

RATING AGENCIES INCLUDE

IN

THEIR CREDIT METRICS CALCULATIONS?

A.

The total debt calculated by rating agencies includes amounts for on-balance

20

sheet obligations such as finance and operating leases, as well as off-balance

21

sheet obligations. Off-balance sheet obligations are payment obligations (such

22

as long term purchase power obligations, pension obligations, and asset

23

retirement obligations) that do not appear on the balance sheet as debt, but

24

rating agencies may treat them as debt because the utility has little or no

25

discretion whether to pay for these obligations. 11

11

See Schedules 9, 10, and 11 for a discussion of adjustments for off-balance sheet obligations.

24
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Because rating agencies include off-balance sheet obligations in their capital

2

structures for utilities, the rating agency results will always reflect additional

3

downward pressure on a company’s credit metrics as compared to an

4

authorized regulatory capital structure, which does not include the off-balance

5

sheet obligations.

6
7

Q.

8
9

WHAT

IS THE

SIGNIFICANCE

TO THIS

RATE REVIEW

OF THE

RATIOS

THE

CREDIT RATING AGENCIES EVALUATE?
A.

The ratios help investors determine whether a company will be able to service

10

its existing debt obligations at the required level and will have the flexibility to

11

take on incremental debt. Including existing off-balance sheet obligations in

12

calculating a company’s total debt affects many of the financial metrics the

13

rating agencies rely upon. This will also cause a lower equity ratio, assuming

14

the total equity return is held constant, which in turn will generate less cash

15

flow. In general, the higher the proportion of debt in a capital structure, the

16

more pressure on cash flow metrics, credit ratings, and cost of capital to the

17

utility and its customers.

18
19

Q. DO

20
21

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLANS ALSO AFFECT HOW RATING AGENCIES

EVALUATE CREDIT METRICS?

A.

Yes. When a utility undertakes a substantial capital investment plan relative to

22

the amount of internally generated funds that are available to support that plan,

23

the utility becomes subject to greater capital market risk because it needs to raise

24

external capital regardless of the financial market conditions. Credit rating

25

agencies expect companies that need significant amounts of external capital to

26

maintain a strong credit profile, not just a profile that is marginal for the current

27

credit rating, because these companies are inevitably exposed to external
25
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financial market risks and may need to raise capital under any financial market

2

condition.

3
4

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE RATING AGENCY SCALES.

5

A.

Credit rating agencies provide ratings for both the business entity as a whole

6

and for the various debt issuances of the entity. The investment-grade rating

7

categories include the High Grade (Triple-A and Double-A) and the Medium

8

Grade category (Single-A and Triple-B ratings). The ratings are generally

9

further delineated by S&P through the use of pluses or minuses to show a

10

company’s relative standing within the categories, while Moody’s uses numbers

11

to show a company’s standing within a category. The highest investment-grade

12

rating is AAA; the lowest investment-grade rating is BBB-. Debt rated BB+ or

13

below is considered speculative grade.

14
15

Q. WHAT ARE THE COMPANY’S CURRENT CREDIT RATINGS?

16

A.

The Company’s current credit ratings are:

17

Table 4
NSPM Current Credit Ratings

18
19

Fitch

Moody’s

Moody’s
S&P
Equivalent

A-

A2

A-

A-

A+

Aa3

A

A

20
21
22

Corporate
Rating
Senior Secured

S&P

S&P
SACP*

A
N/A

23

* A Stand Alone Credit Profile (SACP) refers to S&P’s opinion of an issuer’s

24

creditworthiness, in the absence of intervention from its parent.

25
26

There have been no changes in the credit ratings since the last MYRP filing.

26
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Q. HOW

2
3

DO THE

COMPANY’S

CREDIT METRICS COMPARE TO THE

S&P

AND

MOODY’S CRITERIA?
A.

Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 12, Page 1, shows NSPM’s forecasted credit

4

metrics as compared to S&P guidelines. The metrics are within the target ranges

5

for NSPM’s current credit ratings. Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 12, Page 2,

6

shows NSPM’s forecasted credit metrics as compared to Moody’s guidelines.

7

The main metrics are generally within these target ranges.

8

Company expects that its recommended capital structure and the forecasted

9

financial metrics will continue to support its current credit ratings over the 2021

10

Overall, the

to 2023 time period.

11
12

Q. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR NSPM TO MAINTAIN ITS A- CORPORATE RATING?

13

A.

Earlier in my Direct Testimony I demonstrated that the credit spreads between

14

an A rated company and a BBB rated company can be significant, especially

15

during times of market volatility or distress. This is a real cost that affects what

16

rates the customers pay. To further support this position, Dr. Roger Morin, a

17

noted expert on regulatory finance, analyzes the optimal capital structure for

18

utilities in his book New Regulatory Finance. Based on that analysis, Dr. Morin

19

concludes that an A rated utility is in the best interest of the customers and

20

utilities:

21

“The message from the model is clear: over the long run, a strong

22

A bond rating will minimize the pre-tax cost of capital to

23

ratepayers. Long term achievement of at least an A rating is in

24

the electric utility company’s and ratepayers’ best interests.

25

The model results show that on an incremental cost basis, a strong A

26

bond rating generally results in the lowest pre-tax cost of capital for
27
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electric utilities, especially under adverse economic conditions, which

2

are far more relevant to the question of capital structure.”12

3
4

Q.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RATEMAKING-RELATED FINANCIAL METRICS

5

SUCH AS

6

RELIABILITY OF COST RECOVERY?

7

A.

ROE,

EQUITY RATIO/CAPITAL STRUCTURE, AND TIMELINESS AND

I will address each component in turn:

8

x First, the authorized ROE and equity ratio affect public service’s earnings

9

and directly affect its ability to fund capital investment with internally

10

generated cash flow. In addition to credit ratings, investors also assess

11

the capital structure and ROE when making judgements about the credit

12

quality of a regulatory jurisdiction. As such, the ROE/equity ratio

13

combination is a powerful and effective communication tool to

14

underscore the interest of regulators in attracting capital to provide safe,

15

reliable and environmentally sound electric service in this state.

16

x Second, the capital structure and authorized costs directly affect all of the

17

utility’s key credit metrics because either total debt, interest expense, or

18

cash flow is a component of each of the primary credit metrics that rating

19

agencies analyze. The credit rating agencies also evaluate the relative

20

amounts of debt and equity in the capital structure to determine whether

21

the company is appropriately capitalized given its business risk profile

22

and to determine whether the company has the ability to make interest

23

payments, repay existing debt and to issue additional new debt to fund

24

its utility capital expenditures.

25

concerned with a company’s liquidity to meet its short-term capital needs

12

The credit rating agencies are very

Roger A. Morin, New Regulatory Finance 515 (2006).
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under conditions of financial stress, and they factor in the debt portfolio

2

maturity schedule and other future obligations as part of this assessment.

3

x Third, debt and equity investors expect NSPM to be able to recover its

4

costs in a timely manner and to have a reasonable opportunity to earn its

5

authorized ROE. Investors and rating agencies track the decisions of

6

regulatory agencies relating to capital structure, cost of debt, ROE, and

7

forward-looking cost recovery mechanisms, and they categorize the state

8

regulatory environments in their assessment of the relative risks of

9

different utility investment opportunities.

10

x Finally, for regulated utilities, investors tend to prefer stable regulatory

11

environments (so long as they are constructive) because this simplifies

12

pricing risk and enables investors to generate predictable returns.

13
14

Q. CAN YOU FURTHER EXPLAIN WHY THE COMMISSION’S DECISIONS FOR NSPM

15
16

ARE PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT TO THE INVESTOR COMMUNITY?

A.

Investors – both debt and equity – and credit rating agencies understand the

17

importance of the regulatory environment on the business risks of utilities.

18

Credit rating agencies and investors also know that NSPM has investments

19

weighted heavily toward its electric business and that NSPM’s customers are

20

concentrated in Minnesota, making the Minnesota retail electric jurisdiction

21

NSPM’s primary jurisdiction. Finally, rating agencies and bond and equity

22

investors know that the Commission is fully informed about NSPM’s

23

investment plans through the various dockets before the Commission. As a

24

result, these agencies and investors will likely consider the Commission’s

25

decisions regarding the financial components of the overall ROR and electric

26

rates as a reflection of the level of support for the Company’s investment plans,

27

including the investments necessary to meet the Company’s stated carbon
29
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reduction goals. Therefore, the Commission’s decisions not only have an

2

important impact on the Company’s ability to maintain its financial integrity and

3

allow us to access low cost capital, they will impact the Company’s ability to

4

achieve its broader business and environmental goals.

5
6

V. PROPOSED CAPITAL STRUCTURE, COST OF DEBT, AND

7

RATE OF RETURN

8
9

Q. PLEASE

10
11

SUMMARIZE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT POINTS YOU DISCUSS IN THIS

SECTION OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY.

A.

The most significant points I discuss include the following:

12

x The components of LTD, STD, and common equity for 2021, 2022 and

13

2023 have been determined using the same approaches that have been

14

used in prior rate cases.
x NSPM’s proposed capital structures for 2021, 2022 and 2023 are very

15
16

similar to the capital structure adopted in the last rate case.
x The costs of LTD and STD have also been determined using the same

17
18

approaches that have been used in prior cases.
x The size of NSPM’s short term credit facility is reasonable and has not

19
20

changed since the last MYRP.
x The Utility Money Pool provides public interest benefits to NSPM’s

21
22

customers.

23
24

Q. PLEASE

25
26
27

SUMMARIZE THE COMPONENTS OF THE

COMPANY’S

RECOMMENDED

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND ROR.

A.

The Company’s proposed 2021, 2022 and 2023 capital structures include LTD,
STD, and common equity. The Company’s proposed revenue requirement for
30
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2021 reflects an overall cost of capital or ROR of 7.35 percent, which includes

2

the Company’s average common equity ratio of 52.50 percent and a 10.20

3

percent ROE as recommended in Mr. D’Ascendis’s Direct Testimony. The

4

Company’s proposed ROR for 2022 is 7.35 percent and for 2023 is 7.33 percent,

5

again including the Company’s average common equity ratio of 52.50 percent

6

and the 10.20 percent ROE recommended by Mr. D’Ascendis.

7
8

Q. HOW DO THE COMPANY’S 2021, 2022 AND 2023 CAPITAL STRUCTURES COMPARE

9
10

WITH THE CAPITAL STRUCTURES REFLECTED IN PAST RATE CASES?

A.

The capital structures for all three years are comparable to the capital structure

11

approved by the Commission in the Company’s 2013 rate case (Docket No.

12

E002/GR-13-868) and those reflected in the Settlement approved by the

13

Commission in the 2015 rate case. The proposed 52.50 percent equity ratio for

14

all three years match the equity ratios approved in those cases. The LTD ratios

15

for years 2021 through 2023 range from 46.72 to 47.18 percent, compared to

16

2013 and 2015 rate case LTD ratios ranging from 45.60 to 46.41 percent.

17

Finally, the STD ratios of 0.32 to 0.78 percent are also lower than the 2013 and

18

2015 ratios, which ranged from 1.09 to 1.90 percent. The lower cost of LTD

19

and STD reflect the current low interest rate environment.

20
21

Q. WHAT METHODOLOGY DID THE COMPANY USE TO DEVELOP BALANCES AND

22
23

COSTS FOR THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE?

A.

The Company’s methodology in this case is consistent with the calculations

24

used and approved by the Commission in prior rate cases. Key points are

25

identified below:

26

x 2021 and 2022 future long and short-term debt interest rates are based

27

on the average between July 2020 Global Insight forecast and August
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1

2020 Bloomberg forward curve with an added credit spread (which is

2

based on the current credit rating and reflects current market

3

information). 2023 future long and short-term debt interest rates are

4

based on July 2020 Global Insight forecast with an added credit spread.

5

The July 2020 Global Insight forecast and August 2020 Bloomberg

6

forward curve is attached as Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 13.

7

x For forecast purposes, STD is in the form of commercial paper.

8

x STD balances are based on the average of month-end balances for the

9

12 months in the respective year.

10

x LTD balances are based on the average of month-end balances for the

11

12 months in the respective year and include forecasted LTD issuances

12

and retirements during that period.

13

x LTD costs include the coupon rate on all bonds expected to be

14

outstanding for each month of the respective year. In addition to the

15

interest expense, the cost of LTD also includes amortization expense for

16

debt issuance costs, discounts or premiums, losses on reacquired debt,

17

gains and losses from hedging transactions, and the annual amortization

18

of the upfront fees associated with the Company’s multi-year credit

19

agreement.

20

x Common equity balances represent the average of 13 month-end equity

21

balances from December of the prior year through December of the year

22

analyzed. The common equity balance averages the accounting month-

23

end balances consistent with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

24

(GAAP) and eliminates the non-regulated investments.
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1
2

1.

Q. WHAT ARE THE COMPANY’S RECOMMENDED 2021-2023 LTD BALANCES AND

3
4

Long-Term Debt

COSTS?

A.

See the Company’s recommended LTD balances and costs for 2021 through

5

2023 included in Table 5, as shown on Exhibit__(SWS-1), Schedules 4, 5 and 6,

6

respectively, Page 1 of 1.
Table 5
Recommended 2021 through 2023 LTD Balances and Costs

7

Q. ARE

8
9

LTD Balance

LTD Cost

2021 Test Year

$6.1 billion

4.24%

2022 Plan Year

$6.4 billion

4.21%

2023 Plan Year

$6.6 billion

4.19%

THERE ISSUANCES OR RETIREMENTS OF

LTD

PLANNED FOR

2021

THROUGH 2023?

A.

Yes, NSPM plans to issue $400 million of new long-term debt in 2021, $450

10

million in 2022 and $750 million in 2023. NSPM has a $300 million debt

11

retirement scheduled in 2022 and a $400 million debt retirement scheduled in

12

2023.

13
14

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY DETERMINE ITS LTD ISSUANCES?

15

A.

NSPM forecasts its financing needs over a multi-year period. NSPM generally

16

issues LTD in years when an existing long-term bond is maturing or if existing

17

higher coupon debt can be refinanced at a lower interest rate. In addition,

18

NSPM will issue LTD to replace STD when the STD levels consistently

19

approach or remain above an “index-eligible” bond size of $300 million. All of

20

these factors can affect the amount and timing of a specific bond offering.
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1

When determining the maturity of a new bond, the Company considers the

2

existing debt portfolio maturity profile, market conditions, investor demand,

3

the life of the underlying asset portfolio, and the effects on the cost of LTD.

4

The Company reviews the existing debt portfolio maturity profile and identifies

5

potential years where maturities are not already scheduled to occur. The

6

Company staggers new LTD maturities to mitigate the risk of having large

7

future maturities in any one year that could be exposed to capital market

8

volatility and the associated interest rate risk.

9
10

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE TERM “INDEX ELIGIBLE” AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT.

11

A.

To be included in the Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index, a bond must be

12

a minimum size of $300 million. Bonds that trade as a component of the index

13

are more liquid and will generally be priced at a lower credit risk premium over

14

prevailing U.S. Treasury rates than less liquid bonds, resulting in lower cost to

15

customers.

16
17

Q. DOES

18
19

THE

COMPANY CONSIDER

THE POSSIBILITY OF EARLY RETIREMENT OF

COMPONENTS OF ITS LTD PORTFOLIO?

A.

Yes. For example, in 2020, NSPM retired a bond that had provisions that

20

allowed the Company to “call” the bonds without incurring significant added

21

financial obligations known as “make whole” redemption obligations. The

22

bonds currently in the NSPM debt portfolio either: (i) have no call options; (ii)

23

are only callable at par value 3 to 6 months prior to maturity; or (iii) have make

24

whole redemption provisions that are too expensive to exercise because they

25

result in very large premium payments to existing debt holders. The Company

26

continues to monitor its LTD portfolio to take advantage of refinancing

27

opportunities that could result in lower customer costs.
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1

Q. HOW DO THE PROJECTED LTD BALANCE AND COSTS COMPARE TO THE LAST

2
3

ELECTRIC RATE CASE?

A.

The projected $6.1 billion average LTD balance for the 2021 test year is

4

approximately $1.5 billion higher than the LTD balance in the Company’s 2016

5

test year in its last rate case, reflecting increased capital investment levels. The

6

4.24 percent rate for 2021 is 57 basis points lower than the cost in the 2016 test

7

year. NSPM has benefited from a lower interest rate environment over the last

8

several years and its financial strength and strong credit ratings have also

9

contributed to this significant decline.

10
11
12

2.
Q. WHAT

13
14

Short-Term Debt

IS THE

COMPANY’S

RECOMMENDED

2021

THROUGH

2023 STD

BALANCES AND ASSOCIATED COSTS?

A.

See the Company’s recommended STD balances and costs for 2021 through

15

2023 included in Table 6, as also shown on Exhibit__(SWS-1), Schedule 14, 15

16

and 16, respectively, Page 1 of 1.

17

Table 6

18

Recommended 2021 through 2023 STD Balances and Costs

19

STD Balance

STD Cost

20

2021 Test Year

$101.8 million

0.81%

21

2022 Plan Year

$43.1 million

1.83%

22

2023 Plan Year

$106.7 million

1.03%

23
24

Q. HOW WAS THE 2021 THROUGH 2023 COST OF STD DETERMINED?

25

A.

The cost of STD includes interest expense for commercial paper and the

26

monthly financing fee associated with the Company’s June 2019 “Amended and

27

Restated Credit Agreement” for its participation in the credit facility, which
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1

provides the back-up liquidity required for its commercial paper program. See

2

the Company’s Exhibit__(SWS-1), Schedule 14, 15 and 16, respectively, Page 1

3

of 1 for a break-out of the STD cost between monthly interest expense relating

4

to commercial paper and the monthly fee expense relating to the credit facility

5

fees.

6
7

Q. HOW DOES THE PROJECTED 2021 STD COST COMPARE TO THE LAST ELECTRIC

8
9

RATE CASE?

A.

The 2021 STD cost is forecasted at 0.81 percent. The STD cost from the 2016

10

case was 1.84 percent. The decrease is largely driven by the recent decline in

11

short term interest rates.

12
13

Q. HAS THE SIZE OF THE CREDIT FACILITY CHANGED SINCE THE PRIOR CASE?

14

A.

No. NSPM’s credit facility remains at the $500 million level. To determine the

15

size of NSPM’s credit facility, the Company considers factors that significantly

16

impact liquidity requirements to evaluate the amount of short term credit

17

capacity required, such as: (i) the total capital commitments over the life of the

18

revolving credit agreement, including projected capital investment and

19

scheduled LTD maturities; (ii) the projected level and volatility of fuel purchase

20

requirements; and (iii) the liquidity required to manage variability in operating

21

cash flow due to changes in sales and operating expenses. Currently, these

22

factors support the sizing of the credit facility at $500 million; however, the size

23

of the credit facility may need to be reassessed if these factors change.

24
25

Q. DOES NSPM’S USE OF COMMERCIAL PAPER REDUCE THE REQUIRED LEVEL OF

26
27

NSPM’S CREDIT FACILITY?
A.

No. NSPM expects to have continued access to the capital and commercial
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1

paper markets, but it is necessary to have adequate back up liquidity in the event

2

of a capital market disruption. For example, the 2008 capital market crisis

3

caused commercial paper to become unavailable for a period of time. In a more

4

recent example, during March 2020, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,

5

commercial paper markets became very volatile and the cost of commercial

6

paper increased dramatically as shown in Chart 3 below. If comparable events

7

occurred again, or commercial paper required unreasonable terms or costs,

8

NSPM would be reliant on its credit facility for its liquidity needs.

9
10

Chart 3: A2/P2 Overnight Commercial Paper Rates

11

March-April 202013

12
13

A credit facility is required in order to backstop commercial paper facilities. In

14

other words, if NSPM was not able to repay its maturing commercial paper, it

15

would be required to draw down its credit facility in order to meet that

16

obligation. Commercial paper is almost always used instead of direct drawing

17

on the credit facility because of its lower cost. Since the credit facility is a

18

backstop to commercial paper, the amount of commercial paper issued cannot

19

exceed the limit of the credit facility. Any outstanding commercial paper

13

Source: www.federalreserve.gov
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1

reduces the amount available to draw under the credit facility.

2
3

Q. DOES NSPM

4
5

PARTICIPATE IN A

UTILITY MONEY POOL

WITH OTHER

OPERATING UTILITY SUBSIDIARIES OF XEI?

A.

Yes. The Utility Money Pool is a short-term intercompany revolving credit

6

facility that allows for coordination and provision of some short-term cash and

7

working capital for NSPM, Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo) and

8

Southwestern Public Service Company (SPS).

9
10

Q. HAS THE COMMISSION REVIEWED AND APPROVED NSPM’S

11
12

PARTICIPATION IN

THE UTILITY MONEY POOL?

A.

Yes. The Commission’s July 9, 2004 Order in Docket No. E002/AI-04-100

13

approved participation in the Utility Money Pool and required NSPM to

14

demonstrate in future rate cases that NSPM’s participation in the Utility Money

15

Pool continues to be consistent with the public interest. NSPM has submitted

16

the required information in this case and in all prior rate cases since 2004.

17

NSPM also submits information regarding its participation in the Utility Money

18

Pool for Commission review and approval in its annual capital structure filings.

19
20

Q. IS THE UTILITY MONEY POOL CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

21

A.

Yes. The Utility Money Pool provides additional flexibility and allows for

22

potential cost savings and efficiencies without limiting access to existing

23

financing. Participants are not obligated to lend to or borrow from the Utility

24

Money Pool. However, it is available for use when it is most efficient, in

25

situations when it provides benefits such as a lower cost of borrowing, or more

26

flexibility regarding the terms of borrowing. NSPM’s lending limits are also

27

subject to approval by both the Commission and the Federal Energy Regulatory
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1

Commission.

2
3

Q. DOES

4
5

THE

UTILITY MONEY POOL

PROVIDE A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE

NSPM

CREDIT FACILITY IN RELATION TO NEEDED LIQUIDITY?

A.

No. Since there is no obligation for any participant to provide funds to the

6

Utility Money Pool, it does not provide the assurance of available cash that is

7

needed by NSPM, and thus does not provide a substitute source of liquidity for

8

NSPM’s credit facility and commercial paper program.

9
10

Q. DOES NSPM’S PARTICIPATION IN THE UTILITY MONEY POOL IMPOSE RISKS ON

11
12

NSPM?
A.

No. The borrowings under the Utility Money Pool are payable on demand. If

13

anything, NSPM’s participation in the Utility Money Pool provides additional

14

access to liquidity (and usually at more favorable rates) and thus, reduces risk

15

that may be caused by various macroeconomic events.

16
17

Q. HAVE

18
19

YOU PREPARED A SCHEDULE SHOWING BORROWING AND LENDING

BETWEEN NSPM AND THE UTILITY MONEY POOL?

A.

Yes. Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 17, provides a record of Utility Money Pool

20

activity, including lending to and borrowing from the Utility Money Pool from

21

January 2018 through June 2020.

22
23
24

3.
Q. HOW

25
26
27

Common Equity

DID YOU DETERMINE

NSPM’S 2021

THROUGH

2023

COMMON EQUITY

BALANCES?

A.

Consistent with prior rate case methodology, the proposed 2021 test year and
2022 and 2023 plan years’ common equity balances reflect the average of 13
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1

month-end equity balances from December of the previous year through

2

December of the respective year and eliminates the non-regulated

3

investments. See the Company’s recommended common equity balances by

4

month for 2021 through 2023 by referencing Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedules

5

18, 19 and 20, respectively.

6
7

Q. HOW DOES THE 2021 COMMON EQUITY BALANCE COMPARE TO THE BALANCE

8
9

IN THE LAST RATE CASE?

A.

10

The nearly $6.9 billion common equity balance for 2021 is approximately $1.7
billion greater than the $5.2 billion balance in the test year of the last rate case.

11
12

Q. HAS XEI ISSUED COMMON STOCK IN THE LAST FEW YEARS?

13

A.

Yes. In September 2018, XEI issued approximately $225 million of common

14

stock through a $300 million SEC-registered “At the Market” program under

15

which XEI issued common stock to the public from time to time at then-

16

prevailing market prices. XEI entered into a forward equity agreement for

17

approximately $460 million in November 2018, which was settled on August

18

29, 2019. Additionally, in November 2019, XEI entered into forward sales

19

agreements in connection with a completed $743 million public offering of 11.8

20

million shares of Xcel Energy common stock. XEI may settle the agreements

21

at any time up to the maturity date of December 31, 2020.

22
23

Q. HAVE

24
25

YOU PROVIDED INFORMATION REGARDING FLOTATION COSTS FOR

PUBLIC AND NON-PUBLIC EQUITY ISSUANCES BY XEI?

A.

Yes. Information regarding flotation costs for public and non-public offerings

26

by XEI is included in Exhibit___(SWS-1), Schedule 21. This information was

27

used by Mr. D’Ascendis in his testimony regarding his flotation cost adjustment.
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1

VI. INVESTOR RELATIONS EXPENSES

2
3

Q. CAN

YOU PLEASE ALSO DISCUSS THE

COMPANY’S

INVESTOR RELATIONS

4

EFFORTS AND THE EXPENSES YOU EXPECT TO INCUR IN THE

5

AND IN THE 2022 AND 2023 PLAN YEARS?

6

A.

2021 TEST YEAR

Yes. The Company will incur investor relations expenses in 2021 through 2023

7

due to the need to keep the credit rating agencies fully informed regarding

8

NSPM’s business and financing plans and to maintain strong investor demand

9

for NSPM’s LTD securities. The Investor Relations team also incurs costs for

10

shareholder services. These efforts will enable NSPM to issue LTD securities

11

at favorable costs, as evidenced by NSPM’s very low cost of LTD. Additionally,

12

the Investor Relations group will continue to support the Company’s equity

13

program, and customers receive the benefit of improved proceeds as a result of

14

obtaining favorable prices from the issuance of stock.

15
16

Q. ARE THESE DISCRETIONARY EXPENSES?

17

A.

No. A company with publicly-traded equity must engage in investor relations

18

activities, including but not limited to: (i) the listing of shares of XEI on the

19

National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ);

20

(ii) stock transfer agent services associated with the issuance of new common

21

shares to investors, providing shareholders online access to accounts, and

22

maintaining the list of registered shareholders; and (iii) an annual shareholders

23

meeting.

24
25

Q. IS IT APPROPRIATE TO INCLUDE THESE EXPENSES AS PART OF THE COMPANY’S

26
27

COST OF PROVIDING ELECTRIC SERVICE TO MINNESOTA RATEPAYERS?

A.

Yes. These are unavoidable, just and reasonable expenses that should be
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1

included in the Company’s cost of service for ratemaking purposes. The

2

Company incurs these expenses as a necessary part of providing cost-effective

3

service to its customers; they are not expenses incurred to benefit shareholders.

4
5

Q. BUT

6
7

ISN’T THE

COMPANY

REQUESTING RECOVERY OF ONLY HALF OF THESE

EXPENSES?

A.

Yes.

Company witness Mr. Benjamin C. Halama’s testimony, and the

8

Company’s rate request, reflects recovery of only 50 percent of these expenses

9

in this case. As Mr. Halama discusses in his direct testimony, schedules and

10

supporting workpapers, the total investor relations expenses allocated to the

11

Minnesota electric jurisdiction are approximately $1.9 million for the period

12

2021-2023. The Company has removed 50 percent of these expenses, given

13

past Commission decisions on this topic and due to the desire to minimize

14

controversy in this proceeding. However, the Company continues to view these

15

as just, reasonable and necessary expenses.

16
17

VII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

18
19

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS.

20

A.

I recommend that the Commission approve NSPM’s proposed 2021 test year

21

capital structure with 52.50 percent common equity and an overall rate of return

22

of 7.35 percent, as follows:
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1

2021 Test Year

2

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

3

(as presented in Table 1 on Page 4)

4

Percent of
Total Capital

5
6
7
8

Weighted
Cost

Cost

Short-Term Debt

0.78%

0.81%

0.01%

Long-Term Debt

46.72%

4.24%

1.98%

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

Total Capital

100.00%

7.35%

9
10

I also recommend that the Commission approve a proposed 2022 capital

11

structure with 52.50 percent common equity and an overall rate of return of

12

7.35 percent, as follows:

13

2022

14

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

15

(as presented in Table 2 on Page 4)

16
17

Percent of
Total Capital

Weighted
Cost

Cost

Short-Term Debt

0.32%

1.83%

0.01%

Long-Term Debt

47.18%

4.21%

1.98%

19

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

20

Total Capital

18

100.00%

7.35%

21
22

And lastly, I recommend that the Commission approve a proposed 2023 capital

23

structure with 52.50 percent common equity and an overall rate of return of

24

7.33 percent, as follows:
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1

2023

2

Recommended Capital Structure Ratios and Costs

3

(as presented in Table 3 on Page 5)

4

Percent of
Total Capital

5
6
7
8

Weighted
Cost

Cost

Short-Term Debt

0.75%

1.03%

0.01%

Long-Term Debt

46.75%

4.19%

1.96%

Common Equity

52.50%

10.20%

5.36%

Total Capital

100.00%

7.33%

9
10

The Company’s proposed capital structures and overall costs of capital are

11

reasonable and meet the Commission general standards of reasonableness used

12

in decision making. The capital structures reflect the actual capital structure

13

NSPM uses to fund its utility investment. These capital structures are market

14

based and consistent with prior Commission decisions for NSPM and with

15

capital structures of other comparable companies. The capital structures will

16

support the Company’s financial integrity as demonstrated through strong bond

17

ratings and lower costs of debt, while simultaneously enabling NSPM to make

18

substantial capital investments in the utility infrastructure, including renewable

19

energy. Finally, the Company has not materially changed its capital structure

20

since 2009 and the Commission has reviewed and approved its equity ratio in

21

the past four electric rate case proceedings.

22
23

I also recommend that the Commission allow partial recovery of investor

24

relations costs in rates as the Company has proposed.

25
26

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

27

A.

Yes, it does.
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2017-2018
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Vice President, Project Finance

2010 – 2012

Director, Project Finance

2005 – 2010
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2004- 2005 Manager,

Exodus Energy, LLC., Houston, TX
Director
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1993 - 1995

1993

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Capital
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PROPOSED TEST YEAR 2021 COST OF CAPITAL
Percent
of Total
Capitalization

Cost of
Capital

Weighted
Cost
of Capital*

4.24%
0.81%

1.98%
0.01%

Capitalization:

($000's)
Amount

Long-Term Debt
Short-Term Debt

$6,130,539
$101,814

46.72%
0.78%

Total Debt

$6,232,353

47.50%

$6,888,650

52.50%

$13,121,003

100.00%

Net Common Equity
Total Capitalization

1.99%
10.20%

Short Term Debt and Long Term Debt Amounts are 12 Month Average Balances.
Equity Amounts are 13 Month Average Balances.

5.36%
7.35%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Capital
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PROPOSED ADDITIONAL TEST YEAR 2022 COST OF CAPITAL
Percent
of Total
Capitalization

Cost of
Capital

Weighted
Cost
of Capital*

4.21%
1.83%

1.98%
0.01%

Capitalization:

($000's)
Amount

Long-Term Debt
Short-Term Debt

$6,403,032
$43,078

47.18%
0.32%

Total Debt

$6,446,110

47.50%

$7,125,058

52.50%

$13,571,169

100.00%

Net Common Equity
Total Capitalization

1.99%
10.20%

Short Term Debt and Long Term Debt Amounts are 12 Month Average Balances.
Equity Amounts are 13 Month Average Balances.

5.36%
7.35%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Capital
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PROPOSED ADDITIONAL TEST YEAR 2023 COST OF CAPITAL
Percent
of Total
Capitalization

Cost of
Capital

Weighted
Cost
of Capital*

4.19%
1.03%

1.96%
0.01%

Capitalization:

($000's)
Amount

Long-Term Debt
Short-Term Debt

$6,645,745
$106,740

46.75%
0.75%

Total Debt

$6,752,485

47.50%

$7,462,817

52.50%

$14,215,303

100.00%

Net Common Equity
Total Capitalization

1.97%
10.20%

Short Term Debt and Long Term Debt Amounts are 12 Month Average Balances.
Equity Amounts are 13 Month Average Balances.

5.36%
7.33%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
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Consolidated NSPM
Capital Expenditures
2089

$ in Millions

1753
1505

971

2010

2011

1574

2021F

2022F

2023F

1235

1183

1018

2012

1580

1469
1159

1152

1606

947

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020F

(a) 2010 - 2019 actual 10 year expenditures = $12.4B, average spend per year = $1.239B
(b) 2015 - 2019 actual 5 year expenditures = $6.6B, average spend per year = $1.317B
(c) 2020 - 2023 forecast 4 year expenditures = $6.8B, average spend per year = $1.712B

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Composite Cost of Long-Term Debt
($000's)
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2021 FORECASTED LONG TERM DEBT AND COST
as of 8/25/20

Description
First Mortgage Bonds

Series due July 1, 2025 (FMB)
Series due March 1, 2028 (FMB)
Series Due July 15, 2035 (FMB)
Series Due June 1, 2036 (FMB)
Series Due July 1, 2037 (FMB)
Series Due November 1, 2039 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2040 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2022 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2042 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2023 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2044 (FMB)
Series Due Aug 15, 2045 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2046 (FMB)
Series Due Sep 15, 2047 (FMB)
Series Due Mar 1, 2050 (FMB)
Series Due Jun 1, 2051 (FMB)
Series Due May 1, 2051 (FMB) (1)
Other Debt
Right of Way Notes
TOTAL DEBT

Unamortized Loss on Reacquired Debt
Fees on 5-year Credit Facility (2)
GRAND TOTAL and COST OF DEBT

Coupon
Rate

Issue
Date

Maturity
Date

Amount

7.1250
6.5000
5.2500
6.2500
6.2000
5.3500
4.8500
2.1500
3.4000
2.6000
4.1250
4.0000
3.6000
3.7000
2.9000
2.6000
2.9000

Jul-95
Mar-98
Jul-05
May-06
Jun-07
Nov-09
Aug-10
Aug-12
Aug-12
May-13
May-14
Aug-15
May-16
Sep-17
Sep-19
Jun-20
May-21

Jul-25
Mar-28
Jul-35
Jun-36
Jul-37
Nov-39
Aug-40
Aug-22
Aug-42
May-23
May-44
Aug-45
May-46
Sep-47
Mar-50
Jun-51
May-51

250,000
150,000
250,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
300,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
300,000
350,000
600,000
600,000
700,000
266,667

var

var

var

286
6,266,953

Premium or
Hedge
Bond
Bond
LRD
Gain/(Loss) Discount Expense Expense

8,106
(1,958)
(31,566)
-

307
389
226
696
1,057
348
450
49
2,684
134
664
3,931
1,735
5,216
10,871
12,712
-

250
326
1,416
2,417
2,306
2,537
1,920
334
4,409
829
2,909
3,129
4,482
7,674
8,202
9,434
3,950

-

-

-

(25,419)

41,468

56,524

7,302

(3) Capital
Employed

249,442
149,285
248,358
404,993
346,637
295,156
247,630
299,617
461,341
399,037
296,427
292,940
343,783
579,808
580,926
677,854
262,717

286
7,302

6,136,239

Total Bond Cost
Premium/
(4) Interest
Hedge
Discount
Expense
LRD
Charge Amortization Amortization Amortization Amortization

17,813
9,750
13,125
25,000
21,700
16,050
12,125
6,450
17,000
10,400
12,375
12,000
12,600
22,200
17,400
18,200
7,733

545
(107)
(1,496)
-

251,921

78
59
16
47
66
19
24
46
127
73
29
163
70
199
380
425
-

63
49
101
162
144
139
101
309
209
453
127
130
180
293
286
316
134

-

-

-

(1,059)

1,820

3,198

(5,700)
6,130,539

(1) NSPM 2021 issuance of $400M 30 year bond, balance is 8 of 12 months.
(2) Fees associated with the 5 Year Credit Facility are amortized over the life of the facility and are incorporated into the long-term debt rate.
(3) Capital Employed is based on the Premium / Discount / Expense Balances representing average declining balances. New and Maturing Debt averaged on number of months in the year.
(4) Interest Expense is a Straight Interest Expense calculation.

279

279

Cost of
Capital

Capital
Cost %

17,953
9,858
13,242
24,665
21,911
16,315
12,249
6,805
18,833
10,927
12,531
12,293
12,850
22,971
18,066
18,941
7,867

7.20%
6.60%
5.33%
6.09%
6.32%
5.53%
4.95%
2.27%
4.08%
2.74%
4.23%
4.20%
3.74%
3.96%
3.11%
2.79%
2.99%

-

0.00%

258,277

4.21%

1,217
379
259,872

4.24%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Composite Cost of Long-Term Debt
($000's)
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2022 FORECASTED LONG TERM DEBT AND COST
as of 8/25/20

Description
First Mortgage Bonds

Series due July 1, 2025 (FMB)
Series due March 1, 2028 (FMB)
Series Due July 15, 2035 (FMB)
Series Due June 1, 2036 (FMB)
Series Due July 1, 2037 (FMB)
Series Due November 1, 2039 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2040 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2022 (FMB) (2)
Series Due August 15, 2042 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2023 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2044 (FMB)
Series Due Aug 15, 2045 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2046 (FMB)
Series Due Sep 15, 2047 (FMB)
Series Due Mar 1, 2050 (FMB)
Series Due Jun 1, 2051 (FMB)
Series Due May 1, 2051 (FMB)
Series Due Jun 1, 2052 (FMB) (1)
Other Debt
Right of Way Notes
TOTAL DEBT

Unamortized Loss on Reacquired Debt
Fees on 5-year Credit Facility (3)
GRAND TOTAL and COST OF DEBT

Coupon
Rate

Total Bond Cost

Issue
Date

Maturity
Date

Amount

7.1250
6.5000
5.2500
6.2500
6.2000
5.3500
4.8500
2.1500
3.4000
2.6000
4.1250
4.0000
3.6000
3.7000
2.9000
2.6000
2.9000
3.2000

Jul-95
Mar-98
Jul-05
May-06
Jun-07
Nov-09
Aug-10
Aug-12
Aug-12
May-13
May-14
Aug-15
May-16
Sep-17
Sep-19
Jun-20
May-21
Jun-22

Jul-25
Mar-28
Jul-35
Jun-36
Jul-37
Nov-39
Aug-40
Aug-22
Aug-42
May-23
May-44
Aug-45
May-46
Sep-47
Mar-50
Jun-51
May-51
Jun-52

250,000
150,000
250,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
175,000
500,000
400,000
300,000
300,000
350,000
600,000
600,000
700,000
400,000
262,500

var

var

var

286
6,537,786

Premium or
Hedge
Bond
Bond
LRD
Gain/(Loss) Discount Expense Expense

7,561
(1,851)
(30,069)
-

230
330
210
649
991
329
426
8
2,556
61
635
3,767
1,665
5,017
10,492
12,286
-

187
277
1,314
2,255
2,162
2,398
1,819
52
4,200
375
2,782
2,999
4,302
7,381
7,916
9,118
5,758
3,894

-

-

-

(24,360)

39,652

59,190

7,023

(4) Capital
Employed

249,583
149,393
248,475
404,657
346,848
295,421
247,754
174,940
463,174
399,564
296,583
293,233
344,033
580,579
581,592
678,595
394,242
258,606

286
7,023

6,407,561

Premium/
(5) Interest
Hedge
Charge Amortization

17,813
9,750
13,125
25,000
21,700
16,050
12,125
3,763
17,000
10,400
12,375
12,000
12,600
22,200
17,400
18,200
11,600
8,400

545
(107)
(1,496)
-

261,500

(4,529)
6,403,032

(1) NSPM 2022 issuance of $450M 30 year bond, balance is 7 of 12 months.
(2) NSPM 2012 issuance of $300M 10 year bond, balance is 7 of 12 months.
(3) Fees associated with the 5 Year Credit Facility are amortized over the life of the facility and are incorporated into the long-term debt rate.
(4) Capital Employed is based on the Premium / Discount / Expense Balances representing average declining balances. New and Maturing Debt averaged on number of months in the year.
(5) Interest Expense is a Straight Interest Expense calculation.

Discount
Expense
LRD
Amortization Amortization Amortization

78
59
16
47
66
19
24
28
127
73
29
163
70
199
380
425
-

63
49
101
162
144
139
101
191
209
453
127
130
180
293
286
316
200
132

-

-

-

(1,059)

1,803

3,278

279

279

Cost of
Capital

Capital
Cost %

17,953
9,858
13,242
24,665
21,911
16,315
12,249
3,982
18,833
10,927
12,531
12,293
12,850
22,971
18,066
18,941
11,800
8,532

7.19%
6.60%
5.33%
6.10%
6.32%
5.52%
4.94%
2.28%
4.07%
2.73%
4.23%
4.19%
3.74%
3.96%
3.11%
2.79%
2.99%
3.30%

-

0.00%

267,918

4.18%

1,020
379
269,317

4.21%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Composite Cost of Long-Term Debt
($000's)
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2023 FORECASTED LONG TERM DEBT AND COST
as of 8/25/20

Description
First Mortgage Bonds

Series due July 1, 2025 (FMB)
Series due March 1, 2028 (FMB)
Series Due July 15, 2035 (FMB)
Series Due June 1, 2036 (FMB)
Series Due July 1, 2037 (FMB)
Series Due November 1, 2039 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2040 (FMB)
Series Due August 15, 2042 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2023 (FMB) (2)
Series Due May 15, 2044 (FMB)
Series Due Aug 15, 2045 (FMB)
Series Due May 15, 2046 (FMB)
Series Due Sep 15, 2047 (FMB)
Series Due Mar 1, 2050 (FMB)
Series Due Jun 1, 2051 (FMB)
Series Due May 1, 2051 (FMB)
Series Due Jun 1, 2052 (FMB)
Series Due May 1, 2033 (FMB) (1)
Series Due May 1, 2053 (FMB) (1)
Other Debt
Right of Way Notes
TOTAL DEBT

Unamortized Loss on Reacquired Debt
Fees on 5-year Credit Facility (3)
GRAND TOTAL and COST OF DEBT

Coupon
Rate

Issue
Date

Maturity
Date

Amount

7.1250
6.5000
5.2500
6.2500
6.2000
5.3500
4.8500
3.4000
2.6000
4.1250
4.0000
3.6000
3.7000
2.9000
2.6000
2.9000
3.2000
2.2000
3.4000

Jul-95
Mar-98
Jul-05
May-06
Jun-07
Nov-09
Aug-10
Aug-12
May-13
May-14
Aug-15
May-16
Sep-17
Sep-19
Jun-20
May-21
Jun-22
May-23
May-23

Jul-25
Mar-28
Jul-35
Jun-36
Jul-37
Nov-39
Aug-40
Aug-42
May-23
May-44
Aug-45
May-46
Sep-47
Mar-50
Jun-51
May-51
Jun-52
May-33
May-53

250,000
150,000
250,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
500,000
133,333
300,000
300,000
350,000
600,000
600,000
700,000
400,000
450,000
250,000
250,000

var

var

var

286
6,783,619

Premium or
Hedge
Bond
Bond
LRD
Gain/(Loss) Discount Expense Expense

7,016
(1,744)
(28,573)
-

152
272
194
602
924
310
403
2,429
4
606
3,604
1,595
4,818
10,112
11,861
-

124
227
1,213
2,092
2,017
2,260
1,719
3,991
24
2,655
2,870
4,122
7,088
7,630
8,803
5,558
6,497
3,608
3,703

-

-

-

(23,301)

37,886

66,201

6,744

(4) Capital
Employed

249,724
149,501
248,593
404,322
347,058
295,686
247,879
465,007
133,305
296,739
293,526
344,283
581,350
582,258
679,336
394,442
443,503
246,392
246,297

286
6,744

6,649,487

Total Bond Cost
Premium/
(5) Interest
Hedge
Discount
Expense
LRD
Charge Amortization Amortization Amortization Amortization

17,813
9,750
13,125
25,000
21,700
16,050
12,125
17,000
3,467
12,375
12,000
12,600
22,200
17,400
18,200
11,600
14,400
5,500
8,500

545
(107)
(1,496)
-

270,804

(3,742)
6,645,745

(1) NSPM 2023 issuance of $375M 10 year bond, balance is 8 of 12 months.
NSPM 2023 issuance of $375M 30 year bond, balance is 8 of 12 months.
(2) NSPM 2013 issuance of $400M 10 year bond, balance is 4 of 12 months.
(3) Fees associated with the 5 Year Credit Facility are amortized over the life of the facility and are incorporated into the long-term debt rate.
(4) Capital Employed is based on the Premium / Discount / Expense Balances representing average declining balances. New and Maturing Debt averaged on number of months in the year.
(5) Interest Expense is a Straight Interest Expense calculation.

78
59
16
47
66
19
24
127
27
29
163
70
199
380
425
-

63
49
101
162
144
139
101
209
166
127
130
180
293
286
316
200
225
377
126

-

-

-

(1,059)

1,728

3,395

279

279

Cost of
Capital

Capital
Cost %

17,953
9,858
13,242
24,665
21,911
16,315
12,249
18,833
3,660
12,531
12,293
12,850
22,971
18,066
18,941
11,800
14,625
5,877
8,626

7.19%
6.59%
5.33%
6.10%
6.31%
5.52%
4.94%
4.05%
2.75%
4.22%
4.19%
3.73%
3.95%
3.10%
2.79%
2.99%
3.30%
2.39%
3.50%

-

0.00%

277,266

4.17%

700
379
278,344

4.19%
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25.3%

26.7%

25.1%

20.1%

CFO Pre-W/C – Dividends / Debt

20.1%

18.0%

17.5%

16.6%

14.1%

Debt / Capitalization

40.6%

40.3%

44.0%

43.0%

43.4%

CFO Pre-W/C + Interest / Interest

LTM Sept-19

2t[ ]rr mdbh@y dma idyap @e A]pg'ybapA chedeshdr pdbd dep hes@mU@mdba u@@poAy Mr@idr Gbdepdmp ]pg'yb.aeby c@m S@e Nhedeshdr F@mU@mdbh@eyv
-Source :SSMdy' sFinirFna :cluFr'

DaGKMch
fNS (riityead ry d gtcarodnnl riatucdatp )arnral aTda Ucegrpty tntoacro ytcgroty ae k14 Crnnrei o)yaeCtcy ri (riityead% fecaT ,dDead
dip Ne)aT ,dDead dy Ptnn dy ida)cdn udy ytcgroty ae 914 Crnnrei o)yaeCtcy ri (riityead dip fecaT ,dDead1 (riityead% Ceyanl dce)ip
(riitdUenry Na1 Sd)n% dooe)iay hec aTt v)nD eh ray eUtcdareiy mdnCeya b90 eh ctgti)tyM1

6xhy U'irhsdbh@e p@ay e@b dee@'esa d smaphb mdbhew dsbh@ev N@m deo smaphb mdbhewy macamaesap he bxhy U'irhsdbh@eT Uradya yaa bxa mdbhewy bdi @e bxa hyy'am(aebhbo Udwa @e
fffv.@@poyvs@. c@m bxa .@yb 'Updbap smaphb mdbhew dsbh@e hec@m.dbh@e dep mdbhew xhyb@mov

'
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zy ptUroatp ri X7Trvra :% fNS (riityead ry aTt ntudol y)vyrprdcl eh Udctia .otn Xitcul Eio1 m.otn% Iddk yadvntM% d Tenpriu oeCUdil
PraT )arnral eUtcdareiy ri truTa yadaty ytcgroriu dce)ip :1; Crnnrei tntoacro o)yaeCtcy dip dve)a B Crnnrei ida)cdn udy o)yaeCtcy1 Ea ry
aTt ytoeip ndcutya y)vyrprdcl ri atcCy eh ctu)ndatp cdat vdyt mB9kb ltdc tip tyarCdat2 Rkk1B vrnnreiM dhatc S)vnro Ntcgrot weCUdil eh
wenecdpe mSNwF% z: yadvnt& B9kb ltdc tip tyarCdat2 kB1A vrnnreiM% PraT tdoT oeiacrv)ariu vtaPtti :4 A40 ae .otn5y oeiyenrpdatp ita
rioeCt1 fNS (riityead dip ray yCdnntc itruTvecriu yryatc oeCUdil fecaTtci Nadaty SePtc mOryoeiyriM mfNS Oryoeiyri% zB yadvntM
eUtcdat aTtrc tntoacro Ucep)oarei dip acdiyCryyrei ylyatCy dy di riatucdatp ylyatC DiePi dy aTt fNS NlyatC1
-Exhihb C

wrPa IbPofA Lbr1 FofcbHXcsHtbca l0cos dAPco Pbn .9+pm
-( $i n$mm$lios
Xcel Energy Inc.
Baa1 Stable
CFO: $3,159
Total Debt: $18,376

Northern States Power (Minnesota)
(NSP-Minnesota)
A2 Stable
CFO: $1,516
Total Debt: $5,414

Northern States Power (Wisconsin)
(NSP-Wisconsin)
A2 Stable
CFO: $185
Total Debt: $908

Southwestern Public Service Company
(SPS)
Baa2 Stable
CFO: $443
Total Debt: $2,335

Public Service Company of Colorado
(PSCo)
A3 Stable
CFO: $997
Total Debt: $5,695

-Source Urca Xicuhd EirmI :SSMdy' sFinirFna :cluFr'

EhomMch) gah)Mo gGenM)hamoMGen
fy(yACE EyLCF-yNyURAyPI VCICNyA-B VTfk PN PDCFRAyPI- RFC yI (yIIC-PAR
fNS (riityead5y octpra ’)dnral cthntoay nrCratp uteucdUTro prgtcyrhrodarei vtithray vtod)yt (riityead dooe)iay hec aTt CdVecral eh ray
eUtcdareiy PTrnt fecaT dip Ne)aT ,dDead mtntoacro einlM tdoT ctUctytia dce)ip ;0 eh aTt aeadn1 za aTt ydCt arCt% aTt Htptcdn Xitcul
»tu)ndaecl weCCryyrei5y mHX»wM egtcyruTa eh fNS (riityead5y PTentydnt Ucep)oarei mdce)ip A1:0 eh aTt )arnral5y B9k6 aeadn tntoacro
ctgti)tyM dip acdiyCryyrei ytcgroty Ceptyanl tiTdioty ray ctu)ndaecl prgtcyral1
PLCFRff UFCEyA -TDDPFAyLC -ARAC FCJTfRAPF; CILyFPI(CIAFM)han ah)Sgh ahdScmoGar cmd
F)c grtP eh aTt octpra y)UUecargtityy eh aTt yadat5y ctu)ndaecl hcdCtPecDy ri PTroT fNS (riityead eUtcdaty oeiyrptcy aTda aTt )arnral5y
odyT hnePy vtithra hceC d vcedp uce)U eh crptc CtoTdiryCy aTda dnneP hec aTt arCtnl ctoegtcl eh oeyay dip rigtyaCtiay vtaPtti cdat
odyty% dip aTt dvrnral ae rCUntCtia C)nar ltdc cdat Undiy ri dnn aTctt yadaty1 sTt )arnral dnye vtithray hceC aTt dvrnral ae rCUntCtia
riatcrC cdaty )iarn hridn adcrhh ptoryreiy dct Cdpt% d)aeCdaro h)tn dip U)coTdyt UePtc oeya ctoegtcl CtoTdiryCy my)vVtoa ae CeiaTnl
dpV)yaCtiayM dip acdiyCryyrei crptcy1 JePtgtc% aTt i)Cvtc eh d)aeCdaro ctoegtcl CtoTdiryCy ry Cect t7atiyrgt ri (riityead
mrion)priu pryacrv)arei dip ptoe)UnriuM hennePtp vl fecaT ,dDead1 sTry pcrgty e)c grtP aTda aTtyt ctu)ndaecl hcdCtPecDy dct dvegt
dgtcdut ri atcCy eh octpra y)UUecargtityy oeCUdctp ae Ceya eaTtc yadaty% rion)priu Ne)aT ,dDead1
-Exhihb 3

Ez$$coA t6 uPA oPfzacstoA $Pr0cbHi$i cNcHacDaP Hb yEO vHbbPitscki 'zoHinHrsHtbi
Multi-year
Rate Plans

NSP-M

√

Forward Test
Fuel Recovery
Interim Rates
Year
Mechanism

√ MN & ND

√

√

Renewable
Rider

Transmission
Rider

Distribution
Recovery
Mechanism

Infrastructure
Rider

Pension
Deferral
Mechanism

Property Tax
Deferral/Trueup

Decoupling

√ MN & ND

√ MN & ND

√ MN

√ SD

√ MN

√ MN

√ MN

-Source Urca Xicuhd EirmI uchoanlSud gFaFih'

Ei Ne)aT ,dDead% cdaty dct vdytp ei Tryaecrodn atya Utcrepy PTroT dneiu PraT d nrCratp i)Cvtc eh crptcy Tdgt oeiacrv)atp ae aTt
)arnral5y gendarnt doa)dn cta)ci ei t’)rarty m»eXyM mytt X7Trvra 4M1 Ei (riityead% fNS (riityead vtithray hceC d ptoe)Unriu CtoTdiryCy
mrCUntCtiatp ri qdi)dcl B9k;M hec hec tntoacro ctyrptiardn tip )ytcy% dy Ptnn dy yCdnn oeCCtcordn dip rip)yacrdn mw'EM o)yaeCtcy%

1
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dnaTe)uT aTtrc dii)dn rioctdyty dct odUUtp da :01 Ei dpprarei% ctgti)ty hceC dnn iei ptoe)Untp tntoacro o)yaeCtcy dct dnye y)vVtoa ae
ydnty ac)t )Uy1 sTda ydrp% aTry CtoTdiryC pety iea h)nnl riy)ndat aTt )arnral5y odyT hnePy hceC aTt ptonririu tntoacroral ydnty gen)Cty ri
ray ytcgrot atccraecl ptyUrat ray Ceptyanl ucePriu tntoacro o)yaeCtc vdyt mH8B9k6 dip irit CeiaT Utcrep tiptp ri NtUatCvtc B9kb2
Y9160M1 Hec t7dCUnt% tip eh NtUatCvtc B9kb% aTt )arnral ctUecatp d ctp)oarei ri ray tntoacro Cdcuri eh dce)ip Rk3 Crnnrei ePriu ae d
pceU ri ray tntoacroral ydnty vl B1:0% ei d PtdaTtc dpV)yatp vdyry1 Ei oeiacdya% aTt )arnral5y ida)cdn udy ydnty mNtUatCvtc B9kb2 Yk1:0&
H8 B9k62Yk0M dip o)yaeCtc vdyt mNtUatCvtc B9kb2 Yk0& H8 B9k62 Yk1k0M oeiari)t ae uceP1 znn aTtyt hdoaecy TtnU ae t7Undri aTt
prhhtctioty ri aTt ptgtneUCtia eh aTt )arnral5y doa)dn »eX1
-Exhihb 4

Ez$$coA t6 uPA 6HbcbrHca Jcoc$PsPoi HbraznHbf czs0toHXPn cbn crszca StIi cbn cJJaHrcDaP oPfzacstoA Jacbi
W/A Earned RoE (actual)
Authorized RoE

NSP-Minnesota

Regulatory Plan

2016

2017

2018

Electric-Mn

9.20%

9.35%

9.66%

8.88%

NG-Mn

10.09%

8.12%

9.16%

9.81%

2016-2019 multi-year plan (MYP); filed MYP in 2019

Electric - ND

10.25%

9.60%

10.91%

9.93%

TCJA Settlement 2019-20

NG-ND

10.75%

6.00%

8.75%

10.32%

TCJA Settlement 2019-20

Electric - SD

Blackbox

8.91%

6.91%

6.79%

TCJA Settlement 2019-20

5*f(d hy fadbxam dpg'ybap/
-Source Urca Xicuhd EirmI ,choanlSud gFaFih'

F)c didnlyry dnye oeiyrptcy aTt Cr7tp e)aoeCty eh aTt ctu)ndaecl ptoryreiy ctudcpriu cth)ipy p)t ae aTt cdatUdltcy hennePriu aTt ct
tgdn)darei eh aTt doo)C)ndatp pthtcctp rioeCt ad7 mz,EsM da aTt nePtc oecUecdat ad7 cdat eh Bk0 dhatc aTt rCUntCtiadarei eh aTt swqz
ri ,totCvtc B9k31 za ltdc tip B9k6% aTt vdndiot dUUce7rCdatp Rk14 vrnnrei mPraT aTt Uceatoatp Uecarei dooe)iariu hec aTt CdVecralM1
Ot grtP aTt ptoryreiy eh aTt fecaT dip Ne)aT ,dDead weCCryyreiy mf,SNw dip N,S-wM dy octpra y)UUecargt dy aTtl d)aTecrxtp
ytaantCtia ducttCtiay aTda Ucegrptp hec eit arCt cth)ipy ri B9k6 maeadn cth)ip ri veaT yadaty2 RBk CrnnreiM v)a dnye dnnePtp aTt
)arnral ae ctadri aTt dCe)iay p)t ae aTt tntoacro o)yaeCtcy ri B9kb dip B9B9 ri t7oTdiut hec d aPe ltdc cdat odyt hcttxt1 sTt aPe
ltdc Cecdaecr)C dip aTt crptcy Ucegrpt yeCt odyT hneP gryrvrnral% Udcaro)ndcnl dy aTt )arnral5y B9k: B9k3 tntoacro cdat Undiy ri veaT yadaty
t7Urctp da aTt tip eh B9k31 Ei fecaT ,dDead% fNS (riityead Pdy dnnePtp ae )yt aTt cth)ipdvnt dCe)iay p)t ae ida)cdn udy o)yaeCtcy
ae dCecarxt mdii)dnnl2 Rk CrnnreiM aTt ctu)ndaecl dyytay ctndatp ae )ictoegtctp ctCtprdarei Cdi)hdoa)ctp udy Undia yrat t7Utiyty ri
Hdcue1 Ei oeiacdya% aTt (riityead S)vnro -arnrarty weCCryyrei m(S-wM ecptctp fNS (riityead ae cth)ip RkAk Crnnrei ae ray tntoacro
dip ida)cdn udy o)yaeCtcy% rion)priu RB Crnnrei ae h)ip neP rioeCt UceucdC1 sTry cth)ip t’)daty ae dce)ip b40 eh aTt )arnral5y aeadn
tyarCdatp rCUdoa eh aTt rCUntCtiadarei eh aTt swqz ei ray B9k6 ctgti)t ct’)rctCtiay1
CYwhgomoMGe GK gah)Mo nSwwGaoMxh GSogGuhn GK oth ehYo ahdScmoGar waGghh)Med Me (MeehnGom
HennePriu aTt t7Urcdarei eh ray he)c ltdc tntoacro Undi mdUUcegtp ri q)it B9k3M hec aTt B9k; B9kb Utcrep% fNS (riityead hrntp d aTctt
ltdc tntoacro cdat odyt PraT aTt (S-w ri fegtCvtc B9kb1 sTt ct’)tyatp rioctdyt duuctudaty RA;; Crnnrei mYk41k0M egtc aTt aTctt
ltdc Utcrep& RB9k Crnnrei ri B9B9 mA:0M% RkA; Crnnrei ri B9Bk dip Rkk6 Crnnrei ri B9BB1 fNS (riityead5y ct’)tya Pdy UctCrytp ei ray
o)cctianl d)aTecrxtp t’)ral ndltc eh 4B140 v)a d TruTtc »eX eh k91B0 mo)cctia dnnePtp2 b1B0M1 JePtgtc% dy Udca eh aTt Uceottpriu aTt
)arnral dnye UceUeytp ae yadl e)a )iarn B9B9 v)a dpV)ya ray vdyt cdaty ae cthntoa ac)t )U CtoTdiryCy hec t7dCUnt ctndatp ae ydnty mdce)ip
Rb9 CrnnreiM dy Ptnn dy pthtc aTt rioctdyt ri aTt i)ontdc ptoeCCryyreiriu dooc)dny mdce)ip R:9 CrnnreiM1 Ei ,totCvtc B9kb% aTt (S-w
dUUcegtp% fNS (riityead5y yadl e)a Ucegryrei1 zy d cty)na% aTt )arnral pthtcctp ray cdat odyt hrnriu vl eit ltdc ae fegtCvtc B9B91 sTry
oe)np dnye vt d C)nar ltdc Undi PTroT Pt grtP ae vt octpra Ueyrargt vtod)yt aTtl tiTdiot aTt gryrvrnral eh aTt )arnral5y odyT hneP dip
aTtl Ucegrpt riotiargty hec aTt )arnral ae rCUntCtia oeya ydgriu rirardargty PTroT Prnn vt tgtia)dnnl yTdctp PraT tip )ytcy ri aTt it7a
cdat odyt Uceottpriu1
Ath gah)Mo nSwwGaoMxhehnn GK oth NCFUvn ahdScmoGar KamuhsGal noMcc ameln m’Gxh mxhamdh
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sTt HX»w5y ptoryrei% ri fegtCvtc B9kb% ae nePtc aTt vdyt »eX hec (rpoeiaritia EiptUtiptia NlyatC FUtcdaec m(ENFM acdiyCryyrei
ePitcy ae b1660% PraT d odU eh kB1BA0 mrion)priu »eX riotiargt dpptcyM ry octpra itudargt hec fNS (riityead dip fNS Oryoeiyri1 sTry
ctp)oarei eh aTt »eX cty)nay hceC d ytcrty eh ri’)rcrty dip c)nriuy tCdidariu hceC d oeCUndria hrntp ri B9k: md y)vyt’)tia oeCUndritp
Pdy hrntp ri B9k4M vl d uce)U eh acdiyCryyrei o)yaeCtcy )iptc ytoarei B9; eh aTt Htptcdn SePtc zoa1 sTt o)yaeCtcy dnntutp aTda (ENF
acdiyCryyrei ePitcy Ptct tdciriu d vdyt »eX aTda Pdy )iV)ya dip )ictdyeidvnt1 za aTt arCt eh aTt oeCUndriay% (ENF vdyt »eX Pdy
kB1:60 modUUtp da k41b;0M1 Ei NtUatCvtc B9k;% HX»w ctp)otp aTt vdyt »eX ae k91:B0 modUUtp ae kk1:40M v)a% ri d fegtCvtc B9k6
ecptc% ra Cdpt UctnrCridcl ptatcCridareiy aTda aTt vdyt »eX yTe)np vt k91B60 hec aTt hrcya oeCUndria Utcrep1 Ei ray fegtCvtc B9kb
ecptc% aTda yta aTt hridn vdyt »eX da b1660% HX»w eUatp ae )yt d aPe yatU pryoe)iatp odyT hneP m,wHM dip odUradn dyyta Ucroriu Ceptn
mwzS(M hec aTt itP vdyt »eX CtaTepeneul mriyatdp eh oeiyrptcriu aTt he)c Ceptn dUUcedoT UceUeytp vl aTt acdiyCryyrei ePitcyM1
sTt oTdiut ri aTt CtaTepeneul nrCray aTt acdiyUdctiol eh aTt Uceotyy PTrnt aTt nePtc »eX Prnn cty)na ri yeCt cth)ipy ae o)yaeCtcy dip
ctp)ot aTt odyT hnePy eh fNS (riityead dip fNS Oryoeiyri ueriu hecPdcp1 JePtgtc% Pt )iptcyadip aTt odyT rCUdoa eh aTt cth)ipy
Prnn vt nrCratp dy aTtl Prnn ctUctytia ntyy aTdi B0 eh aTt oeCUdirty5 duuctudatp odyT hnePy1 F)c grtP eh aTt octpra y)UUecargtityy
eh aTt HX»w ctu)ndaecl tigrceiCtia ctoeuirxty aTda adcrhhy oeiari)t ae vt yta ei d hecPdcp neeDriu vdyry )arnrxriu hecC)ndro cdat
ctoegtcl CtoTdiryCy dip ac)t )Uy% dy Ptnn dy cev)ya m;90M t’)ral ndltcy% dnn eh PTroT ytcgt ae tiTdiot aTt )arnral5y odyT hneP dip ray
Uctproadvrnral11
URDyARf NPUT-CE PI FCJTfRACE AFRI-(y--yPIb Ey-AFyVTAyPI RIE JCICFRAyPI yILC-A(CIAHec aTt B9B9 B9BA Utcrep% fNS (riityead5y rigtyaCtia Undi dgtcduty dce)ip Rk16 vrnnrei d ltdc dip aeadny dUUce7rCdatnl R61b vrnnrei%
PraT aTt v)nD eh aTt rigtyaCtiay ctCdririu tdcCdcDtp ae t7Udip aTt acdiyCryyrei% pryacrv)arei dip utitcdarei ctu)ndatp heeaUcria1 sTt
)Updatp hectodya t7ottpy aTt oeCUdil5y Tryaecrodn dii)dn odUradn e)andly mdce)ip R;1A vrnnrei hec aTt B9kA B9k6 Utcrep% ec dve)a Rk1:
vrnnrei dii)dnnlM1 JePtgtc% ri aTt )Updatp Undi hec aTt B9B9 B9BA Utcrep% ei dgtcdut% odUradn rigtyaCtiay Prnn ctUctytia dce)ip k1;7
aTt )arnral5y ptUctordarei t7Utiyt p)criu aTry hrgt ltdc Utcrep moeCUdctp ae itdcnl k1b7 ri dgtcdut p)criu aTt B9kA B9k6 UtcrepM1 sTt
oeCvridarei eh aTtyt hdoaecy TtnU ae t7Undri yeCt Ceptcdarei ri aTt )arnral5y cdat vdyt ucePaT1
-Exhihb )

yEO vHbbPitscji ocsP DciP cbn .9+. .9.3 0HistoHrca cbn Jot'PrsPn rcJHsca P’JPbnHszoP Jacb
d( Hb DHaaHtbim
Capital Expenditures
$12.0
$9.3

$10.0
$8.0

$7.3

$8.0

$9.9

$10.3

Authorized Rate Base
$10.7

$11.2

$8.5

$6.0
$4.0
$2.0

$1.1

$1.5

$1.2

2013

2014

$1.8

$1.2

$1.0

$1.1

2016

2017

2018

$2.0

$2.0

2019E

2020E

$1.6

$1.7

$1.8

$1.8

2021E

2022E

2023E

2024E

$2012

2015

-Source Urca Xicuhd Eirm

fNS (riityead dip ray yryatc oeCUdil fNS Oryoeiyri yTdct aTt oeyay eh eUtcdariu aTtrc riatucdatp Ucep)oarei dip acdiyCryyrei
ylyatCy mfNS NlyatCM dooecpriu ae HX»w5y dUUcegtp EiatcoTdiut zucttCtia mEzM1 sTt Ez ytUdcdaty oeyay riae titcul ctndatp dip
ptCdip ctndatp oeyay mhec aTt oeriorptia CeiaTnl UtdD ptCdipM1 fNS (riityead eUtcdaty aTt fNS NlyatC PTrnt fNS Oryoeiyri ry
ctyUeiyrvnt hec dce)ip k40 eh aTt ptCdip ctndatp oeyay1 +titcdnnl% aTt dyyeordatp riatcoTdiut ctgti)ty ctotrgtp hceC fNS Oryoeiyri
ctUctytia dce)ip k90 eh fNS (riityead5y aeadn ctgti)ty1
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CILyFPI(CIARfb -PUyRf RIE JPLCFIRIUC UPI-yECFRAyPIXigrceiCtiadn oeiyrptcdareiy rioecUecdatp riae e)c octpra didnlyry eh fNS (riityead hdoaecy ri aTt )arnral5y uedn eh ctp)oriu% vl
B9:9% odcvei pre7rpt tCryyreiy 690 vtneP aTt B994 ntgtny% PTroT ry ri nrit PraT .otn5y uedn aTda dnye drCy ae Ucep)ot k990 odcvei
hctt titcul vl B9491 sTtyt uedny rioecUecdat aTt e)aU)a hceC fNS (riityeadjy i)ontdc hntta mk%;43 (OM dy aTt )arnral ry yttDriu
d)aTecrxdarei ae t7atip aTt nrht eh aTt (eiarotnne i)ontdc Undia ae B9A9 hceC B9:9 dip ae Cdriadri eUtcdareiy da aTt Scdrcrt Eyndip
i)ontdc )iray )iarn B9:: dip B9:A mtip eh aTtrc nrgtyM1 sTt dUUcegtp tdcnl ctarctCtia eh fNS (riityead5y k%:;B (O NTtcoe -ira B
mB9B:M dip -ira k mB9B;M Prnn ctp)ot aTt oeiacrv)arei eh aTt oedn hrctp hdornrarty ae aTt )arnral5y titcul Cr7 ae k%9B6 (O mt7Utoatp
oeiacrv)arei ae aTt )arnral5y titcul Cr7 ri B9B32 dce)ip k90M1 JePtgtc aTry oeiacrv)arei oe)np pceU ae 90 rh aTt (S-w dUUcegty fNS
(riityead5y »tye)cot Sndi mhrntp ri q)nl B9kbM hec aTt Utcrep tipriu B9:A1 Ei aTt Undi% aTt )arnral UceUeytp aTt ctarctCtia eh aTt 4kk
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2005
Hydro
11%

2027E

2018

Other
2%

Solar
2%

Wind
3%

Hydro
6%

Hydro Other
1%
Solar 5%
4%

Other
3%

Coal
10%

Coal
30%
Wind
16%

Natural
Gas
21%

Coal
50%

Wind
33%

Nuclear
27%

Natural
Gas
7%

Nuclear
29%

Natural
Gas
14%

Nuclear
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ytos0Pob EscsPi OtVPo lt$JcbA dvHbbPitscm
Moody's 12-18 Month Forward
View
As of Date Published [3]

Current
LTM 9/30/2019

Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities Industry Grid [1][2]

Factor 1 : Regulatory Framework (25%)

Measure

Score

Measure

a) Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory Framework

A

A

A

Score
A

b) Consistency and Predictability of Regulation

A

A

A

A

Factor 2 : Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns (25%)
a) Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Capital Costs

Aa

Aa

Aa

Aa

b) Sufficiency of Rates and Returns

Baa

Baa

Baa

Baa

Factor 3 : Diversification (10%)
a) Market Position
b) Generation and Fuel Diversity

A

A

A

A

Baa

Baa

Baa

Baa
Aa

Factor 4 : Financial Strength (40%) [4]
a) CFO pre-WC + Interest / Interest (3 Year Avg)

6.6x

Aa

6x - 6.5x

b) CFO pre-WC / Debt (3 Year Avg)

24.4%

A

22% - 24%

A

c) CFO pre-WC – Dividends / Debt (3 Year Avg)

16.5%

Baa

15% - 17%

Baa

d) Debt / Capitalization (3 Year Avg)

42.1%

A

38% - 40%

A

Rating:
Scorecard-indicated Outcome Before Notching Adjustment

A2

A2

HoldCo Structural Subordination Notching
a) Scorecard-indicated Outcome
b) Actual Rating Assigned

A2

A2

(P)A2

(P)A2

2t[ ]rr mdbh@y dma idyap @e A]pg'ybapA chedeshdr pdbd dep hes@mU@mdba u@@poAy Mr@idr Gbdepdmp ]pg'yb.aeby c@m S@e Nhedeshdr F@mU@mdbh@eyv
2j[ ]y @c 8(C9(j9t8*0/
2C[ 6xhy maUmayaeby u@@poAy c@mfdmp nhafL e@b bxa nhaf @c bxa hyy'amL dep 'erayy e@bap he bxa baEbT p@ay e@b hes@mU@mdba yhwehchsdeb ds;'hyhbh@ey dep phnaybhb'mayv
23[ Gbdepdmp mhyq wmhp c@m chedeshdr ybmaewbxv
-Source :SSMdy' sFinirFna :cluFr'

Rwwhe)MY
-Exhihb 8

OPPo lt$JcoHitb x+[

(in US millions)

Revenue
EBITDA
CFO Pre-W/C / Debt
CFO Pre-W/C – Dividends / Debt
Debt / EBITDA
Debt / Capitalization
EBITDA / Interest Expense

Northern States Power Company (Minnesota)

Northern States Power Company (Wisconsin)

ALLETE, Inc.

(P)A2 Stable

(P)A2 Stable

Baa1 Stable

Otter Tail Power Company
A3 Stable

FYE

FYE

LTM

FYE

FYE

LTM

FYE

FYE

LTM

FYE

FYE

LTM

Dec-17

Dec-18

Sept-19

Dec-17

Dec-18

Sept-19

Dec-17

Dec-18

Sept-19

Dec-17

Dec-18

Jun-19

$5,102
$1,811
26.7%
17.5%
3.0x
44.0%
7.5x

$5,122
$1,684
25.1%
16.6%
3.2x
43.0%
7.0x

$5,152
$1,708
20.1%
14.1%
3.4x
43.4%
7.1x

$1,006
$280
23.3%
15.6%
2.9x
42.4%
7.7x

$1,022
$304
23.5%
13.4%
3.0x
42.9%
7.4x

$1,009
$290
22.9%
10.3%
3.2x
43.2%
6.8x

$1,419
$444
23.6%
17.4%
3.9x
43.3%
5.8x

$1,499
$438
22.7%
16.0%
3.9x
41.8%
5.7x

$1,384
$434
19.5%
12.9%
4.2x
42.8%
6.0x

$435
$147
22.6%
15.9%
4.1x
47.9%
5.3x

$450
$143
18.9%
11.6%
4.1x
45.3%
4.9x

$454
$146
20.5%
13.1%
4.1x
45.5%
5.0x

-Source :SSMdy' sFinirFna :cluFr'
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CF Metrics
As Adjusted
EBITDA
FFO
- Div
RCF
FFO
+/- ΔWC
+/- Other
CFO
- Div
- Capex
FCF

Dec-15

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-18

LTM Sept-19

1,498
1,283
259
1,024
1,283
19
20
1,322
259
1,830
(766)

1,689
1,395
396
999
1,395
(42)
(26)
1,327
396
1,178
(247)

1,811
1,485
507
978
1,485
(158)
(24)
1,302
507
984
(188)

1,684
1,421
456
965
1,421
159
(65)
1,516
456
1,148
(89)

1,708
1,421
357
1,064
1,421
159
(242)
1,338
357
1,459
(478)

Debt / EBITDA
EBITDA / Interest
FFO / Debt
RCF / Debt

3.5x
6.7x
24.7%
19.7%

3.2x
7.0x
25.8%
18.5%

3.0x
7.5x
27.2%
17.9%

3.2x
7.0x
26.3%
17.8%

3.4x
7.1x
24.3%
18.2%

Revenue
Cost of Good Sold
Interest Expense
Net Income
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Total Equity

4,757
1,909
224
406
17,093
12,058
5,035

4,900
1,795
240
490
17,917
12,691
5,226

5,102
1,939
242
523
18,005
12,664
5,341

5,122
2,058
240
476
18,525
13,024
5,500

5,152
2,006
240
461
19,857
13,948
5,910

2t[ ]rr chw'may k mdbh@y sdrs'rdbap 'yhew u@@po&y aybh.dbay k ybdepdmp dpg'yb.aebyv N’- Y Nhedeshdr ’adm -epv 06u Y 0dyb 6farna u@ebxyv
-Source :SSMdy' sFinirFna :cluFr'
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='br@@q
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Gaeh@m Gas'map Gxarc
Gm 1eyas Rdeq Fmaphb Ndshrhbo
Gaeh@m 1eyas'map Gxarc
F@..amshdr BdUam

(GG)r,n FmoMed

Gbdira
]j
]dC
*B/]dC
]j
*B/]j
Bt

DRFCIA9 HUCf CICFJ; yIUX

='br@@q
Oyy'am Idbhew
Gm 1eyas Rdeq Fmaphb Ndshrhbo
Gaeh@m 1eyas'map
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Bmacv Gxarc
F@..amshdr BdUam

Gbdira
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Bj
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Northern States Power Co.
Business Risk: EXCELLENT

Issuer Credit Rating
Vulnerable

Excellent

a-

a

a-

A-/Stable/A-2

Financial Risk: SIGNIFICANT
Highly leveraged

Minimal
Anchor

Modifiers

Group/Gov't

Credit Highlights
Overview
Key Strengths

Key Risks

Low-risk vertically integrated electric utility.

Operational and environmental risks associated with nuclear and coal generation.

Large, mostly residential customer base.

Geographic diversity largely limited to Minnesota.

Steady utility operating cash flow.

Negative discretionary cash flow, indicating external funding needs.

The effects of U.S. tax reform and elevated capital spending expected to weaken financial measures. S&P Global
Ratings expects the effects of U.S. tax reform and heightened capital spending (including the acquisitions of existing
natural-gas and wind power plants) to weaken Northern States Power Co.'s (NSP's) financial measures.
We expect the company to maintain credit measures that are consistent with its current rating. Our base-case scenario
assumes NSP will maintain adjusted funds from operations (FFO) to debt in the 18%-20% range, at or modestly above
the midpoint of the financial risk profile benchmark range.
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Northern States Power Co.

Outlook: Stable

The stable outlook on NSP reflects that on parent Xcel Energy Inc. (Xcel). We base the outlook on our expectation
that Xcel's management will continue to reach constructive regulatory outcomes to avoid any significant rise in
business risk for the regulated utilities. Specifically, our base-case forecast includes adjusted FFO to debt of about
16% and assumes the company will continue to fund its capital investments in a balanced manner to support its
capital structure.

Downside scenario
We could lower the rating on Xcel and its subsidiaries, including NSP, if Xcel's financial ratios weaken and
consistently reflect adjusted FFO to debt at or below 15%. This would most likely occur if rate-case outcomes are
weaker than expected and capital spending materially rises.

Upside scenario
We could raise the ratings if Xcel improves its collective ability to manage regulatory risk across its jurisdictions,
resulting in a consistent improvement to its business risk. We could also raise the rating if the company's
consolidated financial measures consistently exceed our baseline forecast, including adjusted FFO to debt of
greater than 20%.

Our Base-Case Scenario
Assumptions

Key Metrics

• Continued cost recovery through various regulatory
mechanisms;

2019E
Adjusted FFO to Debt (%)

• Annual gross margin in the 60%-62% range;
• Annual capital spending averaging about $1.9 billion
through 2021;
• Annual dividends averaging about $420 million;

2020E

2021E

21-23 19.5-20.5 19.5-20.5

Adjusted debt to EBITDA (x)

3.5-3.9

3.7-4

3.9-4.2

Adjusted FFO to cash interest(x)

6.1-6.5

5.4-5.7

5.4-5.7

*E--Expected. FFO--Funds from operations.

• Negative discretionary cash flow indicates external
funding needs; and
• All debt maturities are refinanced.
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Company Description
Minneapolis-based NSP is a vertically-integrated electric and natural gas distribution utility operating in Minnesota,
North Dakota, and South Dakota.

Business Risk: Excellent
NSP's stand-alone business risk profile incorporates its low-risk rate-regulated electric and natural gas operations that
are providing service to about two million electric and natural gas customers in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South
Dakota. Although NSP operates in three states, there is limited geographic and regulatory diversity since NSP earns
about 90% of its revenue in Minnesota. Revenue stability is supported with a customer base that is 85% residential.
NSP has been able to implement multiyear rate plans and benefits from infrastructure riders that are credit supportive.
As the majority of NSP's generation capacity is nuclear-powered and coal-fired, the higher operating risk associated
with nuclear-power generation and potential environmental risks from coal generation marginally weakens the
company's business risk profile.

Peer comparison
Table 1

Northern States Power Co. -- Peer Comparison
Industry Sector: Electric
Northern States
Power Co.

Wisconsin Electric
Power Co.

Consumers Energy
Co.

Union Electric Co. d/b/a
Ameren Missouri

--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2018-(Mil. $)
Revenue

5,121.9

3,625.0

6,430.1

3,589.0

EBITDA

1,738.3

901.7

2,147.4

1,429.0

Funds from operations (FFO)

1,580.5

671.7

1,654.9

1,088.6

Interest expense

356.9

220.7

360.5

243.4

Cash interest paid

246.8

212.3

336.5

212.4

Cash flow from operations

1,477.6

998.1

1,522.9

1,235.6

Capital expenditure

1,158.8

628.8

1,910.1

952.0

318.8

369.3

(387.2)

283.6

(137.5)

58.7

(918.2)

(94.4)

50.0

20.2

39.0

0.0

Debt

5,661.7

7,155.6

7,854.3

4,085.3

Equity

5,573.1

3,476.0

6,920.0

4,229.0

EBITDA margin (%)

33.9

24.9

33.4

39.8

Return on capital (%)

8.3

4.8

7.9

10.2

EBITDA interest coverage (x)

4.9

4.1

6.0

5.9

FFO cash interest coverage (x)

7.4

4.2

5.9

6.1

Free operating cash flow
(FOCF)
Discretionary cash flow (DCF)
Cash and short-term
investments

Adjusted ratios
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Northern States Power Co.
Table 1

Northern States Power Co. -- Peer Comparison (cont.)
Industry Sector: Electric
Northern States
Power Co.

Wisconsin Electric
Power Co.

Debt/EBITDA (x)

Consumers Energy
Co.

Union Electric Co. d/b/a
Ameren Missouri

3.3

7.9

3.7

2.9

FFO/debt (%)

27.9

9.4

21.1

26.6

Cash flow from
operations/debt (%)

26.1

13.9

19.4

30.2

5.6

5.2

(4.9)

6.9

(2.4)

0.8

(11.7)

(2.3)

FOCF/debt (%)
DCF/debt (%)

Financial Risk: Significant
Our stand-alone financial risk profile for NSP incorporates a base-case scenario that includes adjusted FFO to debt
weakening toward 19.5%, above the midpoint of the benchmark range of the significant category. Supporting the
financial risk profile determination is the supplemental ratio of adjusted FFO cash interest coverage in the 5.4x-6.5x
range. In addition, we expect the utility's elevated capital spending, when combined with the utility's dividend, will
result in discretionary cash flow that is negative. To offset the negative cash flow, we expect external funding, such as
debt issuances and cash injections within the Xcel Energy group. We do expect debt leverage, as indicated by debt to
EBITDA, to rise and remain in the 3.5x-4.2x range over the next few years. Reflecting the company's steady cash flow
and rate-regulated utility operations, we base our risk assessment on our medial table benchmarks. These are more
relaxed benchmarks as compared to those used for a typical corporate issuer.

Financial summary
Table 2

Northern States Power Co.--Financial Summary
Industry Sector: Electric
--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31-2018
Rating history

2017

2016

2015

2014

A-/Stable/A-2 A-/Stable/A-2 A-/Stable/A-2 A-/Stable/A-2 A-/Stable/A-2

(Mil. $)
Revenues

5,121.9

5,102.0

4,900.3

4,756.8

4,988.5

EBITDA

1,738.3

1,852.7

1,807.8

1,459.9

1,437.9

Funds from operations

1,580.5

1,524.3

1,524.7

1,286.4

1,193.0

Interest Expense

356.9

378.6

372.3

346.4

307.8

Cash Interest Paid

246.8

257.5

244.1

226.7

211.3

Cash flow from operations

1,477.6

1,256.1

1,290.4

1,310.8

1,134.0

Capital expenditures

1,158.8

988.5

1,186.4

1,837.7

1,230.4

318.8

267.6

103.9

(526.9)

(96.4)

Free operating cash flow
Discretionary cash flow

(137.5)

(239.0)

(292.0)

(786.1)

(355.9)

Cash and short-term investments

50.0

43.8

52.8

42.6

56.4

Gross available cash

50.0

43.8

47.6

42.6

56.4
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Table 2

Northern States Power Co.--Financial Summary (cont.)
Industry Sector: Electric
--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31-2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Debt

5,661.7

5,605.4

5,885.9

5,734.7

5,122.7

Equity

5,573.1

5,475.6

5,355.6

5,167.1

4,703.2

EBITDA margin (%)

33.9

36.3

36.9

30.7

28.8

Return on capital (%)

8.3

9.4

9.9

8.4

9.5

EBITDA interest coverage (x)

4.9

4.9

4.9

4.2

4.7

FFO cash interest coverage (x)

7.4

6.9

7.2

6.7

6.6

Adjusted ratios

Debt/EBITDA (x)

3.3

3.0

3.3

3.9

3.6

FFO/debt (%)

27.9

27.2

25.9

22.4

23.3

Cash flow from operations/debt (%)

26.1

22.4

21.9

22.9

22.1

5.6

4.8

1.8

(9.2)

(1.9)

(2.4)

(4.3)

(5.0)

(13.7)

(6.9)

Free operating cash flow/debt (%)
Discretionary cash flow/debt (%)

Liquidity- Adequate
We assess the company's stand-alone liquidity as adequate because we believe its liquidity sources are likely to cover
uses by more than 1.1x over the next 12 months and meet cash outflows even with a 10% decline in EBITDA. The
assessment also reflects our view of the company's generally prudent risk management, sound relationship with banks,
and a generally satisfactory standing in credit markets.

Principal Liquidity Sources
• Cash and liquid investments of about $40 million
• Credit facility availability of about $500 million
• Estimated cash FFO of roughly $1.3 billion
• Parental equity infusion of around $450 million

Principal Liquidity Uses
• Debt maturities including outstanding commercial paper of about $455 million
• Capital spending of about $1.2 billion
• Dividends of around $385 million

Debt maturities
• 2019: nil
• 2020: $600 million
• 2021: nil
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• 2022: $1.2 billion
• 2023: $2.0 billion

Other Credit Considerations
The stand-alone credit profile on NSP reflects a one-notch positive adjustment based on our expectation that the
financial measures in our base-case scenario will consistently be around the higher end of the range for its financial risk
profile category.

Environmental, Social, And Governance

Governance and social factors for the company are consistent with what we see across the industry for other
publicly traded utilities.
Parent Xcel's reliance on coal-fired generation exposes it to the ongoing cost of operating older units in the face of
disruptive technological advances and the potential for more environmental regulations requiring significant capital
investments. However, the company is trying to reduce its carbon footprint; its near-term plans are to retire 1,400
MW of coal-fueled generation in the upper Midwest of the U.S. that will subsequently be replaced with a $3 billion
investment in a combined cycle natural gas plant and 1,850 MW of wind generation. Also in Colorado, the
company plans to retire additional coal-based generation and invest in wind, solar, and existing natural gas
resources, as well as add 275 MW of large-scale battery storage. By pursuing greater renewable generation, the
company is meeting customer demand for greener energy. Additionally, Xcel operates two nuclear plants,
expected to remain open through 2034, that generate around 1,700 MW of power. Although carbon-free, the
company's nuclear generation portfolio increases operating risk and exposes it to longer-term nuclear waste
storage risks.

Group Influence
Under our group rating methodology, we consider NSP as a core subsidiary of parent Xcel, reflecting our view that
NSP is highly unlikely to be sold, is integral to the overall group strategy, possesses a strong long-term commitment
from senior management, and is closely linked to the parent's name and reputation. We assess NSP's issuer credit
rating to be in line with Xcel's group credit profile of 'a-'.

Issue Ratings - Subordination Risk Analysis
We base the short-term rating on NSP on the issuer credit rating on the company.
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Issue Ratings - Recovery Analysis
NSP's first mortgage bonds benefit from a first-priority lien on substantially all of the utility's real property owned or
subsequently acquired. Collateral coverage of more than 1.5x supports a recovery rating of '1+' and an issue rating one
notch above the issuer credit rating.

Reconciliation
Table 3

Reconciliation Of Northern States Power Co. Reported Amounts With S&P Global Ratings' Adjusted Amounts
(Mil. $)
--Fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2018-Northern States Power Co. reported amounts

Interest
expense

S&P Global
Ratings' adjusted
EBITDA

Cash flow
from
operations

Capital
expenditure

Debt

EBITDA

Operating
income

5,087.2

1,458.1

716.5

214.3

1,738.3

1,482.2

1,149.7

S&P Global Ratings' adjustments
Cash taxes paid

--

--

--

--

89.0

--

--

Cash taxes paid - Other

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Cash interest paid

--

--

--

--

(207.4)

--

--

59.5

10.8

4.1

4.1

(4.1)

6.6

--

Postretirement benefit
obligations/deferred
compensation

213.3

--

--

--

--

--

--

Accessible cash & liquid
investments

(50.0)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

12.5

(12.5)

(12.5)

(12.5)

Operating leases

Capitalized interest
Power purchase agreements

324.7

44.3

22.7

22.7

(22.7)

21.6

21.6

Asset retirement obligations

61.5

103.2

103.2

103.2

--

--

--

Nonoperating income
(expense)

--

--

83.6

--

--

--

--

U.S. decommissioning fund
contributions

--

--

--

--

--

(20.3)

--

Debt - Other
EBITDA - Other
income/(expense)
D&A - Other
Total adjustments

(34.6)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

121.9

121.9

--

--

--

--

--

--

(121.9)

--

--

--

--

574.5

280.2

213.7

142.6

(157.8)

(4.6)

9.1

Funds from
operations

Cash flow
from
operations

Capital
expenditures

1,580.5

1,477.6

1,158.8

S&P Global Ratings' adjusted amounts

Debt

EBITDA

EBIT

Interest
expense

5,661.7

1,738.3

930.2

356.9
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Ratings Score Snapshot
Issuer Credit Rating
A-/Stable/A-2

Business risk: Excellent

• Country risk: Very low
• Industry risk: Very low
• Competitive position: Strong
Financial risk: Significant

• Cash flow/leverage: Significant
Anchor: aModifiers

• Diversification/portfolio effect: Neutral (no impact)
• Capital structure: Neutral (no impact)
• Financial policy: Neutral (no impact)
• Liquidity: Adequate (no impact)
• Management and governance: Strong (no impact)
• Comparable rating analysis: Positive (+1 notch)
Stand-alone credit profile : a

• Group credit profile: a• Entity status within group: Core (-1 notch from SACP)

Related Criteria
• Criteria - Corporates - General: Reflecting Subordination Risk In Corporate Issue Ratings, March 28, 2018
• General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Long-Term And Short-Term Ratings, April 7, 2017
• Criteria - Corporates - General: Methodology And Assumptions: Liquidity Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers,
Dec. 16, 2014
• Criteria - Corporates - General: Corporate Methodology: Ratios And Adjustments, Nov. 19, 2013
• Criteria - Corporates - General: Corporate Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
• Criteria - Corporates - Utilities: Key Credit Factors For The Regulated Utilities Industry, Nov. 19, 2013
• General Criteria: Methodology: Industry Risk, Nov. 19, 2013
• General Criteria: Group Rating Methodology, Nov. 19, 2013
• General Criteria: Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013
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• Criteria - Corporates - Utilities: Collateral Coverage And Issue Notching Rules For '1+' And '1' Recovery Ratings On
Senior Bonds Secured By Utility Real Property, Feb. 14, 2013
• General Criteria: Methodology: Management And Governance Credit Factors For Corporate Entities And Insurers,
Nov. 13, 2012
• General Criteria: Use Of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009
Business And Financial Risk Matrix
Financial Risk Profile
Business Risk Profile

Minimal

Modest

Intermediate

Significant

Excellent

aaa/aa+

aa

a+/a

aa/aa-

a+/a

Strong
Satisfactory

Aggressive

Highly leveraged

a-

bbb

bbb-/bb+

a-/bbb+

bbb

bb+

bb

a/a-

bbb+

bbb/bbb-

bbb-/bb+

bb

b+

bbb/bbb-

bbb-

bb+

bb

bb-

b

Weak

bb+

bb+

bb

bb-

b+

b/b-

Vulnerable

bb-

bb-

bb-/b+

b+

b

b-

Fair

Ratings Detail (As Of November 25, 2019)*
Northern States Power Co.
Issuer Credit Rating

A-/Stable/A-2

Commercial Paper
Local Currency

A-2

Senior Secured

A

Issuer Credit Ratings History
23-Jun-2010

Foreign Currency

10-Jun-2009
16-Oct-2007
23-Jun-2010

A-/Stable/A-2
BBB+/Positive/A-2
BBB+/Stable/A-2

Local Currency

A-/Stable/A-2

10-Jun-2009

BBB+/Positive/A-2

16-Oct-2007

BBB+/Stable/A-2

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable
across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and
debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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This rating methodology replaces “Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities” last revised on
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Summary
This rating methodology explains our approach to assessing credit risk for regulated electric and gas
utilities globally. This document does not include an exhaustive treatment of all factors that are
reflected in our ratings but should enable the reader to understand the qualitative considerations
and financial information and ratios that are usually most important for ratings in this sector. 1
This report includes a detailed rating grid which is a reference tool that can be used to approximate
credit profiles within the regulated electric and gas utility sector in most cases. The grid provides
summarized guidance for the factors that are generally most important in assigning ratings to
companies in the regulated electric and gas utility industry. However, the grid is a summary that
does not include every rating consideration. The weights shown for each factor in the grid represent
an approximation of their importance for rating decisions but actual importance may vary
substantially. In addition, the grid in this document uses historical results while ratings are based on
our forward-looking expectations. As a result, the grid-indicated rating is not expected to match
the actual rating of each company.
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The grid contains four key factors that are important in our assessment for ratings in the regulated electric
and gas utility sector:
1.

Regulatory Framework

2.

Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns

3.

Diversification

4.

Financial Strength

Some of these factors also encompass a number of sub-factors. There is also a notching factor for holding
company structural subordination.
This rating methodology is not intended to be an exhaustive discussion of all factors that our analysts
consider in assigning ratings in this sector. We note that our analysis for ratings in this sector covers factors
that are common across all industries such as ownership, management, liquidity, corporate legal structure,
governance and country related risks which are not explained in detail in this document, as well as factors
that can be meaningful on a company-specific basis. Our ratings consider these and other qualitative
considerations that do not lend themselves to a transparent presentation in a grid format. The grid used for
this methodology reflects a decision to favor a relatively simple and transparent presentation rather than a
more complex grid that might map grid-indicated ratings more closely to actual ratings.
Highlights of this report include:
»

An overview of the rated universe

»

A summary of the rating methodology

»

A discussion of the key rating factors that drive ratings

»

Comments on the rating methodology assumptions and limitations, including a discussion of rating
considerations that are not included in the grid

The Appendices show the full grid (Appendix A), our approach to ratings within a utility family (Appendix B),
a description of the various types of companies rated under this methodology (Appendix C), key industry
issues over the intermediate term (Appendix D), regional and other considerations (Appendix E), and
treatment of power purchase agreements (Appendix F).
This methodology describes the analytical framework used in determining credit ratings. In some instances
our analysis is also guided by additional publications which describe our approach for analytical
considerations that are not specific to any single sector. Examples of such considerations include but are not
limited to: the assignment of short-term ratings, the relative ranking of different classes of debt and hybrid
securities, how sovereign credit quality affects non-sovereign issuers, and the assessment of credit support
from other entities. A link to documents that describe our approach to such cross-sector credit rating
methodological considerations can be found in the Related Research section of this report.

This publication does not announce
a credit rating action. For any
credit ratings referenced in this
publication, please see the ratings
tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most
updated credit rating action
information and rating history.
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About the Rated Universe
The Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities rating methodology applies to rate-regulated 2 electric and gas
utilities that are not Networks 3. Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities are companies whose predominant 4
business is the sale of electricity and/or gas or related services under a rate-regulated framework, in most
cases to retail customers. Also included under this methodology are rate-regulated utilities that own
generating assets as any material part of their business, utilities whose charges or bills to customers include
a meaningful component related to the electric or gas commodity, utilities whose rates are regulated at a
sub-sovereign level (e.g. by provinces, states or municipalities), and companies providing an independent
system operator function to an electric grid. Companies rated under this methodology are primarily rateregulated monopolies or, in certain circumstances, companies that may not be outright monopolies but
where government regulation effectively sets prices and limits competition.
This rating methodology covers regulated electric and gas utilities worldwide. These companies are engaged
in the production, transmission, coordination, distribution and/or sale of electricity and/or natural gas, and
they are either investor owned companies, commercially oriented government owned companies or, in the
case of independent system operators, not-for-profit or similar entities. As detailed in Appendix C, this
methodology covers a wide variety of companies active in the sector, including vertically integrated utilities,
transmission and distribution utilities with retail customers and/or sub-sovereign regulation, local gas
distribution utility companies (LDCs), independent system operators, and regulated generation companies.
These companies may be operating companies or holding companies.
An over-arching consideration for regulated utilities is the regulatory environment in which they operate.
While regulation is also a key consideration for networks, a utility’s regulatory environment is in comparison
often more dynamic and more subject to political intervention. The direct relationship that a regulated
utility has with the retail customer, including billing for electric or gas supply that has substantial price
volatility, can lead to a more politically charged rate-setting environment. Similarly, regulation at the subsovereign level is often more accessible for participation by interveners, including disaffected customers and
the politicians who want their votes. Our views of regulatory environments evolve over time in accordance
with our observations of regulatory, political, and judicial events that affect issuers in the sector.
This methodology pertains to regulated electric and gas utilities and excludes the following types of issuers,
which are covered by separate rating methodologies: Regulated Networks, Unregulated Utilities and Power
Companies, Public Power Utilities, Municipal Joint Action Agencies, Electric Cooperatives, Regulated Water
Companies and Natural Gas Pipelines. 5
The Regulated Electric and Gas Utility sector is predominantly investment grade, reflecting the stability
generally conferred by regulation that typically sets prices and also limits competition, such that defaults
have been lower than in many other non-financial corporate sectors. However, the nature of regulation can

2

3

4

5

3

Companies in many industries are regulated. We use the term rate-regulated to distinguish companies whose rates (by which we also mean tariffs or revenues in
general) are set by regulators.
Regulated Electric and Gas Networks are companies whose predominant business is purely the transmission and/or distribution of electricity and/or natural gas
without involvement in the procurement or sale of electricity and/or gas; whose charges to customers thus do not include a meaningful commodity cost component;
which sell mainly (or in many cases exclusively) to non-retail customers; and which are rate-regulated under a national framework.
We generally consider a company to be predominantly a regulated electric and gas utility when a majority of its cash flows, prospectively and on a sustained basis,
are derived from regulated electric and gas utility businesses. Since cash flows can be volatile (such that a company might have a majority of utility cash flows
simply due to a cyclical downturn in its non-utility businesses), we may also consider the breakdown of assets and/or debt of a company to determine which business
is predominant.
A link to credit rating methodologies covering these and other sectors can be found in the Related Research section of this report.
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vary significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Most issuers at the lower end of the ratings spectrum
operate in challenging regulatory environments.

About this Rating Methodology
This report explains the rating methodology for regulated electric and gas utilities in six sections, which are
summarized as follows:

1. Identification and Discussion of the Rating Factors in the Grid
The grid in this rating methodology focuses on four rating factors. The four factors are comprised of subfactors that provide further detail:
Factor / Sub-Factor Weighting - Regulated Utilities
Broad Rating Factors

Broad Rating Factor
Weighting

Sub-Factor
Weighting

Rating Sub-Factor

Regulatory Framework

25%

Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory
Framework
Consistency and Predictability of Regulation

12.5%

Ability to Recover Costs
and Earn Returns

25%

Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Capital Costs
Sufficiency of Rates and Returns

12.5%
12.5%

Diversification

10%

Market Position

Financial Strength, Key
Financial Metrics

12.5%

5%*

Generation and Fuel Diversity

5%**

CFO pre-WC + Interest / Interest

7.5%

40%

CFO pre-WC / Debt

15.0%

CFO pre-WC – Dividends / Debt

10.0%
7.5%

Debt/Capitalization
Total

100%

100%

Notching Adjustment
Holding Company Structural Subordination

0 to -3

*10% weight for issuers that lack generation; **0% weight for issuers that lack generation

2. Measurement or Estimation of Factors in the Grid
We explain our general approach for scoring each grid factor and show the weights used in the grid. We also
provide a rationale for why each of these grid components is meaningful as a credit indicator. The
information used in assessing the sub-factors is generally found in or calculated from information in
company financial statements, derived from other observations or estimated by our analysts. 6 All of the
quantitative credit metrics incorporate Moody’s standard adjustments to income statement, cash flow
statement and balance sheet amounts for restructuring, impairment, off-balance sheet accounts, receivable
securitization programs, under-funded pension obligations, and recurring operating leases. 7

6

7

4

For definitions of our most common ratio terms, please see “Moody’s Basic Definitions for Credit Statistics, User’s Guide,” a link to which may be found in the
Related Research section of this report.
Our standard adjustments are described in “Financial Statement Adjustments in the Analysis of Non-Financial Corporations”. A link to this and other sector and
cross-sector credit rating methodologies can be found in the Related Research section of this report.
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Our ratings are forward-looking and reflect our expectations for future financial and operating performance.
However, historical results are helpful in understanding patterns and trends of a company’s performance as
well as for peer comparisons. We utilize historical data (in most cases, an average of the last three years of
reported results) in the rating grid. However, the factors in the grid can be assessed using various time
periods. For example, rating committees may find it analytically useful to examine both historic and
expected future performance for periods of several years or more, or for individual twelve month periods.

3. Mapping Factors to the Rating Categories
After estimating or calculating each sub-factor, the outcomes for each of the sub-factors are mapped to a
broad Moody’s rating category (Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, or Caa).

4. Assumptions, Limitations and Rating Considerations Not Included in the Grid
This section discusses limitations in the use of the grid to map against actual ratings, some of the additional
factors that are not included in the grid but can be important in determining ratings, and limitations and
assumptions that pertain to the overall rating methodology.

5. Determining the Overall Grid-Indicated Rating 8
To determine the overall grid-indicated rating, we convert each of the sub-factor ratings into a numeric
value based upon the scale below.
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

Ca

1

3

6

9

12

15

18

20

The numerical score for each sub-factor is multiplied by the weight for that sub-factor with the results then
summed to produce a composite weighted-factor score. The composite weighted factor score is then
mapped back to an alphanumeric rating based on the ranges in the table below.
Grid-Indicated Rating
Grid-Indicated Rating

8

5

Aggregate Weighted Total Factor Score

Aaa

x < 1.5

Aa1

1.5 ≤ x < 2.5

Aa2

2.5 ≤ x < 3.5

Aa3

3.5 ≤ x < 4.5

A1

4.5 ≤ x < 5.5

A2

5.5 ≤ x < 6.5

A3

6.5 ≤ x < 7.5

Baa1

7.5 ≤ x < 8.5

Baa2

8.5 ≤ x < 9.5

Baa3

9.5 ≤ x < 10.5

In general, the grid-indicated rating is oriented to the Corporate Family Rating (CFR) for speculative-grade issuers and the senior unsecured rating for investmentgrade issuers. For issuers that benefit from ratings uplift due to parental support, government ownership or other institutional support, the grid-indicated rating is
oriented to the baseline credit assessment. For an explanation of baseline credit assessment, please refer to our rating methodology on government-related issuers.
Individual debt instrument ratings also factor in decisions on notching for seniority level and collateral. The documents that provide broad guidance for these
notching decisions are our rating methodologies on loss given default for speculative grade non-financial companies and for aligning corporate instrument ratings
based on differences in security and priority of claim. The link to these and other sector and cross-sector credit rating methodologies can be found in the Related
Research section of this report.
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Grid-Indicated Rating
Grid-Indicated Rating

Aggregate Weighted Total Factor Score

Ba1

10.5 ≤ x < 11.5

Ba2

11.5 ≤ x < 12.5

Ba3

12.5 ≤ x < 13.5

B1

13.5 ≤ x < 14.5

B2

14.5 ≤ x < 15.5

B3

15.5 ≤ x < 16.5

Caa1

16.5 ≤ x < 17.5

Caa2

17.5 ≤ x < 18.5

Caa3

18.5 ≤ x < 19.5

Ca

x ≥ 19.5

For example, an issuer with a composite weighted factor score of 11.7 would have a Ba2 grid-indicated
rating.

6. Appendices
The Appendices present a full grid and provide additional commentary and insights on our view of credit
risks in this industry.

Discussion of the Grid Factors
Our analysis of electric and gas utilities focuses on four broad factors:
»

Regulatory Framework

»

Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns

»

Diversification

»

Financial Strength

There is also a notching factor for holding company structural subordination.

Factor 1: Regulatory Framework (25%)
Why It Matters
For rate-regulated utilities, which typically operate as a monopoly, the regulatory environment and how the
utility adapts to that environment are the most important credit considerations. The regulatory
environment is comprised of two rating factors - the Regulatory Framework and its corollary factor, the
Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns. Broadly speaking, the Regulatory Framework is the foundation for
how all the decisions that affect utilities are made (including the setting of rates), as well as the
predictability and consistency of decision-making provided by that foundation. The Ability to Recover Costs
and Earn Returns relates more directly to the actual decisions, including their timeliness and the rate-setting
outcomes.

6
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Utility rates 9 are set in a political/regulatory process rather than a competitive or free-market process; thus,
the Regulatory Framework is a key determinant of the success of utility. The Regulatory Framework has
many components: the governing body and the utility legislation or decrees it enacts, the manner in which
regulators are appointed or elected, the rules and procedures promulgated by those regulators, the judiciary
that interprets the laws and rules and that arbitrates disagreements, and the manner in which the utility
manages the political and regulatory process. In many cases, utilities have experienced credit stress or
default primarily or at least secondarily because of a break-down or obstacle in the Regulatory Framework –
for instance, laws that prohibited regulators from including investments in uncompleted power plants or
plants not deemed “used and useful” in rates, or a disagreement about rate-making that could not be
resolved until after the utility had defaulted on its debts.
How We Assess Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory Framework for the Grid
For this sub-factor, we consider the scope, clarity, transparency, supportiveness and granularity of utility
legislation, decrees, and rules as they apply to the issuer. We also consider the strength of the regulator’s
authority over rate-making and other regulatory issues affecting the utility, the effectiveness of the judiciary
or other independent body in arbitrating disputes in a disinterested manner, and whether the utility’s
monopoly has meaningful or growing carve-outs. In addition, we look at how well developed the framework
is – both how fully fleshed out the rules and regulations are and how well tested it is – the extent to which
regulatory or judicial decisions have created a body of precedent that will help determine future ratemaking. Since the focus of our scoring is on each issuer, we consider how effective the utility is in navigating
the regulatory framework – both the utility’s ability to shape the framework and adapt to it.
A utility operating in a regulatory framework that is characterized by legislation that is credit supportive of
utilities and eliminates doubt by prescribing many of the procedures that the regulators will use in
determining fair rates (which legislation may show evidence of being responsive to the needs of the utility in
general or specific ways), a long history of transparent rate-setting, and a judiciary that has provided ample
precedent by impartially adjudicating disagreements in a manner that addresses ambiguities in the laws and
rules will receive higher scores in the Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings sub-factor. A utility operating in
a regulatory framework that, by statute or practice, allows the regulator to arbitrarily prevent the utility
from recovering its costs or earning a reasonable return on prudently incurred investments, or where
regulatory decisions may be reversed by politicians seeking to enhance their populist appeal will receive a
much lower score.
In general, we view national utility regulation as being less liable to political intervention than regulation by
state, provincial or municipal entities, so the very highest scoring in this sub-factor is reserved for this
category. However, we acknowledge that states and provinces in some countries may be larger than small
nations, such that their regulators may be equally “above-the-fray” in terms of impartial and technicallyoriented rate setting, and very high scoring may be appropriate.

9

7

In jurisdictions where utility revenues include material government subsidy payments, we consider utility rates to be inclusive of these payments, and we thus
evaluate sub-factors 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b in light of both rates and material subsidy payments. For example, we would consider the legal and judicial underpinnings and
consistency and predictability of subsidies as well as rates.
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The relevant judicial system can be a major factor in the regulatory framework. This is particularly true in
litigious societies like the United States, where disagreements between the utility and its state or municipal
regulator may eventually be adjudicated in federal district courts or even by the US Supreme Court. In
addition, bankruptcy proceedings in the US take place in federal courts, which have at times been able to
impose rate settlement agreements on state or municipal regulators. As a result, the range of decisions
available to state regulators may be effectively circumscribed by court precedent at the state or federal
level, which we generally view as favorable for the credit- supportiveness of the regulatory framework.
Electric and gas utilities are generally presumed to have a strong monopoly that will continue into the
foreseeable future, and this expectation has allowed these companies to have greater leverage than
companies in other sectors with similar ratings. Thus, the existence of a monopoly in itself is unlikely to be a
driver of strong scoring in this sub-factor. On the other hand, a strong challenge to the monopoly could
cause lower scoring, because the utility can only recover its costs and investments and service its debt if
customers purchase its services. There have some instances of incursions into utilities’ monopoly, including
municipalization, self-generation, distributed generation with net metering, or unauthorized use (beyond
the level for which the utility receives compensation in rates). Incursions that are growing significantly or
having a meaningful impact on rates for customers that remain with the utility could have a negative
impact on scoring of this sub-factor and on factor 2 - Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns.
The scoring of this sub-factor may not be the same for every utility in a particular jurisdiction. We have
observed that some utilities appear to have greater sway over the relevant utility legislation and
promulgation of rules than other utilities – even those in the same jurisdiction. The content and tone of
publicly filed documents and regulatory decisions sometimes indicates that the management team at one
utility has better responsiveness to and credibility with its regulators or legislators than the management at
another utility.
While the underpinnings to the regulatory framework tend to change relatively slowly, they do evolve, and
our factor scoring will seek to reflect that evolution. For instance, a new framework will typically become
tested over time as regulatory decisions are issued, or perhaps litigated, thereby setting a body of precedent.
Utilities may seek changes to laws in order to permit them to securitize certain costs or collect interim rates,
or a jurisdiction in which rates were previously recovered primarily in base rate proceedings may institute
riders and trackers. These changes would likely impact scoring of sub-factor 2b - Timeliness of Recovery of
Operating and Capital Costs, but they may also be sufficiently significant to indicate a change in the
regulatory underpinnings. On the negative side, a judiciary that had formerly been independent may start to
issue decisions that indicate it is conforming its decisions to the expectations of an executive branch that
wants to mandate lower rates.
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Aa

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state,
provincial or municipal framework based on legislation or
government decree that provides the utility monopoly
within its service territory that is reasonably strong but may
have important exceptions, and that, subject to prudency
requirements which may be stringent or at times arbitrary,
provides more limited or less certain assurance that rates
will be set in a manner that will permit the utility to make
and recover necessary investments; or (ii) under a new
framework where we would expect less independent and
transparent regulation, based either on the regulator's
history in other sectors or other factors. The judiciary that
can arbitrate disagreements between the regulator and the
utility may not have clear authority or may not be fully
independent of the regulator or other political pressure, but
there is a reasonably strong rule of law. Alternately, where
there is no independent arbiter, the regulation has been
applied in a manner that often requires some redress adding
more uncertainty to the regulatory framework. There may
be a periodic risk of creditor-unfriendly government
intervention in utility markets or rate-setting.

B

1) within its service territory, a strong assurance, subject to
limited review, that rates will be set in a manner that will
permit the utility to make and recover all necessary
investments, a very high degree of clarity as to the manner
in which utilities will be regulated and reasonably
prescriptive methods and procedures for setting rates. If
there have been changes in utility legislation, they have
been timely and clearly credit supportive of the issuer in a
manner that shows the utility has had a strong voice in the
process. There is an independent judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the utility, should
they occur including access to national courts, strong
judicial precedent in the interpretation of utility laws, and a
strong rule of law. We expect these conditions to continue.

Utility regulation occurs under a fully developed national,
state or provincial framework based on legislation that
provides the utility an extremely strong monopoly (see note

A

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national,
state, provincial or municipal framework based
on legislation or government decree that
provides the utility a monopoly within its service
territory, but with little assurance that rates will
be set in a manner that will permit the utility to
make and recover necessary investments; or (ii)
under a new framework where we would expect
unpredictable or adverse regulation, based either
on the jurisdiction's history of in other sectors or
other factors. The judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the
utility may not have clear authority or is viewed
as not being fully independent of the regulator or
other political pressure. Alternately, there may
be no redress to an effective independent arbiter.
The ability of the utility to enforce its monopoly
or prevent uncompensated usage of its system
may be limited. There may be a risk of creditorunfriendly nationalization or other significant
intervention in utility markets or rate-setting.

Caa

Utility regulation occurs under a well developed
national, state or provincial framework based on
legislation that provides the utility a very strong
monopoly (see note 1) within its service territory,
an assurance, subject to reasonable prudency
requirements, that rates will be set in a manner
that will permit the utility to make and recover
all necessary investments, a high degree of clarity
as to the manner in which utilities will be
regulated, and overall guidance for methods and
procedures for setting rates. If there have been
changes in utility legislation, they have been
mostly timely and on the whole credit supportive
for the issuer, and the utility has had a clear voice
in the legislative process. There is an independent
judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements
between the regulator and the utility, should
they occur, including access to national courts,
clear judicial precedent in the interpretation of
utility law, and a strong rule of law. We expect
these conditions to continue.

Baa
Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state, provincial or
municipal framework based on legislation that provides the
utility a strong monopoly within its service territory that may
have some exceptions such as greater self-generation (see note
1), a general assurance that, subject to prudency requirements
that are mostly reasonable, rates will be set will be set in a
manner that will permit the utility to make and recover all
necessary investments, reasonable clarity as to the manner in
which utilities will be regulated and overall guidance for
methods and procedures for setting rates; or (ii) under a new
framework where independent and transparent regulation
exists in other sectors. If there have been changes in utility
legislation, they have been credit supportive or at least
balanced for the issuer but potentially less timely, and the
utility had a voice in the legislative process. There is either (i) an
independent judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements
between the regulator and the utility, including access to courts
at least at the state or provincial level, reasonably clear judicial
precedent in the interpretation of utility laws, and a generally
strong rule of law; or (ii) regulation has been applied (under a
well developed framework) in a manner such that redress to an
independent arbiter has not been required. We expect these
conditions to continue.
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Note 1: The strength of the monopoly refers to the legal, regulatory and practical obstacles for customers in the utility’s territory to obtain service from another provider. Examples of a weakening of the monopoly would include the ability of a city
or large user to leave the utility system to set up their own system, the extent to which self-generation is permitted (e.g. cogeneration) and/or encouraged (e.g., net metering, DSM generation). At the lower end of the ratings spectrum, the
utility’s monopoly may be challenged by pervasive theft and unauthorized use. Since utilities are generally presumed to be monopolies, a strong monopoly position in itself is not sufficient for a strong score in this sub-factor, but a weakening of
the monopoly can lower the score.

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state,
provincial or municipal framework based on
legislation or government decree that provides the
utility a monopoly within its service territory that is
generally strong but may have a greater level of
exceptions (see note 1), and that, subject to prudency
requirements which may be stringent, provides a
general assurance (with somewhat less certainty)
that rates will be set will be set in a manner that will
permit the utility to make and recover necessary
investments; or (ii) under a new framework where
the jurisdiction has a history of less independent and
transparent regulation in other sectors. Either: (i) the
judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements between
the regulator and the utility may not have clear
authority or may not be fully independent of the
regulator or other political pressure, but there is a
reasonably strong rule of law; or (ii) where there is no
independent arbiter, the regulation has mostly been
applied in a manner such redress has not been
required. We expect these conditions to continue.

Ba

Utility regulation occurs under a fully developed
framework that is national in scope based on
legislation that provides the utility a nearly absolute
monopoly (see note 1) within its service territory, an
unquestioned assurance that rates will be set in a
manner that will permit the utility to make and
recover all necessary investments, an extremely high
degree of clarity as to the manner in which utilities
will be regulated and prescriptive methods and
procedures for setting rates. Existing utility law is
comprehensive and supportive such that changes in
legislation are not expected to be necessary; or any
changes that have occurred have been strongly
supportive of utilities credit quality in general and
sufficiently forward-looking so as to address
problems before they occurred. There is an
independent judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the utility
should they occur, including access to national
courts, very strong judicial precedent in the
interpretation of utility laws, and a strong rule of law.
We expect these conditions to continue.

Aaa

Factor 1a: Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory Framework (12.5%)
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How We Assess Consistency and Predictability of Regulation for the Grid
For the Consistency and Predictability sub-factor, we consider the track record of regulatory decisions in
terms of consistency, predictability and supportiveness. We evaluate the utility’s interactions in the
regulatory process as well as the overall stance of the regulator toward the utility.
In most jurisdictions, the laws and rules seek to make rate-setting a primarily technical process that
examines costs the utility incurs and the returns on investments the utility needs to earn so it can make
investments that are required to build and maintain the utility infrastructure - power plants, electric
transmission and distribution systems, and/or natural gas distribution systems. When the process remains
technical and transparent such that regulators can support the financial health of the utility while balancing
their public duty to assure that reliable service is provided at a reasonable cost, and when the utility is able
to align itself with the policy initiatives of the governing jurisdiction, the utility will receive higher scores in
this sub-factor. When the process includes substantial political intervention, which could take the form of
legislators or other government officials publically second- guessing regulators, dismissing regulators who
have approved unpopular rate increases, or preventing the implementation of rate increases, or when
regulators ignore the laws/rules to deliver an outcome that appears more politically motivated, the utility
will receive lower scores in this sub-factor.
As with the prior sub-factor, we may score different utilities in the same jurisdiction differently, based on
outcomes that are more or less supportive of credit quality over a period of time. We have observed that
some utilities are better able to meet the expectations of their customers and regulators, whether through
better service, greater reliability, more stable rates or simply more effective regulatory outreach and
communication. These utilities typically receive more consistent and credit supportive outcomes, so they
will score higher in this sub-factor. Conversely, if a utility has multiple rapid rate increases, chooses to
submit major rate increase requests during a sensitive election cycle or a severe economic downturn, has
chronic customer service issues, is viewed as frequently providing incomplete information to regulators, or is
tone deaf to the priorities of regulators and politicians, it may receive less consistent and supportive
outcomes and thus score lower in this sub-factor.
In scoring this sub-factor, we will primarily evaluate the actions of regulators, politicians and jurists rather
than their words. Nonetheless, words matter when they are an indication of future action. We seek to
differentiate between political rhetoric that is perhaps oriented toward gaining attention for the viewpoint
of the speaker and rhetoric that is indicative of future actions and trends in decision- making.
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B

Ba

A

Caa

The issuer's interaction with the regulator has led
to a track record of largely predictable and
consistent decisions. The regulator may be
somewhat less credit supportive of utilities in
general, but has been quite credit supportive of
the issuer in most circumstances. We expect
these conditions to continue.
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Baa

The issuer's interaction with the regulator has led
to an adequate track record. The regulator is
generally consistent and predictable, but there
may some evidence of inconsistency or
unpredictability from time to time, or decisions
may at times be politically charged. However,
instances of less credit supportive decisions are
based on reasonable application of existing rules
and statutes and are not overly punitive. We
expect these conditions to continue.

RATING METHODOLOGY: REGULATED ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITIES

We expect that regulatory decisions will
We expect that regulatory decisions will be
We expect that regulatory decisions will be highly
demonstrate considerable inconsistency or
largely unpredictable or even somewhat arbitrary,
unpredictable and frequently adverse, based
unpredictability or that decisions will be
based either on the issuer's track record of
either on the issuer's track record of interaction
politically charged, based either on the issuer's
interaction with regulators or other governing
with regulators or other governing bodies, or our
track record of interaction with regulators or
bodies, or our view that decisions will move in
view that decisions will move in this direction.
other governing bodies, or our view that decisions this direction. However, we expect that the issuer Alternately, decisions may have credit supportive
will move in this direction. The regulator may
will ultimately be able to obtain support when it
aspects, but may often be unenforceable. The
have a history of less credit supportive regulatory encounters financial stress, albeit with material or
regulator’s authority may have been seriously
decisions with respect to the issuer, but we
more extended delays. Alternately, the regulator
eroded by legislative or political action. The
expect that the issuer will be able to obtain
is untested, lacks a consistent track record, or is
regulator may consistently ignore the framework
support when it encounters financial stress, with
undergoing substantial change. The regulator’s
to the detriment of the issuer.
some potentially material delays. The regulator’s authority may be eroded on frequent occasions by
authority may be eroded at times by legislative or legislative or political action. The regulator may
political action. The regulator may not follow the
more frequently ignore the framework in a
framework for some material decisions.
manner detrimental to the issuer.

Aa

The issuer's interaction with the regulator has a
led to a considerable track record of
predominantly predictable and consistent
decisions. The regulator is mostly credit
supportive of utilities in general and in almost all
instances has been highly credit supportive of the
issuer. We expect these conditions to continue.

Aaa

The issuer's interaction with the regulator has led
to a strong, lengthy track record of predictable,
consistent and favorable decisions. The regulator
is highly credit supportive of the issuer and
utilities in general. We expect these conditions to
continue.

Factor 1b: Consistency and Predictability of Regulation (12.5%)
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Factor 2: Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns (25%)
Why It Matters
This rating factor examines the ability of a utility to recover its costs and earn a return over a period of time,
including during differing market and economic conditions. While the Regulatory Framework looks at the
transparency and predictability of the rules that govern the decision-making process with respect to utilities,
the Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns evaluates the regulatory elements that directly impact the
ability of the utility to generate cash flow and service its debt over time. The ability to recover prudently
incurred costs on a timely basis and to attract debt and equity capital are crucial credit considerations. The
inability to recover costs, for instance if fuel or purchased power costs ballooned during a rate freeze period,
has been one of the greatest drivers of financial stress in this sector, as well as the cause of some utility
defaults. In a sector that is typically free cash flow negative (due to large capital expenditures and dividends)
and that routinely needs to refinance very large maturities of long-term debt, investor concerns about a lack
of timely cost recovery or the sufficiency of rates can, in an extreme scenario, strain access to capital
markets and potentially lead to insolvency of the utility (as was the case when “used and useful”
requirements threatened some utilities that experienced years of delay in completing nuclear power plants
in the 1980s). While our scoring for the Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns may primarily be
influenced by our assessment of the regulatory relationship, it can also be highly impacted by the
management and business decisions of the utility.
How We Assess Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns
The timeliness and sufficiency of rates are scored as separate sub-factors; however, they are interrelated.
Timeliness can have an impact on our view of what constitutes sufficient returns, because a strong
assurance of timely cost recovery reduces risk. Conversely, utilities may have a strong assurance that they
will earn a full return on certain deferred costs until they are able to collect them, or their generally strong
returns may allow them to weather some rate lag on recovery of construction-related capital expenditures.
The timeliness of cost recovery is particularly important in a period of rapidly rising costs. During the past
five years, utilities have benefitted from low interest rates and generally decreasing fuel costs and purchased
power costs, but these market conditions could easily reverse. For example, fuel is a large component of
total costs for vertically integrated utilities and for natural gas utilities, and fuel prices are highly volatile, so
the timeliness of fuel and purchased power cost recovery is especially important.
While Factors 1 and 2 are closely inter-related, scoring of these factors will not necessarily be the same. We
have observed jurisdictions where the Regulatory Framework caused considerable credit concerns – perhaps
it was untested or going through a transition to de-regulation, but where the track record of rate case
outcomes was quite positive, leading to a higher score in the Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns.
Conversely, there have been instances of strong Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory
Framework where the commission has ignored the framework (which would affect Consistency and
Predictability of Regulation as well as Ability to Recover Costs and Earn Returns) or has used extraordinary
measures to prevent or defer an increase that might have been justifiable from a cost perspective but would
have caused rate shock.
One might surmise that Factors 2 and 4 should be strongly correlated, since a good Ability to Recover Costs
and Earn Returns would normally lead to good financial metrics. However, the scoring for the Ability to
Recover Costs and Earn Returns sub-factor places more emphasis on our expectation of timeliness and
sufficiency of rates over time; whereas financial metrics may be impacted by one-time events, market
conditions or construction cycles - trends that we believe could normalize or even reverse.
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How We Assess Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Capital Costs for the Grid
The criteria we consider include provisions and cost recovery mechanisms for operating costs, mechanisms
that allow actual operating and/or capital expenditures to be trued-up periodically into rates without having
to file a rate case (this may include formula rates, rider and trackers, or the ability to periodically adjust rates
for construction work in progress) as well as the process and timeframe of general tariff/base rate cases –
those that are fully reviewed by the regulator, generally in a public format that includes testimony of the
utility and other stakeholders and interest groups. We also look at the track record of the utility and
regulator for timeliness. For instance, having a formula rate plan is positive, but if the actual process has
included reviews that are delayed for long periods, it may dampen the benefit to the utility. In addition, we
seek to estimate the lag between the time that a utility incurs a major construction expenditures and the
time that the utility will start to recover and/or earn a return on that expenditure.
How We Assess Sufficiency of Rates and Returns for the Grid
The criteria we consider include statutory protections that assure full cost recovery and a reasonable return
for the utility on its investments, the regulatory mechanisms used to determine what a reasonable return
should be, and the track record of the utility in actually recovering costs and earning returns. We examine
outcomes of rate cases/tariff reviews and compare them to the request submitted by the utility, to prior
rate cases/tariff reviews for the same utility and to recent rate/tariff decisions for a peer group of
comparable utilities. In this context, comparable utilities are typically utilities in the same or similar
jurisdiction. In cases where the utility is unique or nearly unique in its jurisdiction, comparison will be made
to other peers with an adjustment for local differences, including prevailing rates of interest and returns on
capital, as well as the timeliness of rate-setting. We look at regulatory disallowances of costs or
investments, with a focus on their financial severity and also on the reasons given by the regulator, in order
to assess the likelihood that such disallowances will be repeated in the future.
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Note: Tariff formulas include formula rate plans as well as trackers and riders related to capital investment.

Baa

Caa

Automatic cost recovery mechanisms provide full Fuel, purchased power and all other highly variable
expenses are generally recovered through
and reasonably timely recovery of fuel, purchased
mechanisms incorporating delays of less than one
power and all other highly variable operating
year, although some rapid increases in costs may
expenses. Material capital investments may be
be delayed longer where such deferrals do not
made under tariff formulas or other rate-making
place financial stress on the utility. Incremental
permitting reasonably contemporaneous returns,
capital investments may be recovered primarily
or may be submitted under other types of filings
through general rate cases with moderate lag,
that provide recovery of cost of capital with
with some through tariff formulas. Alternately,
minimal delays. Instances of regulatory
challenges that delay rate increases or cost
there may be formula rates that are untested or
recovery are generally related to large, unexpected unclear. Potentially greater tendency for delays
increases in sizeable construction projects. By
due to regulatory intervention, although this will
statute or by practice, general rate cases are
generally be limited to rates related to large
reasonably efficient, primarily focused on an
capital projects or rapid increases in operating
impartial review, of a reasonable duration before
costs.
rates (either permanent or non-refundable interim
rates) can be collected, and permit inclusion of
important forward-looking costs.

RATING METHODOLOGY: REGULATED ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITIES

There is an expectation that fuel, purchased power
The expectation that fuel, purchased power or
The expectation that fuel, purchased power or
or other highly variable expenses will eventually
other highly variable expenses will be recovered
other highly variable expenses will be recovered
be recovered with delays that will not place
may be subject to material delays due to second- may be subject to extensive delays due to secondmaterial financial stress on the utility, but there
guessing of spending decisions by regulators or
guessing of spending decisions by regulators or
may be some evidence of an unwillingness by
due to political intervention. Recovery of costs
due to political intervention.
regulators to make timely rate changes to address related to capital investments may be subject to
Recovery of costs related to capital investments
volatility in fuel, or purchased power, or other
delays that are material to the issuer, or may be
may be uncertain, subject to delays that are
market-sensitive expenses. Recovery of costs
likely to discourage some important investment. extensive, or that may be likely to discourage even
related to capital investments may be subject to
necessary investment.
delays that are somewhat lengthy, but not so
pervasive as to be expected to discourage
important investments.

Aa

Tariff formulas and automatic cost recovery
mechanisms provide full and highly timely
recovery of all operating costs and essentially
contemporaneous or near-contemporaneous
return on most incremental capital investments,
with minimal challenges by regulators to
companies’ cost assumptions. By statute and by
practice, general rate cases are efficient, focused
on an impartial review, of a very reasonable
duration before non-appealable interim rates can
be collected, and primarily permit inclusion of
forward-looking costs.

Aaa

Tariff formulas and automatic cost recovery
mechanisms provide full and highly timely
recovery of all operating costs and essentially
contemporaneous return on all incremental
capital investments, with statutory provisions in
place to preclude the possibility of challenges to
rate increases or cost recovery mechanisms. By
statute and by practice, general rate cases are
efficient, focused on an impartial review, quick,
and permit inclusion of fully forward-looking
costs.

Factor 2a: Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Capital Costs (12.5%)
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We expect rates will be set at a level that often
fails to provide recovery of material costs, and
recovery of cash costs may also be at risk.
Regulators may engage in more arbitrary secondguessing of spending decisions or deny rate
increases related to funding ongoing operations
based primarily on politics. Return on investments
may be set at levels that discourage necessary
maintenance investment. We expect that rate
outcomes may often be punitive or highly
uncertain, with a markedly negative impact on
access to capital. Alternately, the tariff formula
may fail to take into account significant cash cost
components, and/or remuneration of investments
may be primarily unfavorable.

Caa

Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set
Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set
Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set
at a level that permits full cost recovery and a fair at a level that generally provides full cost recovery
at a level that generally provides full operating
return on all investments, with minimal challenges
and a fair return on investments, with limited
cost recovery and a mostly fair return on
by regulators to companies’ cost assumptions.
instances of regulatory challenges and
investments, but there may be somewhat more
This will translate to returns (measured in relation
disallowances. In general, this will translate to
instances of regulatory challenges and
to equity, total assets, rate base or regulatory
returns (measured in relation to equity, total
disallowances, although ultimate rate outcomes
asset value, as applicable) that are strong relative
assets, rate base or regulatory asset value, as
are sufficient to attract capital without difficulty.
to global peers.
applicable) that are generally above average
In general, this will translate to returns (measured
relative to global peers, but may at times be
in relation to equity, total assets, rate base or
average.
regulatory asset value, as applicable) that are
average relative to global peers, but may at times
be somewhat below average.

Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set We expect rates will be set at a level that at times
at a level that generally provides recovery of most fails to provide recovery of costs other than cash
operating costs but return on investments may be
costs, and regulators may engage in somewhat
less predictable, and there may be decidedly more arbitrary second-guessing of spending decisions or
instances of regulatory challenges and
deny rate increases related to funding ongoing
disallowances, but ultimate rate outcomes are
operations based much more on politics than on
generally sufficient to attract capital. In general,
prudency reviews. Return on investments may be
this will translate to returns (measured in relation
set at levels that discourage investment. We
to equity, total assets, rate base or regulatory
expect that rate outcomes may be difficult or
uncertain, negatively affecting continued access to
asset value, as applicable) that are generally
capital. Alternately, the tariff formula may fail to
below average relative to global peers, or where
take into account significant cost components
allowed returns are average but difficult to earn.
other than cash costs, and/or remuneration of
Alternately, the tariff formula may not take into
investments may be generally unfavorable.
account all cost components and/or
remuneration of investments may be unclear or
at times unfavorable.

Ba

Sufficiency of rates to cover costs and attract
capital is (and will continue to be) unquestioned.

Aaa

Factor 2b: Sufficiency of Rates and Returns (12.5%)
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Factor 3: Diversification (10%)
Why It Matters
Diversification of overall business operations helps to mitigate the risk that economic cycles, material
changes in a single regulatory regime or commodity price movements will have a severe impact on cash
flow and credit quality of a utility. While utilities’ sales volumes have lower exposure to economic recessions
than many non-financial corporate issuers, some sales components, including industrial sales, are directly
affected by economic trends that cause lower production and/or plant closures. In addition, economic
activity plays a role in the rate of customer growth in the service territory and (absent energy efficiency and
conservation) can often impact usage per customer. The economic strength or weakness of the service
territory can affect the political and regulatory environment for rate increase requests by the utility. For
utilities in areas prone to severe storms and other natural disasters, the utility’s geographic diversity or
concentration can be a key determinant for creditworthiness.
Diversity among regulatory regimes can mitigate the impact of a single unfavorable decision affecting one
part of the utility’s footprint.
For utilities with electric generation, fuel source diversity can mitigate the impact (to the utility and to its
rate-payers) of changes in commodity prices, hydrology and water flow, and environmental or other
regulations affecting plant operations and economics. We have observed that utilities’ regulatory
environments are most likely to become unfavorable during periods of rapid rate increases (which are more
important than absolute rate levels) and that fuel diversity leads to more stable rates over time.
For that reason, fuel diversity can be important even if fuel and purchased power expenses are an automatic
pass-through to the utility’s ratepayers. Changes in environmental, safety and other regulations have caused
vulnerabilities for certain technologies and fuel sources during the past five years. These vulnerabilities have
varied widely in different countries and have changed over time.
How We Assess Market Position for the Grid
Market position is comprised primarily of the economic diversity of the utility’s service territory and the
diversity of its regulatory regimes. We also consider the diversity of utility operations (e.g., regulated
electric, gas, water, steam) when there are material operations in more than one area.
Economic diversity is a typically a function of the population, size and breadth of the territory and the
businesses that drive its GDP and employment. For the size of the territory, we typically consider the
number of customers and the volumes of generation and/or throughput. For breadth, we consider the
number of sizeable metropolitan areas served, the economic diversity and vitality in those metropolitan
areas, and any concentration in a particular area or industry. In our assessment, we may consider various
information sources. For example, in the US, information sources on the diversity and vitality of economies
of individual states and metropolitan areas may include Moody’s Economy.com. We also look at the mix of
the utility’s sales volumes among customer types, as well as the track record of volume sales and any
notable payment patterns during economic cycles. For diversity of regulatory regimes, we typically look at
the number of regulators and the percentages of revenues and utility assets that are under the purview of
each. While the highest scores in the Market Position sub-factor are reserved for issuers regulated in
multiple jurisdictions, when there is only one regulator, we make a differentiation of regimes perceived as
having lower or higher volatility.
Issuers with multiple supportive regulatory jurisdictions, a balanced sales mix among residential,
commercial, industrial and governmental customers in a large service territory with a robust and diverse
economy will generally score higher in this sub-factor. An issuer with a small service territory economy that
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has a high dependence on one or two sectors, especially highly cyclical industries, will generally score lower
in this sub-factor, as will issuers with meaningful exposure to economic dislocations caused by natural
disasters.
For issuers that are vertically integrated utilities having a meaningful amount of generation, this sub- factor
has a weighting of 5%. For electric transmission and distribution utilities without meaningful generation and
for natural gas local distribution companies, this sub-factor has a weighting of 10%.
How We Assess Generation and Fuel Diversity for the Grid
Criteria include the fuel type of the issuer’s generation and important power purchase agreements, the
ability of the issuer economically to shift its generation and power purchases when there are changes in fuel
prices, the degree to which the utility and its rate-payers are exposed to or insulated from changes in
commodity prices, and exposure to Challenged Source and Threatened Sources (see the explanations for
how we generally characterize these generation sources in the table below). A regulated utility’s capacity
mix may not in itself be an indication of fuel diversity or the ability to shift fuels, since utilities may keep old
and inefficient plants (e.g., natural gas boilers) to serve peak load. For this reason, we do not incorporate set
percentages reflecting an “ideal” or “sub-par” mix for capacity or even generation. In addition to looking at a
utility’s generation mix to evaluate fuel diversity, we consider the efficiency of the utility’s plants, their
placement on the regional dispatch curve, and the demonstrated ability/inability of the utility to shift its
generation mix in accordance with changing commodity prices.
Issuers having a balanced mix of hydro, coal, natural gas, nuclear and renewable energy as well as low
exposure to challenged and threatened sources of generation will score more highly in this sub-factor.
Issuers that have concentration in one or two sources of generation, especially if they are threatened or
challenged sources, will incur lower scores.
In evaluating an issuer’s degree of exposure to challenged and threatened sources, we will consider not only
the existence of those plants in the utility’s portfolio, but also the relevant factors that will determine the
impact on the utility and on its rate-payers. For instance, an issuer that has a fairly high percentage of its
generation from challenged sources could be evaluated very differently if its peer utilities face the same
magnitude of those issues than if its peers have no exposure to challenged or threatened sources. In
evaluating threatened sources, we consider the utility’s progress in its plan to replace those sources, its
reserve margin, the availability of purchased power capacity in the region, and the overall impact of the
replacement plan on the issuer’s rates relative to its peer group. Especially if there are no peers in the same
jurisdiction, we also examine the extent to which the utility’s generation resources plan is aligned with the
relevant government’s fuel/energy policy.
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Factor 3: Diversification (10%)
Weighting 10%

Sub-Factor
Weighting

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Market Position

5.00% *

A very high degree of multinational
and regional diversity in terms of
regulatory regimes and/or service
territory economies.

Material operations in three or more
nations or substantial geographic
regions providing very good diversity
of regulatory regimes and/or service
territory economies.

Material operations in two to three
nations, states, provinces or regions
that provide good diversity of
regulatory regimes and service
territory economies. Alternately,
operates within a single regulatory
regime with low volatility, and the
service territory economy is robust,
has a very high degree of diversity and
has demonstrated resilience in
economic cycles.

May operate under a single regulatory
regime viewed as having low
volatility, or where multiple
regulatory regimes are not viewed as
providing much diversity. The service
territory economy may have some
concentration and cyclicality, but is
sufficiently resilient that it can absorb
reasonably foreseeable increases in
utility rates.

Generation and
Fuel Diversity

5.00% **

A high degree of diversity in terms of
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility and rate-payers are
well insulated from commodity price
changes, no generation concentration,
and very low exposures to Challenged
or Threatened Sources (see definitions
below).

Very good diversification in terms of
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility and rate-payers are
affected only minimally by
commodity price changes, little
generation concentration, and low
exposures to Challenged or
Threatened Sources.

Good diversification in terms of
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility and rate-payers have
only modest exposure to commodity
price changes; however, may have
some concentration in a source that is
neither Challenged nor Threatened.
Exposure to Threatened Sources is
low. While there may be some
exposure to Challenged Sources, it is
not a cause for concern.

Adequate diversification in terms of
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility and rate-payers have
moderate exposure to commodity
price changes; however, may have
some concentration in a source that is
Challenged. Exposure to Threatened
Sources is moderate, while exposure
to Challenged Sources is manageable.

Sub-Factor
Weighting

Market Position
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5.00% *

Ba

B

Caa

Operates in a market area with
somewhat greater concentration and
cyclicality in the service territory
economy and/or exposure to storms
and other natural disasters, and thus
less resilience to absorbing reasonably
foreseeable increases in utility rates.
May show somewhat greater volatility
in the regulatory regime(s).

Operates in a limited market area
with material concentration and more
severe cyclicality in service territory
economy such that cycles are of
materially longer duration or
reasonably foreseeable increases in
utility rates could present a material
challenge to the economy. Service
territory may have geographic
concentration that limits its resilience
to storms and other natural disasters,
or may be an emerging market. May
show decided volatility in the
regulatory regime(s).

Operates in a concentrated economic
service territory with pronounced
concentration, macroeconomic risk
factors, and/or exposure to natural
disasters.

Definiitons

Challenged Sources are generation
plants that face higher but not
insurmountable economic hurdles
resulting from penalties or taxes on
their operation, or from
environmental upgrades that are
required or likely to be required.
Some examples are carbon-emitting
plants that incur carbon taxes, plants
that must buy emissions credits to
operate, and plants that must install
environmental equipment to continue
to operate, in each where the
taxes/credits/upgrades are sufficient
to have a material impact on those
plants' competitiveness relative to
other generation types or on the
utility's rates, but where the impact is
not so severe as to be likely require
plant closure.
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Generation and
Fuel Diversity

5.00% **

Modest diversification in generation
and/or fuel sources such that the
utility or rate-payers have greater
exposure to commodity price
changes. Exposure to Challenged and
Threatened Sources may be more
pronounced, but the utility will be
able to access alternative sources
without undue financial stress.

Operates with little diversification in
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility or rate-payers have
high exposure to commodity price
changes. Exposure to Challenged and
Threatened Sources may be high, and
accessing alternate sources may be
challenging and cause more financial
stress, but ultimately feasible.

Operates with high concentration in
generation and/or fuel sources such
that the utility or rate-payers have
exposure to commodity price shocks.
Exposure to Challenged and
Threatened Sources may be very high,
and accessing alternate sources may
be highly uncertain.

Threatened Sources are generation
plants that are not currently able to
operate due to major unplanned
outages or issues with licensing or
other regulatory compliance, and
plants that are highly likely to be
required to de-activate, whether due
to the effectiveness of currently
existing or expected rules and
regulations or due to economic
challenges. Some recent examples
would include coal fired plants in the
US that are not economic to retro-fit
to meet mercury and air toxics
standards, plants that cannot meet
the effective date of those standards,
nuclear plants in Japan that have not
been licensed to re-start after the
Fukushima Dai-ichi accident, and
nuclear plants that are required to be
phased out within 10 years (as is the
case in some European countries).

* 10% weight for issuers that lack generation **0% weight for issuers that lack generation
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Factor 4: Financial Strength (40%)
Why It Matters
Electric and gas utilities are regulated, asset-based businesses characterized by large investments in longlived property, plant and equipment. Financial strength, including the ability to service debt and provide a
return to shareholders, is necessary for a utility to attract capital at a reasonable cost in order to invest in its
generation, transmission and distribution assets, so that the utility can fulfill its service obligations at a
reasonable cost to rate-payers.
How We Assess It for the Grid
In comparison to companies in other non-financial corporate sectors, the financial statements of regulated
electric and gas utilities have certain unique aspects that impact financial analysis, which is further
complicated by disparate treatment of certain elements under US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP) versus International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Regulatory accounting may permit utilities
to defer certain costs (thereby creating regulatory assets) that a non- utility corporate entity would have to
expense. For instance, a regulated utility may be able to defer a substantial portion of costs related to
recovery from a storm based on the general regulatory framework for those expenses, even if the utility
does not have a specific order to collect the expenses from ratepayers over a set period of time. A regulated
utility may be able to accrue and defer a return on equity (in addition to capitalizing interest) for
construction-work-in-progress for an approved project based on the assumption that it will be able to
collect that deferred equity return once the asset comes into service. For this reason, we focus more on a
utility’s cash flow than on its reported net income.
Conversely, utilities may collect certain costs in rates well ahead of the time they must be paid (for instance,
pension costs), thereby creating regulatory liabilities. Many of our metrics focus on Cash Flow from
Operations Before Changes in Working Capital (CFO Pre-WC) because, unlike Funds from Operations (FFO),
it captures the changes in long-term regulatory assets and liabilities.
However, under IFRS the two measures are essentially the same. In general, we view changes in working
capital as less important in utility financial analysis because they are often either seasonal (for example,
power demand is generally greatest in the summer) or caused by changes in fuel prices that are typically a
relatively automatic pass-through to the customer. We will nonetheless examine the impact of working
capital changes in analyzing a utility’s liquidity (see Other Rating Considerations – Liquidity).
Given the long-term nature of utility assets and the often lumpy nature of their capital expenditures, it is
important to analyze both a utility’s historical financial performance as well as its prospective future
performance, which may be different from backward-looking measures. Scores under this factor may be
higher or lower than what might be expected from historical results, depending on our view of expected
future performance. Multi-year periods are usually more representative of credit quality because utilities can
experience swings in cash flows from one-time events, including such items as rate refunds, storm cost
deferrals that create a regulatory asset, or securitization proceeds that reduce a regulatory asset.
Nonetheless, we also look at trends in metrics for individual periods, which may influence our view of future
performance and ratings.
For this scoring grid, we have identified four key ratios that we consider the most consistently useful in the
analysis of regulated electric and gas utilities. However, no single financial ratio can adequately convey the
relative credit strength of these highly diverse companies. Our ratings consider the overall financial strength
of a company, and in individual cases other financial indicators may also play an important role.
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CFO Pre-Working Capital Plus Interest/Interest or Cash Flow Interest Coverage
The cash flow interest coverage ratio is an indicator for a utility’s ability to cover the cost of its borrowed
capital. The numerator in the ratio calculation is the sum of CFO Pre-WC and interest expense, and the
denominator is interest expense.
CFO Pre-Working Capital / Debt
This important metric is an indicator for the cash generating ability of a utility compared to its total debt.
The numerator in the ratio calculation is CFO Pre-WC, and the denominator is total debt.
CFO Pre-Working Capital Minus Dividends / Debt
This ratio is an indicator for financial leverage as well as an indicator of the strength of a utility’s cash flow
after dividend payments are made. Dividend obligations of utilities are often substantial, quasi- permanent
outflows that can affect the ability of a utility to cover its debt obligations, and this ratio can also provide
insight into the financial policies of a utility or utility holding company. The higher the level of retained cash
flow relative to a utility’s debt, the more cash the utility has to support its capital expenditure program. The
numerator of this ratio is CFO Pre-WC minus dividends, and the denominator is total debt.
Debt/Capitalization
This ratio is a traditional measure of balance sheet leverage. The numerator is total debt and the
denominator is total capitalization. All of our ratios are calculated in accordance with our standard
adjustments 10, but we note that our definition of total capitalization includes deferred taxes in addition to
total debt, preferred stock, other hybrid securities, and common equity. Since the presence or absence of
deferred taxes is a function of national tax policy, comparing utilities using this ratio may be more
meaningful among utilities in the same country or in countries with similar tax policies. High debt levels in
comparison to capitalization can indicate higher interest obligations, can limit the ability of a utility to raise
additional financing if needed, and can lead to leverage covenant violations in bank credit facilities or other
financing agreements11. A high ratio may result from a regulatory framework that does not permit a robust
cushion of equity in the capital structure, or from a material write-off of an asset, which may not have
impacted current period cash flows but could affect future period cash flows relative to debt.
There are two sets of thresholds for three of these ratios based on the level of the issuer’s business risk – the
Standard Grid and the Lower Business Risk (LBR) Grid. In our view, the different types of utility entities
covered under this methodology (as described in Appendix E) have different levels of business risk.
Generation utilities and vertically integrated utilities generally have a higher level of business risk because
they are engaged in power generation, so we apply the Standard Grid. We view power generation as the
highest-risk component of the electric utility business, as generation plants are typically the most expensive
part of a utility’s infrastructure (representing asset concentration risk) and are subject to the greatest risks in
both construction and operation, including the risk that incurred costs will either not be recovered in rates
or recovered with material delays.
Other types of utilities may have lower business risk, such that we believe that they are most appropriately
assessed using the LBR Grid, due to factors that could include a generally greater transfer of risk to
customers, very strong insulation from exposure to commodity price movements, good protection from
volumetric risks, fairly limited capex needs and low exposure to storms, major accidents and natural
10
11
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disasters. For instance, we tend to view many US natural gas local distribution companies (LDCs) and certain
US electric transmission and distribution companies (T&Ds, which lack generation but generally retain some
procurement responsibilities for customers), as typically having a lower business risk profile than their
vertically integrated peers. In cases of T&Ds that we do not view as having materially lower risk than their
vertically integrated peers, we will apply the Standard grid. This could result from a regulatory framework
that exposes them to energy supply risk, large capital expenditures for required maintenance or upgrades, a
heightened degree of exposure to catastrophic storm damage, or increased regulatory scrutiny due to poor
reliability, or other considerations. The Standard Grid will also apply to LDCs that in our view do not have
materially lower risk; for instance, due to their ownership of high pressure pipes or older systems requiring
extensive gas main replacements, where gas commodity costs are not fully recovered in a reasonably
contemporaneous manner, or where the LDC is not well insulated from declining volumes.
The four key ratios, their weighting in the grid, and the Standard and LBR scoring thresholds are detailed in
the following table.

Factor 4: Financial Strength

Weighting 40%

SubFactor
Weighting

CFO pre-WC +
Interest /
Interest

7.50%

CFO pre-WC /
Debt

15.00%

CFO pre-WC Dividends / Debt

Debt /
Capitalization

10.00%

7.50%

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

≥ 8.0x

6.0x - 8.0x

4.5x - 6.0x

3.0x - 4.5x

2.0x - 3.0x

1.0x - 2.0x

< 1.0x

Standard Grid

≥ 40%

30% - 40%

22% - 30%

13% - 22%

5% - 13%

1% - 5%

< 1%

Low Business
Risk Grid

≥ 38%

27% - 38%

19% - 27%

11% - 19%

5% - 11%

1% - 5%

< 1%

Standard Grid

≥ 35%

25% - 35%

17% - 25%

9% - 17%

0% - 9%

(5%) - 0%

< (5%)

Low Business
Risk Grid

≥ 34%

23% - 34%

15% - 23%

7% - 15%

0% - 7%

(5%) - 0%

< (5%)

Standard Grid

< 25%

25% - 35%

35% - 45%

45% - 55%

55% - 65%

65% - 75%

≥ 75%

Low Business
Risk Grid

< 29%

29% - 40%

40% - 50%

50% - 59%

59% - 67%

67% - 75%

≥ 75%

Notching for Structural Subordination of Holding Companies
Why It Matters
A typical utility company structure consists of a holding company (“HoldCo”) that owns one or more
operating subsidiaries (each an “OpCo”). OpCos may be regulated utilities or non-utility companies. A
HoldCo typically has no operations – its assets are mostly limited to its equity interests in subsidiaries, and
potentially other investments in subsidiaries that are structured as advances, debt, or even hybrid securities.
Most HoldCos present their financial statements on a consolidated basis that blurs legal considerations
about priority of creditors based on the legal structure of the family, and grid scoring is thus based on
consolidated ratios. However, HoldCo creditors typically have a secondary claim on the group’s cash flows
and assets after OpCo creditors. We refer to this as structural subordination, because it is the corporate
legal structure, rather than specific subordination provisions, that causes creditors at each of the utility and
non-utility subsidiaries to have a more direct claim on the cash flows and assets of their respective OpCo
obligors. By contrast, the debt of the HoldCo is typically serviced primarily by dividends that are up-
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streamed by the OpCos 12. Under normal circumstances, these dividends are made from net income, after
payment of the OpCo’s interest and preferred dividends. In most non- financial corporate sectors where
cash often moves freely between the entities in a single issuer family, this distinction may have less of an
impact. However, in the regulated utility sector, barriers to movement of cash among companies in the
corporate family can be much more restrictive, depending on the regulatory framework. These barriers can
lead to significantly different probabilities of default for HoldCos and OpCos. Structural subordination also
affects loss given default. Under most default 13 scenarios, an OpCo’s creditors will be satisfied from the
value residing at that OpCo before any of the OpCo’s assets can be used to satisfy claims of the HoldCo’s
creditors. The prevalence of debt issuance at the OpCo level is another reason that structural subordination
is usually a more serious concern in the utility sector than for investment grade issuers in other nonfinancial corporate sectors.
The grids for factors 1-4 are primarily oriented to OpCos (and to some degree for HoldCos with minimal
current structural subordination; for example, there is no current structural subordination to debt at the
operating company if all of the utility family’s debt and preferred stock is issued at the HoldCo level,
although there is structural subordination to other liabilities at the OpCo level). The additional risk from
structural subordination is addressed via a notching adjustment to bring grid outcomes (on average) closer
to the actual ratings of HoldCos.
How We Assess It
Grid-indicated ratings of holding companies may be notched down based on structural subordination. The
risk factors and mitigants that impact structural subordination are varied and can be present in different
combinations, such that a formulaic approach is not practical and case-by-case analyst judgment of the
interaction of all pertinent factors that may increase or decrease its importance to the credit risk of an issuer
are essential.
Some of the potentially pertinent factors that could increase the degree and/or impact of structural
subordination include the following:
»

Regulatory or other barriers to cash movement from OpCos to HoldCo

»

Specific ring-fencing provisions

»

Strict financial covenants at the OpCo level

»

Higher leverage at the OpCo level

»

Higher leverage at the HoldCo level14

»

Significant dividend limitations or potential limitations at an important OpCo

»

HoldCo exposure to subsidiaries with high business risk or volatile cash flows

Strained liquidity at the HoldCo level
»

The group’s investment program is primarily in businesses that are higher risk or new to the group

Some of the potentially mitigating factors that could decrease the degree and/or impact of structural
subordination include the following:

12
13

14

23

The HoldCo and OpCo may also have intercompany agreements, including tax sharing agreements, that can be another source of cash to the HoldCo.
Actual priority in a default scenario will be determined by many factors, including the corporate and bankruptcy laws of the jurisdiction, the asset value of each
OpCo, specific financing terms, inter-relationships among members of the family, etc.
While higher leverage at the HoldCo does not increase structural subordination per se, it exacerbates the impact of any structural subordination that exists
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»

Substantial diversity in cash flows from a variety of utility OpCos

»

Meaningful dividends to HoldCo from unlevered utility OpCos

»

Dependable, meaningful dividends to HoldCo from non-utility OpCos

»

The group’s investment program is primarily in strong utility businesses

»

Inter-company guarantees - however, in many jurisdictions the value of an upstream guarantee may be
limited by certain factors, including by the value that the OpCo received in exchange for granting the
guarantee

Notching for structural subordination within the grid may range from 0 to negative 3 notches. Instances of
extreme structural subordination are relatively rare, so the grid convention does not accommodate wider
differences, although in the instances where we believe it is present, actual ratings do reflect the full impact
of structural subordination.
A related issue is the relationship of ratings within a utility family with multiple operating companies, and
sometimes intermediate holding companies. Some of the key issues are the same, such as the relative
amounts of debt at the holding company level compared to the operating company level (or at one OpCo
relative to another), and the degree to which operating companies have credit insulation due to regulation
or other protective factors. Appendix B has additional insights on ratings within a utility family.

Rating Methodology Assumptions, Limitations, and Other Rating Considerations
The grid in this rating methodology represents a decision to favor simplicity that enhances transparency and
to avoid greater complexity that might enable the grid to map more closely to actual ratings. Accordingly,
the four rating factors and the notching factor in the grid do not constitute an exhaustive treatment of all of
the considerations that are important for ratings of companies in the regulated electric and gas utility
sector. In addition, our ratings incorporate expectations for future performance, while the financial
information that is used in the grid in this document is mainly historical. In some cases, our expectations for
future performance may be informed by confidential information that we can’t disclose. In other cases, we
estimate future results based upon past performance, industry trends, competitor actions or other factors.
In either case, predicting the future is subject to the risk of substantial inaccuracy.
Assumptions that may cause our forward-looking expectations to be incorrect include unanticipated
changes in any of the following factors: the macroeconomic environment and general financial market
conditions, industry competition, disruptive technology, regulatory and legal actions.
Key rating assumptions that apply in this sector include our view that sovereign credit risk is strongly
correlated with that of other domestic issuers, that legal priority of claim affects average recovery on
different classes of debt, sufficiently to generally warrant differences in ratings for different debt classes of
the same issuer, and the assumption that lack of access to liquidity is a strong driver of credit risk.
In choosing metrics for this rating methodology grid, we did not explicitly include certain important factors
that are common to all companies in any industry such as the quality and experience of management,
assessments of corporate governance and the quality of financial reporting and information disclosure.
Therefore ranking these factors by rating category in a grid would in some cases suggest too much precision
in the relative ranking of particular issuers against all other issuers that are rated in various industry sectors.
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Ratings may include additional factors that are difficult to quantify or that have a meaningful effect in
differentiating credit quality only in some cases, but not all. Such factors include financial controls, exposure
to uncertain licensing regimes and possible government interference in some countries.
Regulatory, litigation, liquidity, technology and reputational risk as well as changes to consumer and
business spending patterns, competitor strategies and macroeconomic trends also affect ratings. While
these are important considerations, it is not possible precisely to express these in the rating methodology
grid without making the grid excessively complex and significantly less transparent.
Ratings may also reflect circumstances in which the weighting of a particular factor will be substantially
different from the weighting suggested by the grid.
This variation in weighting rating considerations can also apply to factors that we choose not to represent in
the grid. For example, liquidity is a consideration frequently critical to ratings and which may not, in other
circumstances, have a substantial impact in discriminating between two issuers with a similar credit profile.
As an example of the limitations, ratings can be heavily affected by extremely weak liquidity that magnifies
default risk. However, two identical companies might be rated the same if their only differentiating feature
is that one has a good liquidity position while the other has an extremely good liquidity position.

Other Rating Considerations
We consider other factors in addition to those discussed in this report, but in most cases understanding the
considerations discussed herein should enable a good approximation of our view on the credit quality of
companies in the regulated electric and gas utilities sector. Ratings consider our assessment of the quality of
management, corporate governance, financial controls, liquidity management, event risk and seasonality.
The analysis of these factors remains an integral part of our rating process.

Liquidity and Access to Capital Markets
Liquidity analysis is a key element in the financial analysis of electric and gas utilities, and it encompasses a
company’s ability to generate cash from internal sources as well as the availability of external sources of
financing to supplement these internal sources. Liquidity and access to financing are of particular
importance in this sector. Utility assets can often have a very long useful life- 30, 40 or even 60 years is not
uncommon, as well as high price tags. Partly as a result of construction cycles, the utility sector has
experienced prolonged periods of negative free cash flow – essentially, the sum of its dividends and its
capital expenditures for maintenance and growth of its infrastructure frequently exceeds cash from
operations, such that a portion of capital expenditures must routinely be debt financed. Utilities are among
the largest debt issuers in the corporate universe and typically require consistent access to the capital
markets to assure adequate sources of funding and to maintain financial flexibility. Substantial portions of
capex are non-discretionary (for example, maintenance, adding customers to the network, or meeting
environmental mandates); however, utilities were swift to cut or defer discretionary spending during the
2007-2009 recession. Dividends represent a quasi-permanent outlay, since utilities typically only rarely will
cut their dividend. Liquidity is also important to meet maturing obligations, which often occur in large
chunks, and to meet collateral calls under any hedging agreements.
Due to the importance of liquidity, incorporating it as a factor with a fixed weighting in the grid would
suggest an importance level that is often far different from the actual weight in the rating. In normal
circumstances most companies in the sector have good access to liquidity. The industry generally requires,
and for the most part has, large, syndicated, multi-year committed credit facilities. In addition, utilities have
demonstrated strong access to capital markets, even under difficult conditions. As a result, liquidity
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generally has not been an issue for most utilities and a utility with very strong liquidity may not warrant a
rating distinction compared to a utility with strong liquidity. However, when there is weakness in liquidity or
liquidity management, it can be the dominant consideration for ratings.
Our assessment of liquidity for regulated utilities involves an analysis of total sources and uses of cash over
the next 12 months or more, as is done for all corporates. Using our financial projections of the utility and
our analysis of its available sources of liquidity (including an assessment of the quality and reliability of
alternate liquidity such as committed credit facilities), we evaluate how its projected sources of cash (cash
from operations, cash on hand and existing committed multi-year credit facilities) compare to its projected
uses (including all or most capital expenditures, dividends, maturities of short and long-term debt, our
projection of potential liquidity calls on financial hedges, and important issuer-specific items such as special
tax payments). We assume no access to capital markets or additional liquidity sources, no renewal of
existing credit facilities, and no cut to dividends. We examine a company’s liquidity profile under this
scenario, its ability to make adjustments to improve its liquidity position, and any dependence on liquidity
sources with lower quality and reliability.

Management Quality and Financial Policy
The quality of management is an important factor supporting the credit strength of a regulated utility or
utility holding company. Assessing the execution of business plans over time can be helpful in assessing
management’s business strategies, policies, and philosophies and in evaluating management performance
relative to performance of competitors and our projections. A record of consistency provides us with insight
into management’s likely future performance in stressed situations and can be an indicator of
management’s tendency to depart significantly from its stated plans and guidelines.
We also assess financial policy (including dividend policy and planned capital expenditures) and how
management balances the potentially competing interests of shareholders, fixed income investors and other
stakeholders. Dividends and discretionary capital expenditures are the two primary components over which
management has the greatest control in the short term. For holding companies, we consider the extent to
which management is willing stretch its payout ratio (through aggressive increases or delays in needed
decreases) in order to satisfy common shareholders. For a utility that is a subsidiary of a parent company
with several utility subsidiaries, dividends to the parent may be more volatile depending on the cash
generation and cash needs of that utility, because parents typically want to assure that each utility
maintains the regulatory debt/equity ratio on which its rates have been set. The effect we have observed is
that utility subsidiaries often pay higher dividends when they have lower capital needs and lower dividends
when they have higher capital expenditures or other cash needs. Any dividend policy that cuts into the
regulatory debt/equity ratio is a material credit negative.

Size – Natural Disasters, Customer Concentration and Construction Risks
The size and scale of a regulated utility has generally not been a major determinant of its credit strength in
the same way that it has been for most other industrial sectors. While size brings certain economies of scale
that can somewhat affect the utility’s cost structure and competitiveness, rates are more heavily impacted
by costs related to fuel and fixed assets. Particularly in the US, we have not observed material differences in
the success of utilities’ regulatory outreach based on their size. Smaller utilities have sometimes been better
able to focus their attention on meeting the expectations of a single regulator than their multi-state peers.
However, size can be a very important factor in our assessment of certain risks that impact ratings, including
exposure to natural disasters, customer concentration (primarily to industrial customers in a single sector)
and construction risks associated with large projects. While the grid attempts to incorporate the first two of
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these into Factor 3, for some issuers these considerations may be sufficiently important that the rating
reflects a greater weight for these risks. While construction projects always carry the risk of cost over-runs
and delays, these risks are materially heightened for projects that are very large relative to the size of the
utility.

Interaction of Utility Ratings with Government Policies and Sovereign Ratings
Compared to most industrial sectors, regulated utilities are more likely to be impacted by government
actions. Credit impacts can occur directly through rate regulation, and indirectly through energy,
environmental and tax policies. Government actions affect fuel prices, the mix of generating plants, the
certainty and timing of revenues and costs, and the likelihood that regulated utilities will experience
financial stress. While our evolving view of the impact of such policies and the general economic and
financial climate is reflected in ratings for each utility, some considerations do not lend themselves to
incorporation in a simple ratings grid.15

Diversified Operations at the Utility
A small number of regulated utilities have diversified operations that are segments within the utility
company, as opposed to the more common practice of housing such operations in one or more separate
affiliates. In general, we will seek to evaluate the other businesses that are material in accordance with the
appropriate methodology and the rating will reflect considerations from such methodologies. There may be
analytical limitations in evaluating the utility and non-utility businesses when segment financial results are
not fully broken out and these may be addressed through estimation based on available information. Since
regulated utilities are a relatively low risk business compared to other corporate sectors, in most cases
diversified non-utility operations increase the business risk profile of a utility. Reflecting this tendency, we
note that assigned ratings are typically lower than grid- indicated ratings for such companies.

Event Risk
We also recognize the possibility that an unexpected event could cause a sudden and sharp decline in an
issuer's fundamental creditworthiness. Typical special events include mergers and acquisitions, asset sales,
spin-offs, capital restructuring programs, litigation and shareholder distributions.

Corporate Governance
Among the areas of focus in corporate governance are audit committee financial expertise, the incentives
created by executive compensation packages, related party transactions, interactions with outside auditors,
and ownership structure.

Investment and Acquisition Strategy
In our credit assessment we take into consideration management’s investment strategy. Investment
strategy is benchmarked with that of the other companies in the rated universe to further verify its
consistency. Acquisitions can strengthen a company’s business. Our assessment of a company’s tolerance
for acquisitions at a given rating level takes into consideration (1) management’s risk appetite, including the
likelihood of further acquisitions over the medium term; (2) share buy-back activity; (3) the company’s
commitment to specific leverage targets; and (4) the volatility of the underlying businesses, as well as that
of the business acquired. Ratings can often hold after acquisitions even if leverage temporarily climbs above
normally acceptable ranges. However, this depends on (1) the strategic fit; (2) pro-forma
15
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See also the cross-sector methodology ”How Sovereign Credit Quality May Affect Other Ratings.” A link to this and other sector and cross-sector credit rating
methodologies can be found in the Related Research section of this report.
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capitalization/leverage following an acquisition; and (3) our confidence that credit metrics will be restored in
a relatively short timeframe.

Financial Controls
We rely on the accuracy of audited financial statements to assign and monitor ratings in this sector. Such
accuracy is only possible when companies have sufficient internal controls, including centralized operations,
the proper tone at the top and consistency in accounting policies and procedures.
Weaknesses in the overall financial reporting processes, financial statement restatements or delays in
regulatory filings can be indications of a potential breakdown in internal controls.
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Appendix A: Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities Methodology Factor Grid
Factor 1a: Legislative and Judicial Underpinnings of the Regulatory Framework (12.5%)
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Utility regulation occurs under a fully developed framework
that is national in scope based on legislation that provides
the utility a nearly absolute monopoly (see note 1) within its
service territory, an unquestioned assurance that rates will
be set in a manner that will permit the utility to make and
recover all necessary investments, an extremely high degree
of clarity as to the manner in which utilities will be regulated
and prescriptive methods and procedures for setting rates.
Existing utility law is comprehensive and supportive such
that changes in legislation are not expected to be necessary;
or any changes that have occurred have been strongly
supportive of utilities credit quality in general and sufficiently
forward- looking so as to address problems before they
occurred. There is an independent judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the utility should
they occur, including access to national courts, very strong
judicial precedent in the interpretation of utility laws, and a
strong rule of law. We expect these conditions to continue.

Utility regulation occurs under a fully developed national, state
or provincial framework based on legislation that provides the
utility an extremely strong monopoly (see note 1) within its
service territory, a strong assurance, subject to limited review,
that rates will be set in a manner that will permit the utility to
make and recover all necessary investments, a very high degree
of clarity as to the manner in which utilities will be regulated
and reasonably prescriptive methods and procedures for setting
rates. If there have been changes in utility legislation, they have
been timely and clearly credit supportive of the issuer in a
manner that shows the utility has had a strong voice in the
process. There is an independent judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the utility, should
they occur including access to national courts, strong judicial
precedent in the interpretation of utility laws, and a strong rule
of law. We expect these conditions to continue.

Utility regulation occurs under a well developed
national, state or provincial framework based on
legislation that provides the utility a very strong
monopoly (see note 1) within its service territory, an
assurance, subject to reasonable prudency
requirements, that rates will be set in a manner that will
permit the utility to make and recover all necessary
investments, a high degree of clarity as to the manner
in which utilities will be regulated, and overall guidance
for methods and procedures for setting rates. If there
have been changes in utility legislation, they have been
mostly timely and on the whole credit supportive for
the issuer, and the utility has had a clear voice in the
legislative process. There is an independent judiciary
that can arbitrate disagreements between the regulator
and the utility, should they occur, including access to
national courts, clear judicial precedent in the
interpretation of utility law, and a strong rule of law.
We expect these conditions to continue.

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state, provincial or municipal
framework based on legislation that provides the utility a strong monopoly
within its service territory that may have some exceptions such as greater selfgeneration (see note 1), a general assurance that, subject to prudency
requirements that are mostly reasonable, rates will be set will be set in a
manner that will permit the utility to make and recover all necessary
investments, reasonable clarity as to the manner in which utilities will be
regulated and overall guidance for methods and procedures for setting rates; or
(ii) under a new framework where independent and transparent regulation
exists in other sectors. If there have been changes in utility legislation, they
have been credit supportive or at least balanced for the issuer but potentially
less timely, and the utility had a voice in the legislative process. There is either
(i) an independent judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements between the
regulator and the utility, including access to courts at least at the state or
provincial level, reasonably clear judicial precedent in the interpretation of
utility laws, and a generally strong rule of law; or
(ii) regulation has been applied (under a well developed framework) in a
manner such that redress to an independent arbiter has not been required. We
expect these conditions to continue.

Ba

B

Caa

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state, provincial
or municipal framework based on legislation or government
decree that provides the utility a monopoly within its service
territory that is generally strong but may have a greater level
of exceptions (see note 1), and that, subject to prudency
requirements which may be stringent, provides a general
assurance (with somewhat less certainty) that rates will be
set will be set in a manner that will permit the utility to
make and recover necessary investments; or (ii) under a new
framework where the jurisdiction has a history of less
independent and transparent regulation in other sectors.
Either: (i) the judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements
between the regulator and the utility may not have clear
authority or may not be fully independent of the regulator or
other political pressure, but there is a reasonably strong rule
of law; or (ii) where there is no independent arbiter, the
regulation has mostly been applied in a manner such redress
has not been required. We expect these conditions to
continue.

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state, provincial or
municipal framework based on legislation or government
decree that provides the utility monopoly within its service
territory that is reasonably strong but may have important
exceptions, and that, subject to prudency requirements which
may be stringent or at times arbitrary, provides more limited or
less certain assurance that rates will be set in a manner that
will permit the utility to make and recover necessary
investments; or (ii) under a new framework where we would
expect less independent and transparent regulation, based
either on the regulator's history in other sectors or other
factors. The judiciary that can arbitrate disagreements between
the regulator and the utility may not have clear authority or
may not be fully independent of the regulator or other political
pressure, but there is a reasonably strong rule of law.
Alternately, where there is no independent arbiter, the
regulation has been applied in a manner that often requires
some redress adding more uncertainty to the regulatory
framework.
There may be a periodic risk of creditor-unfriendly government
intervention in utility markets or rate-setting.

Utility regulation occurs (i) under a national, state,
provincial or municipal framework based on legislation
or government decree that provides the utility a
monopoly within its service territory, but with little
assurance that rates will be set in a manner that will
permit the utility to make and recover necessary
investments; or (ii) under a new framework where we
would expect unpredictable or adverse regulation,
based either on the jurisdiction's history of in other
sectors or other factors. The judiciary that can arbitrate
disagreements between the regulator and the utility
may not have clear authority or is viewed as not being
fully independent of the regulator or other political
pressure. Alternately, there may be no redress to an
effective independent arbiter. The ability of the utility
to enforce its monopoly or prevent uncompensated
usage of its system may be limited. There may be a risk
of creditor- unfriendly nationalization or other
significant intervention in utility markets or rate-setting.

Note 1: The strength of the monopoly refers to the legal, regulatory and practical obstacles for customers in the utility’s territory to obtain service from another provider. Examples of a weakening of the monopoly would include the ability of a
city or large user to leave the utility system to set up their own system, the extent to which self-generation is permitted (e.g. cogeneration) and/or encouraged (e.g., net metering, DSM generation). At the lower end of the ratings spectrum,
the utility’s monopoly may be challenged by pervasive theft and unauthorized use. Since utilities are generally presumed to be monopolies, a strong monopoly position in itself is not sufficient for a strong score in this sub-factor, but a
weakening of the monopoly can lower the score.
* 10% weight for issuers that lack generation **0% weight for issuers that lack generation
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Factor 1b: Consistency and Predictability of Regulation (12.5%)
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

The issuer's interaction with the regulator has The issuer's interaction with the regulator has a led The issuer's interaction with the regulator
The issuer's interaction with the regulator has led to an
led to a strong, lengthy track record of
to a considerable track record of predominantly
has led to a track record of largely
adequate track record. The regulator is generally consistent
predictable, consistent and favorable
predictable and consistent decisions. The regulator predictable and consistent decisions. The
and predictable, but there may some evidence of
decisions. The regulator is highly credit
is mostly credit supportive of utilities in general
regulator may be somewhat less credit
inconsistency or unpredictability from time to time, or
supportive of the issuer and utilities in general. and in almost all instances has been highly credit
supportive of utilities in general, but has
decisions may at times be politically charged. However,
We expect these conditions to continue.
supportive of the issuer. We expect these
been quite credit supportive of the issuer in instances of less credit supportive decisions are based on
conditions to continue.
most circumstances. We expect these
reasonable application of existing rules and statutes and are
conditions to continue.
not overly punitive. We expect these conditions to continue.
Ba

B

Caa

We expect that regulatory decisions will
demonstrate considerable inconsistency or
unpredictability or that decisions will be
politically charged, based either on the issuer's
track record of interaction with regulators or
other governing bodies, or our view that
decisions will move in this direction. The
regulator may have a history of less credit
supportive regulatory decisions with respect
to the issuer, but we expect that the issuer will
be able to obtain support when it encounters
financial stress, with some potentially material
delays. The regulator’s authority may be
eroded at times by legislative or political
action. The regulator may not follow the
framework for some material decisions.

We expect that regulatory decisions will be largely
unpredictable or even somewhat arbitrary, based
either on the issuer's track record of interaction
with regulators or other governing bodies, or our
view that decisions will move in this direction.
However, we expect that the issuer will ultimately
be able to obtain support when it encounters
financial stress, albeit with material or more
extended delays.
Alternately, the regulator is untested, lacks a
consistent track record, or is undergoing
substantial change. The regulator’s authority may
be eroded on frequent occasions by legislative or
political action. The regulator may more frequently
ignore the framework in a manner detrimental to
the issuer.

We expect that regulatory decisions will be
highly unpredictable and frequently
adverse, based either on the issuer's track
record of interaction with regulators or
other governing bodies, or our view that
decisions will move in this direction.
Alternately, decisions may have credit
supportive aspects, but may often be
unenforceable. The regulator’s authority
may have been seriously eroded by
legislative or political action. The regulator
may consistently ignore the framework to
the detriment of the issuer.
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Factor 2a: Timeliness of Recovery of Operating and Capital Costs (12.5%)
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Tariff formulas and automatic cost recovery
mechanisms provide full and highly timely
recovery of all operating costs and essentially
contemporaneous return on all incremental
capital investments, with statutory
provisions in place to preclude the possibility
of challenges to rate increases or cost
recovery mechanisms. By statute and by
practice, general rate cases are efficient,
focused on an impartial review, quick, and
permit inclusion of fully forward -looking
costs.

Tariff formulas and automatic cost recovery
mechanisms provide full and highly timely
recovery of all operating costs and essentially
contemporaneous or near-contemporaneous
return on most incremental capital investments,
with minimal challenges by regulators to
companies’ cost assumptions. By statute and by
practice, general rate cases are efficient, focused
on an impartial review, of a very reasonable
duration before non-appealable interim rates can
be collected, and primarily permit inclusion of
forward- looking costs.

Automatic cost recovery mechanisms provide full
and reasonably timely recovery of fuel, purchased
power and all other highly variable operating
expenses. Material capital investments may be
made under tariff formulas or other rate-making
permitting reasonably contemporaneous returns,
or may be submitted under other types of filings
that provide recovery of cost of capital with
minimal delays. Instances of regulatory challenges
that delay rate increases or cost recovery are
generally related to large, unexpected increases in
sizeable construction projects. By statute or by
practice, general rate cases are reasonably
efficient, primarily focused on an impartial review,
of a reasonable duration before rates (either
permanent or non- refundable interim rates) can
be collected, and permit inclusion of important
forward -looking costs.

Fuel, purchased power and all other highly variable
expenses are generally recovered through mechanisms
incorporating delays of less than one year, although some
rapid increases in costs may be delayed longer where such
deferrals do not place financial stress on the utility.
Incremental capital investments may be recovered
primarily through general rate cases with moderate lag,
with some through tariff formulas. Alternately, there may
be formula rates that are untested or unclear.
Potentially greater tendency for delays due to regulatory
intervention, although this will generally be limited to
rates related to large capital projects or rapid increases in
operating costs.

Ba

B

Caa

There is an expectation that fuel, purchased
power or other highly variable expenses will
eventually be recovered with delays that will
not place material financial stress on the
utility, but there may be some evidence of an
unwillingness by regulators to make timely
rate changes to address volatility in fuel, or
purchased power, or other market-sensitive
expenses. Recovery of costs related to capital
investments may be subject to delays that
are somewhat lengthy, but not so pervasive
as to be expected to discourage important
investments.

The expectation that fuel, purchased power or
other highly variable expenses will be recovered
may be subject to material delays due to secondguessing of spending decisions by regulators or
due to political intervention. Recovery of costs
related to capital investments may be subject to
delays that are material to the issuer, or may be
likely to discourage some important investment.

The expectation that fuel, purchased power or
other highly variable expenses will be recovered
may be subject to extensive delays due to secondguessing of spending decisions by regulators or
due to political intervention. Recovery of costs
related to capital investments may be uncertain,
subject to delays that are extensive, or that may
be likely to discourage even necessary investment.

Note: Tariff formulas include formula rate plans as well as trackers and riders related to capital investment.
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Factor 2b: Sufficiency of Rates and Returns (12.5%)
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Sufficiency of rates to cover costs and
attract capital is (and will continue to be)
unquestioned.

Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set
at a level that permits full cost recovery and a fair
return on all investments, with minimal challenges
by regulators to companies’ cost assumptions.
This will translate to returns (measured in relation
to equity, total assets, rate base or regulatory
asset value, as applicable) that are strong relative
to global peers.

Rates are (and we expect will continue to
be) set at a level that generally provides
full cost recovery and a fair return on
investments, with limited instances of
regulatory challenges and disallowances.
In general, this will translate to returns
(measured in relation to equity, total
assets, rate base or regulatory asset value,
as applicable) that are generally above
average relative to global peers, but may
at times be average.

Rates are (and we expect will continue to be) set at a level that
generally provides full operating cost recovery and a mostly fair
return on investments, but there may be somewhat more instances
of regulatory challenges and disallowances, although ultimate rate
outcomes are sufficient to attract capital without difficulty. In
general, this will translate to returns (measured in relation to equity,
total assets, rate base or regulatory asset value, as applicable) that
are average relative to global peers, but may at times be somewhat
below average.

Ba

B

Caa

Rates are (and we expect will continue to be)
set at a level that generally provides recovery
of most operating costs but return on
investments may be less predictable, and
there may be decidedly more instances of
regulatory challenges and disallowances, but
ultimate rate outcomes are generally
sufficient to attract capital. In general, this
will translate to returns (measured in relation
to equity, total assets, rate base or regulatory
asset value, as applicable) that are generally
below average relative to global peers, or
where allowed returns are average but
difficult to earn.
Alternately, the tariff formula may not take
into account all cost components and/or
remuneration of investments may be unclear
or at times unfavorable.

We expect rates will be set at a level that at times
fails to provide recovery of costs other than cash
costs, and regulators may engage in somewhat
arbitrary second-guessing of spending decisions or
deny rate increases related to funding ongoing
operations based much more on politics than on
prudency reviews. Return on investments may be
set at levels that discourage investment. We
expect that rate outcomes may be difficult or
uncertain, negatively affecting continued access
to capital.
Alternately, the tariff formula may fail to take into
account significant cost components other than
cash costs, and/or remuneration of investments
may be generally unfavorable.

We expect rates will be set at a level that
often fails to provide recovery of material
costs, and recovery of cash costs may also
be at risk. Regulators may engage in more
arbitrary second-guessing of spending
decisions or deny rate increases related to
funding ongoing operations based
primarily on politics. Return on
investments may be set at levels that
discourage necessary maintenance
investment. We expect that rate
outcomes may often be punitive or highly
uncertain, with a markedly negative
impact on access to capital. Alternately,
the tariff formula may fail to take into
account significant cash cost components,
and/or remuneration of investments may
be primarily unfavorable.
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Factor 3: Diversification (10%)
Weighting 10%
Market Position

Generation and
Fuel Diversity

Sub-Factor
Weighting

Generation and
Fuel Diversity

Aa
Material operations in three or
more nations or substantial
geographic regions providing very
good diversity of regulatory
regimes and/or service territory
economies.

A

Baa

Material operations in two to three nations, states, May operate under a single regulatory regime viewed as having low
provinces or regions that provide good diversity of volatility, or where multiple regulatory regimes are not viewed as
regulatory regimes and service territory economies. providing much diversity. The service territory economy may have
Alternately, operates within a single regulatory
some concentration and cyclicality, but is sufficiently resilient that it
regime with low volatility, and the service territory
can absorb reasonably foreseeable increases in utility rates.
economy is robust, has a very high degree of
diversity and has demonstrated resilience in
economic cycles.

5% ** A high degree of diversity in terms of Very good diversification in terms Good diversification in terms of generation and/or Adequate diversification in terms of generation and/or fuel sources
generation and/or fuel sources such of generation and/or fuel sources
fuel sources such that the utility and rate-payers
such that the utility and rate-payers have moderate exposure to
that the utility and rate-payers are
such that the utility and ratehave only modest exposure to commodity price
commodity price changes; however, may have some concentration
well insulated from commodity price payers are affected only minimally changes; however, may have some concentration in in a source that is Challenged. Exposure to Threatened Sources is
changes, no generation
by commodity price changes, little a source that is neither Challenged nor Threatened.
moderate, while exposure to Challenged Sources is manageable.
concentration, and very low
generation concentration, and low Exposure to Threatened Sources is low. While there
exposures to Challenged or
exposures to Challenged or
may be some exposure to Challenged Sources, it is
Threatened Sources (see definitions
Threatened Sources.
not a cause for concern.
below).
Sub-Factor
Weighting

Market Position

Aaa

5% * A very high degree of multinational
and regional diversity in terms of
regulatory regimes and/or service
territory economies.

Ba

B

Caa

Definitions

Operates in a market area with
somewhat greater concentration and
cyclicality in the service territory
economy and/or exposure to storms
and other natural disasters, and thus
less resilience to absorbing
reasonably foreseeable increases in
utility rates. May show somewhat
greater volatility in the regulatory
regime(s).

Operates in a limited market area
with material concentration and
more severe cyclicality in service
territory economy such that cycles
are of materially longer duration or
reasonably foreseeable increases in
utility rates could present a
material challenge to the economy.
Service territory may have
geographic concentration that
limits its resilience to storms and
other natural disasters, or may be
an emerging market. May show
decided volatility in the regulatory
regime(s).

Operates in a concentrated economic service
territory with pronounced concentration,
macroeconomic risk factors, and/or exposure to
natural disasters.

Challenged Sources are generation plants that face higher but not
insurmountable economic hurdles resulting from penalties or taxes
on their operation, or from environmental upgrades that are
required or likely to be required. Some examples are carbonemitting plants that incur carbon taxes, plants that must buy
emissions credits to operate, and plants that must install
environmental equipment to continue to operate, in each where the
taxes/credits/upgrades are sufficient to have a material impact on
those plants' competitiveness relative to other generation types or
on the utility's rates, but where the impact is not so severe as to be
likely require plant closure.

5% ** Modest diversification in generation
and/or fuel sources such that the
utility or rate- payers have greater
exposure to commodity price
changes. Exposure to Challenged and
Threatened Sources may be more
pronounced, but the utility will be
able to access alternative sources
without undue financial stress.

Operates with little diversification
in generation and/or fuel sources
such that the utility or rate-payers
have high exposure to commodity
price changes. Exposure to
Challenged and Threatened
Sources may be high, and accessing
alternate sources may be
challenging and cause more
financial stress, but ultimately
feasible.

Operates with high concentration in generation
and/or fuel sources such that the utility or ratepayers have exposure to commodity price shocks.
Exposure to Challenged and Threatened Sources
may be very high, and accessing alternate sources
may be highly uncertain.

Threatened Sources are generation plants that are not currently
able to operate due to major unplanned outages or issues with
licensing or other regulatory compliance, and plants that are highly
likely to be required to de- activate, whether due to the
effectiveness of currently existing or expected rules and regulations
or due to economic challenges. Some recent examples would
include coal fired plants in the US that are not economic to retro-fit
to meet mercury and air toxics standards, plants that cannot meet
the effective date of those standards, nuclear plants in Japan that
have not been licensed to re-start after the Fukushima Dai-ichi
accident, and nuclear plants that are required to be phased out
within 10 years (as is the case in some European countries).

5% *

* 10% weight for issuers that lack generation **0% weight for issuers that lack generation
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Factor 4: Financial Strength
Sub-Factor
Weighting

Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

CFO pre-WC + Interest /
Interest

7.5%

≥ 8x

6x - 8x

4.5x - 6x

3x - 4.5x

2x - 3x

1x - 2x

< 1x

CFO pre-WC / Debt

15%

Standard Grid

≥ 40%

30% - 40%

22% - 30%

13% - 22%

5% - 13%

1% - 5%

< 1%

Low Business Risk Grid

≥ 38%

27% - 38%

19% - 27%

11% - 19%

5% - 11%

1% - 5%

< 1%

Weighting 40%

CFO pre-WC - Dividends / Debt

Debt / Capitalization
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10%

7.5%

Standard Grid

≥ 35%

25% - 35%

17% - 25%

9% - 17%

0% - 9%

(5%) - 0%

< (5%)

Low Business Risk Grid

≥ 34%

23% - 34%

15% - 23%

7% - 15%

0% - 7%

(5%) - 0%

< (5%)

Standard Grid

< 25%

25% - 35%

35% - 45%

45% - 55%

55% - 65%

65% - 75%

≥ 75%

Low Business Risk Grid

< 29%

29% - 40%

40% - 50%

50% - 59%

59% - 67%

67% - 75%

≥ 75%
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Appendix B: Approach to Ratings within a Utility Family
Typical Composition of a Utility Family
A typical utility company structure consists of a holding company (“HoldCo”) that owns one or more
operating subsidiaries (each an “OpCo”). OpCos may be regulated utilities or non-utility companies.
Financing of these entities varies by region, in part due to the regulatory framework. A HoldCo typically has
no operations – its assets are mostly limited to its equity interests in subsidiaries, and potentially other
investments in subsidiaries or minority interests in other companies. However, in certain cases there may be
material operations at the HoldCo level. Financing can occur primarily at the OpCo level, primarily at the
HoldCo level, or at both HoldCo and OpCos in varying proportions. When a HoldCo has multiple utility
OpCos, they will often be located in different regulatory jurisdictions. A HoldCo may have both levered and
unlevered OpCos.
General Approach to a Utility Family
In our analysis, we generally consider the stand-alone credit profile of an OpCo and the credit profile of its
ultimate parent HoldCo (and any intermediate HoldCos), as well as the profile of the family as a whole,
while acknowledging that these elements can have cross-family credit implications in varying degrees,
principally based on the regulatory framework of the OpCos and the financing model (which has often
developed in response to the regulatory framework).
In addition to considering individual OpCos under this (or another applicable) methodology, we typically16
approach a HoldCo rating by assessing the qualitative and quantitative factors in this methodology for the
consolidated entity and each of its utility subsidiaries. Ratings of individual entities in the issuer family may
be pulled up or down based on the interrelationships among the companies in the family and their relative
credit strength.
In considering how closely aligned or how differentiated ratings should be among members of a utility
family, we assess a variety of factors, including:

16

35

»

Regulatory or other barriers to cash movement among OpCos and from OpCos to HoldCo

»

Differentiation of the regulatory frameworks of the various OpCos

»

Specific ring-fencing provisions at particular OpCos

»

Financing arrangements – for instance, each OpCo may have its own financing arrangements, or the
sole liquidity facility may be at the parent; there may be a liquidity pool among certain but not all
members of the family; certain members of the family may better be able to withstand a temporary
hiatus of external liquidity or access to capital markets

»

Financial covenants and the extent to which an Event of Default by one OpCo limits availability of
liquidity to another member of the family

»

The extent to which higher leverage at one entity increases default risk for other members of the family

»

An entity’s exposure to or insulation from an affiliate with high business risk

»

Structural features or other limitations in financing agreements that restrict movements of funds,
investments, provision of guarantees or collateral, etc.

»

The relative size and financial significance of any particular OpCo to the HoldCo and the family

See paragraph at the end of this section for approaches to Hybrid HoldCos.
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See also those factors noted in Notching for Structural Subordination of Holding Companies.
Our approach to a Hybrid HoldCo (see definition in Appendix C) depends in part on the importance of its
non-utility operations and the availability of information on individual businesses. If the businesses are
material and their individual results are fully broken out in financial disclosures, we may be able to assess
each material business individually by reference to the relevant Moody’s methodologies to arrive at a
composite assessment for the combined businesses. If non-utility operations are material but are not broken
out in financial disclosures, we may look at the consolidated entity under more than one methodology.
When non-utility operations are less material but could still impact the overall credit profile, the difference
in business risks and our estimation of their impact on financial performance will be qualitatively
incorporated in the rating.
Higher Barriers to Cash Movement with Financing Predominantly at the OpCos
Where higher barriers to cash movement exist on an OpCo or OpCos due the regulatory framework or debt
structural features, ratings among family members are likely to be more differentiated. For instance, for
utility families with OpCos in the US, where regulatory barriers to free cash movement are relatively high,
greater importance is generally placed on the stand-alone credit profile of the OpCo.
Our observation of major defaults and bankruptcies in the US sector generally corroborates a view that
regulation creates a degree of separateness of default probability. For instance, Portland General Electric
(Baa1 RUR-up) did not default on its securities, even though its then-parent Enron Corp. entered bankruptcy
proceedings. When Entergy New Orleans (Ba2 stable) entered into bankruptcy, the ratings of its affiliates
and parent Entergy Corporation (Baa3 stable) were unaffected. PG&E Corporation (Baa1 stable) did not
enter bankruptcy proceedings despite bankruptcies of two major subsidiaries - Pacific Gas & Electric
Company (A3 stable) in 2001 and National Energy Group in 2003.
The degree of separateness may be greater or smaller and is assessed on a case by case basis, because
situational considerations are important. One area we consider is financing arrangements. For instance,
there will tend to be greater differentiation if each member of a family has its own bank credit facilities and
difficulties experienced by one entity would not trigger events of default for other entities. While the
existence of a money pool might appear to reduce separateness between the participants, there may be
regulatory barriers within money pools that preserve separateness. For instance, non-utility entities may
have access to the pool only as a borrower, only as a lender, and even the utility entities may have
regulatory limits on their borrowings from the pool or their credit exposures to other pool members. If the
only source of external liquidity for a money pool is borrowings by the HoldCo under its bank credit
facilities, there would be less separateness, especially if the utilities were expected to depend on that
liquidity source. However, the ability of an OpCo to finance itself by accessing capital markets must also be
considered. Inter-company tax agreements can also have an impact on our view of how separate the risks of
default are.
For a HoldCo, the greater the regulatory, economic, and geographic diversity of its OpCos, the greater its
potential separation from the default probability of any individual subsidiary. Conversely, if a HoldCo’s
actions have made it clear that the HoldCo will provide support for an OpCo encountering some financial
stress (for instance, due to delays and/or cost over-runs on a major construction project), we would be likely
to perceive less separateness.
Even where high barriers to cash movement exist, onerous leverage at a parent company may not only give
rise to greater notching for structural subordination at the parent, it may also pressure an OpCo’s rating,
especially when there is a clear dependence on an OpCo’s cash flow to service parent debt.
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While most of the regulatory barriers to cash movement are very real, they are not absolute. Furthermore,
while it is not usually in the interest of an insolvent parent or its creditors to bring an operating utility into a
bankruptcy proceeding, such an occurrence is not impossible.
The greatest separateness occurs where strong regulatory insulation is supplemented by effective ringfencing provisions that fully separate the management and operations of the OpCo from the rest of the
family and limit the parent’s ability to cause the OpCo to commence bankruptcy proceedings as well as
limiting dividends and cash transfers. Typically, most entities in US utility families (including HoldCos and
OpCos) are rated within 3 notches of each other. However, it is possible for the HoldCo and OpCos in a
family to have much wider notching due to the combination of regulatory imperatives and strong ringfencing that includes a significant minority shareholder who must agree to important corporate decisions,
including a voluntary bankruptcy filing.
Lower Barriers to Cash Movement with Financing Predominantly at the OpCos
Our approach to rating issuers within a family where there are lower regulatory barriers to movement of
cash from OpCos to HoldCos (e.g., many parts of Asia and Europe) places greater emphasis on the credit
profile of the consolidated group. Individual OpCos are considered based on their individual characteristics
and their importance to the family, and their assigned ratings are typically banded closely around the
consolidated credit profile of the group due to the expectation that cash will transit relatively freely among
family entities.
Some utilities may have OpCos in jurisdictions where cash movement among certain family members is
more restricted by the regulatory framework, while cash movement from and/or among OpCos in other
jurisdictions is less restricted. In these situations, OpCos with more restrictions may vary more widely from
the consolidated credit profile while those with fewer restrictions may be more tightly banded around the
other entities in the corporate family group.
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Appendix C: Brief Descriptions of the Types of Companies Rated Under This
Methodology
The following describes the principal categories of companies rated under this methodology:
Vertically Integrated Utility: Vertically integrated utilities are regulated electric or combination utilities (see
below) that own generation, distribution and (in most cases) electric transmission assets. Vertically
integrated utilities are generally engaged in all aspects of the electricity business. They build power plants,
procure fuel, generate power, build and maintain the electric grid that delivers power from a group of power
plants to end-users (including high and low voltage lines, transformers and substations), and generally meet
all of the electric needs of the customers in a specific geographic area (also called a service territory). The
rates or tariffs for all of these monopolistic activities are set by the relevant regulatory authority.
Transmission & Distribution Utility: Transmission & Distribution utilities (T&Ds) typically operate in
deregulated markets where generation is provided under a competitive framework. T&Ds own and operate
the electric grid that transmits and/or distributes electricity within a specific state or region.
T&Ds provide electrical transportation and distribution services to carry electricity from power plants and
transmission lines to retail, commercial, and industrial customers. T&Ds are typically responsible for billing
customers for electric delivery and/or supply, and most have an obligation to provide a standard supply or
provider-of-last-resort (POLR) service to customers that have not switched to a competitive supplier. These
factors distinguish T&Ds from Networks, whose customers are retail electric suppliers and/or other
electricity companies. In a smaller number of cases, T&Ds rated under this methodology may not have an
obligation to provide POLR services, but are regulated in sub- sovereign jurisdictions. The rates or tariffs for
these monopolistic T&D activities are set by the relevant regulatory authority.
Local Gas Distribution Company: Distribution is the final step in delivering natural gas to customers. While
some large industrial, commercial, and electric generation customers receive natural gas directly from high
capacity pipelines that carry gas from gas producing basins to areas where gas is consumed, most other
users receive natural gas from their local gas utility, also called a local distribution company (LDC). LDCs are
regulated utilities involved in the delivery of natural gas to consumers within a specific geographic area.
Specifically, LDCs typically transport natural gas from delivery points located on large-diameter pipelines
(that usually operate at fairly high pressure) to households and businesses through thousands of miles of
small-diameter distribution pipe (that usually operate at fairly low pressure). LDCs are typically responsible
for billing customers for gas delivery and/or supply, and most also have the responsibility to procure gas for
at least some of their customers, although in some markets gas supply to all customers is on a competitive
basis. These factors distinguish LDCs from gas networks, whose customers are retail gas suppliers and/or
other natural gas companies. The rates or tariffs for these monopolistic activities are set by the relevant
regulatory authority.
Integrated Gas Utility: Integrated gas regulated utilities are regulated utilities that deliver gas to all end
users in a particular service territory by sourcing the commodity; operating transport infrastructure that
often combines high pressure pipelines with low pressure distribution systems and, in some cases, gas
storage, re-gasification or other related facilities; and performing other supply-related activities, such as
customer billing and metering. The rates or tariffs for the totality of these activities are set by the relevant
regulatory authority. Many integrated gas utilities are national in scope.
Combination Utility: Combination utilities are those that combine an LDC or Integrated Gas Utility with
either a vertically integrated utility or a T&D utility. The rates or tariffs for these monopolistic activities are
set by the relevant regulatory authority.
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Regulated Generation Utility: Regulated generation utilities (Regulated Gencos) are utilities that almost
exclusively have generation assets, but their activities are generally regulated like those of vertically
integrated utilities. In the US, this means that the purchasers of their output (typically other investorowned, municipal or cooperative utilities) pay a regulated rate based on the total allowed costs of the
Regulated Genco, including a return on equity based on a capital structure designated by the regulator
(primarily FERC). Companies that have been included in this group include certain generation companies
(including in Korea and China) that are not rate regulated in the usual sense of recovering costs plus a
regulated rate of return on either equity or asset value. Instead, we have looked at a combination of
governmental action with respect to setting feed-in tariffs and directives on how much generation will be
built (or not built) in combination with a generally high degree of government ownership, and we have
concluded that these companies are currently best rated under this methodology. Future evolution in our
view of the operating and/or regulatory environment of these companies could lead us to conclude that
they may be more appropriately rated under a related methodology (for example, Unregulated Utilities and
Power Companies).
Independent System Operator: An Independent System Operator (ISO) is an organization formed in certain
regional electricity markets to act as the sole chief coordinator of an electric grid. In the areas where an ISO
is established, it coordinates, controls and monitors the operation of the electrical power system to assure
that electric supply and demand are balanced at all times, and, to the extent possible, that electric demand
is met with the lowest-cost sources. ISOs seek to assure adequate transmission and generation resources,
usually by identifying new transmission needs and planning for a generation reserve margin above expected
peak demand. In regions where generation is competitive, they also seek to establish rules that foster a fair
and open marketplace, and they may conduct price-setting auctions for energy and/or capacity. The
generation resources that an ISO coordinates may belong to vertically integrated utilities or to independent
power producers. ISOs may not be rate-regulated in the traditional sense, but fall under governmental
oversight. All participants in the regional grid are required to pay a fee or tariff (often volumetric) to the ISO
that is designed to recover its costs, including costs of investment in systems and equipment needed to
fulfill their function. ISOs may be for profit or not-for-profit entities.
In the US, most ISOs were formed at the direction or recommendation of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), but the ISO that operates solely in Texas falls under state jurisdiction. Some US ISOs
also perform certain additional functions such that they are designated as Regional Transmission
Organizations (or RTOs).
Transmission-Only Utility: Transmission-only utilities are solely focused on owning and operating
transmission assets. The transmission lines these utilities own are typically high-voltage and allow energy
producers to transport electric power over long distances from where it is generated (or received) to the
transmission or distribution system of a T&D or vertically integrated utility. Unlike most of the other utilities
rated under this methodology, transmission-only utilities primarily provide services to other utilities and
ISOs. Transmission-only utilities in most parts of the world other than the US have been rated under the
Regulated Networks methodology.
Utility Holding Company (Utility HoldCo): As detailed in Appendix B, regulated electric and gas utilities are
often part of corporate families under a parent holding company. The operating subsidiaries of Utility
HoldCos are overwhelmingly regulated electric and gas utilities.
Hybrid Holding Company (Hybrid HoldCo): Some utility families contain a mix of regulated electric and gas
utilities and other types of companies, but the regulated electric and gas utilities represent the majority of
the consolidated cash flows, assets and debt. The parent company is thus a Hybrid HoldCo.
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Appendix D: Key Industry Issues Over the Intermediate Term
Political and Regulatory Issues
As highly regulated monopolistic entities, regulated utilities continually face political and regulatory risk,
and managing these risks through effective outreach to key customers as well as key political and regulatory
decision-makers is, or at least should be, a core competency of companies in this sector. However, larger
waves of change in the political, regulatory or economic environment have the potential to cause
substantial changes in the level of risk experienced by utilities and their investors in somewhat unpredictable
ways.
One of the more universal risks faced by utilities currently is the compression of allowed returns. A long
period of globally low interest rates, held down by monetary stimulus policies, has generally benefitted
utilities, since reductions in allowed returns have been slower than reductions in incurred capital costs.
Essentially all regulated utilities face a ratcheting down of allowed and/or earned returns. More difficult to
predict is how regulators will respond when monetary stimulus reverses, and how well utilities will fare
when fixed income investors require higher interest rates and equity investors require higher total returns
and growth prospects.
The following global snapshot highlights that regulatory frameworks evolve over time. On an overall basis
in the US over the past several years, we have noted some incremental positive regulatory trends, including
greater use of formula rates, trackers and riders, and (primarily for natural gas utilities) de-coupling of
returns from volumetric sales. In Canada, the framework has historically been viewed as predictable and
stable, which has helped offset somewhat lower levels of equity in the capital structure, but the
compression of returns has been relatively steep in recent years. In Japan, the regulatory authorities are
working through the challenges presented by the decision to shut down virtually all of the country’s nuclear
generation capacity, leading to uncertainty regarding the extent to which increased costs will be reflected in
rate increases sufficient to permit returns on capital to return to prior levels. China’s regulatory framework
has continued to evolve, with fairly low transparency and some time-to-time shifts in favored versus lessfavored generation sources balanced by an overall state policy of assuring sustainability of the sector,
adequate supply of electricity and affordability to the general public. Singapore and Hong Kong have fairly
well developed and supportive regulatory frameworks despite a trend towards lower returns, whereas
Malaysia, Korea and Thailand have been moving towards a more transparent regulatory framework. The
Philippines is in the process of deregulating its power market, while Indian power utilities continue to
grapple with structural challenges. In Latin America, there is a wide dispersion among frameworks, ranging
from the more stable, long established and predictable framework in Chile to the decidedly unpredictable
framework in Argentina. Generally, as Latin American economies have evolved to more stable economic
policies, regulatory frameworks for utilities have also shown greater stability and predictability.
All of the other issues discussed in this section have a regulatory/political component, either as the driver of
change or in reaction to changes in economic environments and market factors.

Economic and Financial Market Conditions
As regulated monopolies, electric and gas utilities have generally been quite resistant to unsettled economic
and financial market conditions for several reasons. Unlike many companies that face direct market-based
competition, their rates do not decrease when demand decreases. The elasticity of demand for electricity
and gas is much lower than for most products in the consumer economy.
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When financial markets are volatile, utilities often have greater capital market access than industrial
companies in competitive sectors, as was the case in the 2007-2009 recession. However, regulated electric
and gas utilities are by no means immune to a protracted or severe recession.
Severe economic malaise can negatively affect utility credit profiles in several ways. Falling demand for
electricity or natural gas may negatively impact margins and debt service protection measures, especially
when rates are designed such that a substantial portion of fixed costs is in theory recovered through
volumetric charges. The decrease in demand in the 2007-2009 recession was notable in comparison to prior
recessions, especially in the residential sector. Poor economic conditions can make it more difficult for
regulators to approve needed rate increases or provide timely cost recovery for utilities, resulting in higher
cost deferrals and longer regulatory lag. Finally, recessions can coincide with a lack of confidence in the
utility sector that impacts access to capital markets for a period of time. For instance, in the Great
Depression and (to a lesser extent) in the 2001 recession, access for some issuers was curtailed due to the
sector’s generally higher leverage than other corporate sectors, combined with a concerns over a lack of
transparency in financial reporting.

Fuel Price Volatility and the Global Impact of Shale Gas
The ability of most utilities to pass through their fuel costs to end users may insulate a utility from exposure
to price volatility of these fuels, but it does not insulate consumers. Consumers and regulators complained
vociferously about utility rates during the run-up in hydro-carbon prices in 2005-2008 (oil, natural gas and,
to a lesser extent, coal). The steep decline in US natural gas prices since 2009, caused in large part by the
development of shale gas and shale oil resources, has been a material benefit to US utilities, because many
have been able to pass through substantial base rate increases during a period when all-in rates were
declining. Shale hydro-carbons have also had a positive impact, albeit one that is less immediate and direct,
on non-US utilities. In much of the eastern hemisphere, natural gas prices under long-term contracts have
generally been tied to oil prices, but utilities and other industrial users have started to have some success in
negotiating to de-link natural gas from oil. In addition, increasing US production of oil has had a noticeable
impact on world oil prices, generally benefitting oil and gas users.
Not all utilities will benefit equally. Utilities that have locked in natural gas under high-priced long- term
contracts that they cannot re-negotiate are negatively impacted if they cannot pass through their full
contracted cost of gas, or if the high costs cause customer dissatisfaction and regulatory backlash. Utilities
with large coal fleets or utilities constructing nuclear power plants may also face negative impacts on their
regulatory environment, since their customers will benefit less from lower natural gas prices.

Distributed Generation Versus the Central Station Paradigm
The regulation and the financing of electric utilities are based on the premise that the current model under
which electricity is generated and distributed to customers will continue essentially unchanged for many
decades to come. This model, called the central station paradigm (because electricity is generated in large,
centrally located plants and distributed to a large number of customers, who may in fact be hundreds of
miles away), has been in place since the early part of the 20th century. The model has worked because the
economies of scale inherent to very large power plants has more than offset the cost and inefficiency
(through power losses) inherent to maintaining a grid for transmitting and distributing electricity to end
users.
Despite rate structures that only allow recovery of invested capital over many decades (up to 60 years),
utilities can attract capital because investors assume that rates will continue to be collected for at least that
long a period. Regulators and politicians assume that taxes and regulatory charges levied on electricity
usage will be paid by a broad swath of residences and businesses and will not materially discourage usage of
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electricity in a way that would decrease the amount of taxes collected. A corollary assumption is that the
number of customers taking electricity from the system during that period will continue to be high enough
such that rates will be reasonable and generally more attractive than other alternatives. In the event that
consumers were to switch en masse to alternate sources of generating or receiving power (for instance
distributed generation), rates for remaining customers would either not cover the utility’s costs, or rates
would need to be increased so much that more customers may be incentivized to leave the system. This
scenario has been experienced in the regulated US copper wire telephone business, where rates have
increased quite dramatically for users who have not switched to digital or wireless telephone service. While
this scenario continues to be unlikely for the electricity sector, distributed generation, especially from solar
panels, has made inroads in certain regions.
Distributed generation is any retail-scale generation, differentiated from self-generation, which generally
describes a large industrial plant that builds its own reasonably large conventional power plant to meet its
own needs. While some residential property owners that install distributed generation may choose to sever
their connection to the local utility, most choose to remain connected, generating power into the grid when
it is both feasible and economic to do so, and taking power from the grid at other times. Distributed
generation is currently concentrated in roof-top photovoltaic solar panels, which have benefitted from
varying levels of tax incentives in different jurisdictions.
Regulatory treatment has also varied, but some rate structures that seek to incentivize distributed
renewable energy are decidedly credit negative for utilities, in particular net metering.
Under net metering, a customer receives a credit from the utility for all of its generation at the full (or nearly
full) retail rate and pays only for power taken, also at the retail rate, resulting in a materially reduced
monthly bill relative to a customer with no distributed generation. The distributed generation customer has
no obligation to generate any particular amount of power, so the utility must stand ready to generate and
deliver that customer’s full power needs at all times. Since most utility costs, including the fixed costs of
financing and maintaining generation and delivery systems, are currently collected through volumetric rates,
a customer owning distributed generation effectively transfers a portion of the utility’s costs of serving that
customer to other customers with higher net usage, notably to customers that do not own distributed
generation. The higher costs may incentivize more customers to install solar panels, thereby shifting the
utility’s fixed costs to an even smaller group of rate-payers. California is an example of a state employing
net solar metering in its rate structure, whereas in New Jersey, which has the second largest residential solar
program in the US, utilities buy power at a price closer to their blended cost of generation, which is much
lower than the retail rate.
To date, solar generation and net metering have not had a material credit impact on any utilities, but ratings
could be negatively impacted if the programs were to grow and if rate structures were not amended so that
each customer’s monthly bill more closely approximated the cost of serving that customer.
In our current view, the possibility that there will be a widespread movement of electric utility customers to
sever themselves from the grid is remote. However, we acknowledge that new technologies, such as the
development of commercially viable fuel cells and/or distributed electric storage, could disrupt materially
the central station paradigm and the credit quality of the utility sector.

Nuclear Issues
Utilities with nuclear generation face unique safety, regulatory, and operational issues. The nuclear disaster
at Fukushima Daiichi had a severely negative credit impact on its owner, Tokyo Electric Power Company,
Incorporated, as well as all the nuclear utilities in the country. Japan previously generated about 30% of its
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power from 50 reactors, but all are currently either idled or shut down, and utilities in the country face
materially higher costs of replacement power, a credit negative.
Fukushima Daiichi also had global consequences. Germany’s response was to require that all nuclear power
plants in the country be shut by 2022. Switzerland opted for a phase-out by 2031. (Most European nuclear
plants are owned by companies rated under other the Unregulated Utilities and Power Companies
methodology.) Even in countries where the regulatory response was more moderate, increased regulatory
scrutiny has raised operating costs, a credit negative, especially in the US, where low natural gas prices have
rendered certain primarily smaller nuclear plants uneconomic. Nonetheless, we view robust and
independent nuclear safety regulation as a credit-positive for the industry.
Other general issues for nuclear operators include higher costs and lower reliability related to the increasing
age of the fleet. In 2013, Duke Energy Florida, Inc. decided to shut permanently Crystal River Unit 3 after it
determined that a de-lamination (or separation) in the concrete of the outer wall of the containment
building was uneconomic to repair. San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station was closed permanently in 2013
after its owners, including Southern California Edison Company (A3, RUR-up) and San Diego Gas & Electric
Company (A2, RUR-up), decided not to pursue a re-start in light of operating defects in two steam
generators that had been replaced in 2010 and 2011.
Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power Company Limited and its parent, Korea Electric Power Corporation, faced a
scandal related to alleged corruption and acceptance of falsified safety documents provided by its parts
suppliers for nuclear plants. Korean prosecutors’ widening probe into KHNP’s use of substandard parts at
many of its 23 nuclear power plants caused three plants to be shut down temporarily.
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Appendix E: Regional and Other Considerations
Notching Considerations for US First Mortgage Bonds
In most regions, our approach to notching between different debt classes of the same regulated utility issuer
follows the guidance in the publication ”Updated Summary Guidance for Notching Bonds, Preferred Stocks
and Hybrid Securities of Corporate Issuers,” including a one notch differential between senior secured and
senior unsecured debt. 17 However, in most cases we have two notches between the first mortgage bonds
and senior unsecured debt of regulated electric and gas utilities in the US.
Wider notching differentials between debt classes may also be appropriate in speculative grade. Additional
insights for speculative grade issuers are provided in the publication ”Loss Given Default for SpeculativeGrade Companies.” 18
First mortgage bond holders in the US generally benefit from a first lien on most of the fixed assets used to
provide utility service, including such assets as generating stations, transmission lines, distribution lines,
switching stations and substations, and gas distribution facilities, as well as a lien on franchise agreements.
In our view, the critical nature of these assets to the issuers and to the communities they serve has been a
major factor that has led to very high recovery rates for this class of debt in situations of default, thereby
justifying a two notch uplift. The combination of the breadth of assets pledged and the bankruptcy-tested
recovery experience has been unique to the US.
In some cases, there is only a one notch differential between US first mortgage bonds and the senior
unsecured rating. For instance, this is likely when the pledged property is not considered critical
infrastructure for the region, or if the mortgage is materially weakened by carve-outs, lien releases or similar
creditor-unfriendly terms.

Securitization
The use of securitization, a financing technique utilizing a discrete revenue stream (typically related to
recovery of specifically defined expenses) that is dedicated to servicing specific securitization debt, has
primarily been used in the US, where it has been quite pervasive in the past two decades. The first
generation of securitization bonds were primarily related to recovery of the negative difference between the
market value of utilities’ generation assets and their book value when certain states switched to competitive
electric supply markets and utilities sold their generation (so-called stranded costs). This technique was then
used for significant storm costs (especially hurricanes) and was eventually broadened to include
environmental related expenditures, deferred fuel costs, or even deferred miscellaneous expenses. States
that have implemented securitization frameworks include Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Illinois,
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas
and West Virginia. In its simplest form, a securitization isolates and dedicates a stream of cash flow into a
separate special purpose entity (SPE). The SPE uses that stream of revenue and cash flow to provide annual
debt service for the securitized debt instrument. Securitization is typically underpinned by specific
legislation to segregate the securitization revenues from the utility’s revenues to assure their continued
collection, and the details of the enabling legislation may vary from state to state. The utility benefits from
the securitization because it receives an immediate source of cash (although it gives up the opportunity to
earn a return on the corresponding asset), and ratepayers benefit because the cost of the securitized debt is
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lower than the utility’s cost of debt and much lower than its all-in cost of capital, which reduces the revenue
requirement associated with the cost recovery.
In the presentation of US securitization debt in published financial ratios, we make our own assessment of
the appropriate credit representation but in most cases follows the accounting in audited statements under
US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), which in turn considers the terms of enabling
legislation. As a result, accounting treatment may vary. In most states utilities have been required to
consolidate securitization debt under GAAP, even though it is technically non- recourse.
In general, we view securitization debt of utilities as being on-credit debt, in part because the rates
associated with it reduce the utility’s headroom to increase rates for other purposes while keeping all-in
rates affordable to customers. Thus, where accounting treatment is off balance sheet, we seek to adjust the
company’s ratios by including the securitization debt and related revenues for our analysis. Where the
securitized debt is on balance sheet, our credit analysis also considers the significance of ratios that exclude
securitization debt and related revenues. Since securitization debt amortizes mortgage-style, including it
makes ratios look worse in early years (when most of the revenue collected goes to pay interest) and better
in later years (when most of the revenue collected goes to pay principal).

Strong levels of government ownership in Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) provide rating uplift
Strong levels of government ownership have dominated the credit profiles of utilities in Asia Pacific
(excluding Japan), generally leading to ratings that are a number of notches above the Baseline Credit
Assessment. Regulated electric and gas utilities with significant government ownership are rated using this
methodology in conjunction with the Joint Default Analysis approach in our methodology for GovernmentRelated Issuers. 19

Support system for large corporate entities in Japan can provide ratings uplift, with limits
Our ratings for large corporate entities in Japan reflect the unique nature of the country’s support system,
and they are higher than they would otherwise be if such support were disregarded. This is reflected in the
tendency for ratings of Japanese utilities to be higher than their grid implied ratings. However, even for large
prominent companies, our ratings consider that support will not be endless and is less likely to be provided
when a company has questionable viability rather than being in need of temporary liquidity assistance.

19
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Appendix F: Treatment of Power Purchase Agreements (“PPAs”)
Although many utilities own and operate power stations, some have entered into PPAs to source electricity
from third parties to satisfy retail demand. The motivation for these PPAs may be one or more of the
following: to outsource operating risks to parties more skilled in power station operation, to provide
certainty of supply, to reduce balance sheet debt, to fix the cost of power, or to comply with regulatory
mandates regarding power sourcing, including renewable portfolio standards. While we regard PPAs that
reduce operating or financial risk as a credit positive, some aspects of PPAs may negatively affect the credit
of utilities. The most conservative treatment would be to treat a PPA as a debt obligation of the utility as, by
paying the capacity charge, the utility is effectively providing the funds to service the debt associated with
the power station. At the other end of the continuum, the financial obligations of the utility could also be
regarded as an ongoing operating cost, with no long-term capital component recognized.
Under most PPAs, a utility is obliged to pay a capacity charge to the power station owner (which may be
another utility or an Independent Power Producer – IPP); this charge typically covers a portion of the IPP’s
fixed costs in relation to the power available to the utility. These fixed payments usually help to cover the
IPP’s debt service and are made irrespective of whether the utility calls on the IPP to generate and deliver
power. When the utility requires generation, a further energy charge, to cover the variable costs of the IPP,
will also typically be paid by the utility. Some other similar arrangements are characterized as tolling
agreements, or long-term supply contracts, but most have similar features to PPAs and are thus we analyze
them as PPAs.

PPAs are recognized qualitatively to be a future use of cash whether or not they are
treated as debt-like obligations in financial ratios
The starting point of our analysis is the issuer’s audited financial statements – we consider whether the
utility’s accountants determine that the PPA should be treated as a debt equivalent, a capitalized lease, an
operating lease, or in some other manner. PPAs have a wide variety of operational and financial terms, and
it is our understanding that accountants are required to have a very granular view into the particular
contractual arrangements in order to account for these PPAs in compliance with applicable accounting rules
and standards. However, accounting treatment for PPAs may not be entirely consistent across US GAAP,
IFRS or other accounting frameworks. In addition, we may consider that factors not incorporated into the
accounting treatment may be relevant (which may include the scale of PPA payments, their regulatory
treatment including cost recovery mechanisms, or other factors that create financial or operational risk for
the utility that is greater, in our estimation, than the benefits received). When the accounting treatment of
a PPA is a debt or lease equivalent (such that it is reported on the balance sheet, or disclosed as an
operating lease and thus included in our adjusted debt calculation), we generally do not make adjustments
to remove the PPA from the balance sheet.
However, in relevant circumstances we consider making adjustments that impute a debt equivalent to PPAs
that are off-balance sheet for accounting purposes.
Regardless of whether we consider that a PPA warrants or does not warrant treatment as a debt obligation,
we assess the totality of the impact of the PPA on the issuer’s probability of default. Costs of a PPA that
cannot be recovered in retail rates creates material risk, especially if they also cannot be recovered through
market sales of power.
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Additional considerations for PPAs
PPAs have a wide variety of financial and regulatory characteristics, and each particular circumstance may
be treated differently by Moody’s. Factors which determine where on the continuum we treat a particular
PPA include the following:
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»

Risk management: An overarching principle is that PPAs have normally been used by utilities as a risk
management tool and we recognize that this is the fundamental reason for their existence. Thus, we
will not automatically penalize utilities for entering into contracts for the purpose of reducing risk
associated with power price and availability. Rather, we will look at the aggregate commercial position,
evaluating the risk to a utility’s purchase and supply obligations. In addition, PPAs are similar to other
long-term supply contracts used by other industries and their treatment should not therefore be
fundamentally different from that of other contracts of a similar nature.

»

Pass-through capability: Some utilities have the ability to pass through the cost of purchasing power
under PPAs to their customers. As a result, the utility takes no risk that the cost of power is greater than
the retail price it will receive. Accordingly we regard these PPA obligations as operating costs with no
long-term debt-like attributes. PPAs with no pass-through ability have a greater risk profile for utilities.
In some markets, the ability to pass through costs of a PPA is enshrined in the regulatory framework,
and in others can be dictated by market dynamics. As a market becomes more competitive or if
regulatory support for cost recovery deteriorates, the ability to pass through costs may decrease and, as
circumstances change, our treatment of PPA obligations will alter accordingly.

»

Price considerations: The price of power paid by a utility under a PPA can be substantially above or
below the market price of electricity. A below-market price will motivate the utility to purchase power
from the IPP in excess of its retail requirements, and to sell excess electricity in the spot market. This
can be a significant source of cash flow for some utilities. On the other hand, utilities that are
compelled to pay capacity payments to IPPs when they have no demand for the power or at an abovemarket price may suffer a financial burden if they do not get full recovery in retail rates. We will focus
particularly on PPAs that have mark-to-market losses, which typically indicates that they have a
material impact on the utility’s cash flow.

»

Excess Reserve Capacity: In some jurisdictions there is substantial reserve capacity and thus a significant
probability that the electricity available to a utility under PPAs will not be required by the market. This
increases the risk to the utility that capacity payments will need to be made when there is no demand
for the power. We may determine that all of a utility’s PPAs represent excess capacity, or that a portion
of PPAs are needed for the utility’s supply obligations plus a normal reserve margin, while the
remaining portion represents excess capacity. In the latter case, we may impute debt to specific PPAs
that are excess or take a proportional approach to all of the utility’s PPAs.

»

Risk-sharing: Utilities that own power plants bear the associated operational, fuel procurement and
other risks. These must be balanced against the financial and liquidity risk of contracting for the
purchase of power under a PPA. We will examine on a case-by case basis the relative credit risk
associated with PPAs in comparison to plant ownership.

»

Purchase requirements: Some PPAs are structured with either options or requirements to purchase the
asset at the end of the PPA term. If the utility has an economically meaningful requirement to
purchase, we would most likely consider it to be a debt obligation. In most such cases, the obligation
would already receive on-balance sheet treatment under relevant accounting standards.

»

Default provisions: In most cases, the remedies for default under a PPA do not include acceleration of
amounts due, and in many cases PPAs would not be considered as debt in a bankruptcy scenario and
could potentially be cancelled. Thus, PPAs may not materially increase Loss Given Default for the
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utility. In addition, PPAs are not typically considered debt for cross- default provisions under a utility’s
debt and liquidity arrangements. However, the existence of non-standard default provisions that are
debt-like would have a large impact on our treatment of a PPA. In addition, payments due under PPAs
are senior unsecured obligations, and any inability of the utility to make them materially increases
default risk.
Each of these factors will be considered by our analysts and a decision will be made as to the importance of
the PPA to the risk analysis of the utility.

Methods for estimating a liability amount for PPAs
According to the weighting and importance of the PPA to each utility and the level of disclosure, we may
approximate a debt obligation equivalent for PPAs using one or more of the methods discussed below. In
each case we look holistically at the PPA’s credit impact on the utility, including the ability to pass through
costs and curtail payments, the materiality of the PPA obligation to the overall business risk and cash flows
of the utility, operational constraints that the PPA imposes, the maturity of the PPA obligation, the impact
of purchased power on market-based power sales (if any) that the utility will engage in, and our view of
future market conditions and volatility.
»

Operating Cost: If a utility enters into a PPA for the purpose of providing an assured supply and there is
reasonable assurance that regulators will allow the costs to be recovered in regulated rates, we may
view the PPA as being most akin to an operating cost. Provided that the accounting treatment for the
PPA is, in this circumstance, off-balance sheet, we will most likely make no adjustment to bring the
obligation onto the utility’s balance sheet.

»

Annual Obligation x 6: In some situations, the PPA obligation may be estimated by multiplying the
annual payments by a factor of six (in most cases). This method is sometimes used in the capitalization
of operating leases. This method may be used as an approximation where the analyst determines that
the obligation is significant but cannot otherwise be quantified otherwise due to limited information.

»

Net Present Value: Where the analyst has sufficient information, we may add the NPV of the stream of
PPA payments to the debt obligations of the utility. The discount rate used will be our estimate of the
cost of capital of the utility.

»

Debt Look-Through: In some circumstances, where the debt incurred by the IPP is directly related to the
off-taking utility, there may be reason to allocate the entire debt (or a proportional part related to
share of power dedicated to the utility) of the IPP to that of the utility.

»

Mark-to-Market: In situations in which we believe that the PPA prices exceed the market price and thus
will create an ongoing liability for the utility, we may use a net mark-to-market method, in which the
NPV of the utility’s future out-of-the-money net payments will be added to its total debt obligations.

»

Consolidation: In some instances where the IPP is wholly dedicated to the utility, it may be appropriate
to consolidate the debt and cash flows of the IPP with that of the utility. If the utility purchases only a
portion of the power from the IPP, then that proportion of debt might be consolidated with the utility.

If we have determined to impute debt to a PPA for which the accounting treatment is not on-balance sheet,
we will in some circumstances use more than one method to estimate the debt equivalent obligations
imposed by the PPA, and compare results. If circumstances (including regulatory treatment or market
conditions) change over time, the approach that is used may also vary.
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Moody’s Related Research
The credit ratings assigned in this sector are primarily determined by this credit rating methodology. Certain
broad methodological considerations (described in one or more credit rating methodologies) may also be
relevant to the determination of credit ratings of issuers and instruments in this sector. Potentially related
sector and cross-sector credit rating methodologies can be found here.
For data summarizing the historical robustness and predictive power of credit ratings assigned using this
credit rating methodology, see link.
Please refer to Moody’s Rating Symbols & Definitions, which is available here, for further information.
Definitions of Moody’s most common ratio terms can be found in “Moody’s Basic Definitions for Credit
Statistics, User’s Guide”, accessible via this link.
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Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
STANDARD AND POOR'S (S&P) CREDIT METRICS
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NSPM
As of September 2020
Dollars in Millions
Projected
Year
End3
2020
$1,585

Projected
Year
End3
2021
$1,731

Projected
Year
End3
2022
$1,864

Projected
Year
End3
2023
$1,943

$235
$13
$4
$22
$108
$383

$247
$12
$4
$20
$108
$391

$259
$10
$4
$18
$108
$399

$266
$11
$3
$16
$108
$405

EBITDA
Operating Income
Depreciation & Amortization
EBITDA
Depreciation and Interest Adjustments for Operating Leases(1)
Depreciation and Interest Adjustments for PPAs(2)
Interest Adjustment for Other Adjustments
Adjusted EBITDA

$807
$920
$1,727
$8
$47
$108
$1,890

$797
$1,037
$1,835
$8
$48
$108
$1,999

$819
$1,119
$1,938
$12
$49
$108
$2,107

$865
$1,152
$2,017
$7
$49
$108
$2,181

Capitalization
Short-Term Debt
Long-Term Debt (Includes Current Portion)
Total Balance Sheet Debt

$177
$5,917
$6,094

$127
$6,317
$6,445

$258
$6,466
$6,724

$192
$6,810
$7,003

Off-Balance Sheet Debt for Operating Leases (1)
Off-Balance Sheet Debt for PPAs (2)
Off-Balance Sheet Debt for Other Adjustments
Adjusted Total Debt

$60
$302
$132
$6,588

$57
$277
$105
$6,883

$53
$248
$79
$7,104

$45
$215
$53
$7,315

Common Equity from Balance Sheet

$6,699

$7,072

$7,392

$7,689

Adjusted Funds from Operations
Interest Expense
Interest Charges and Financing Costs
AFUDC-Debt
Imputed Interest for Operating Leases(1)
Imputed Interest for PPAs(2)
Imputed Interest for Other Adjustments
Adjusted Interest Expense

Adjusted Ratios: S&P Methodology
FFO/Debt (%)
FFO/Interest (x)
Debt/EBITDA (x)
Total Debt/Total Capitalization (%)
Total Equity/Total Capitalization (%)

24.1
5.1
3.5
49.6
50.4

25.2
5.4
3.4
49.3
50.7

26.2
5.7
3.4
49.0
51.0

1.) The present value of operating leases and the imputed interest expense for operating leases are based on the
operating subsidiaries' SEC Form 10-K following S&P's methodology for operating lease adjustments.
2.) The imputed debt, interest expense and depreciation for PPAs are based on internal forecasts, following S&P's
methodology for power purchase adjustments.
3.) The financial data for the Projected Year End 2020 - 2023 is from Treasury Forecasting Model.

26.6
5.8
3.4
48.8
51.2

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
MOODY'S CREDIT METRICS
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NSPM
As of September 2020
Dollars in Millions
Projected
Year
End1
2020
$1,450

Projected
Year
End1
2021
$1,599

Projected
Year
End1
2022
$1,734

Projected
Year
End1
2023
$1,794

$235
$21
$256

$247
$21
$268

$259
$21
$280

$266
$21
$287

$177
$5,917
$6,094

$127
$6,317
$6,445

$258
$6,466
$6,724

$192
$6,810
$7,003

Imputed Off-Balance Sheet Debt
Adjusted Total Debt

$276
$6,370

$276
$6,721

$276
$7,000

$276
$7,279

Book Capitalization
Adjusted Total Debt (See Above)
Deferred Income Taxes
Common Equity from Balance Sheet
Adjusted Book Capitalization

$6,370
$3,005
$6,699
$16,074

$6,721
$2,947
$7,072
$16,739

$7,000
$2,894
$7,392
$17,286

$7,279
$2,862
$7,689
$17,830

$413

$450

$475

$496

Adjusted Cash from Operations Pre Working Capital
Interest Expense
Interest Charges and Financing Costs
Imputed Interest Expense
Adjusted Interest Expense
Debt
Short-Term Debt
Long-Term Debt (Includes Current Portion)
Total Balance Sheet Debt

Dividends
Adjusted Ratios: Moody's Methodology
CFO pre-WC + Interest / Interest (x)
CFO pre-WC / Debt (%)
CFO pre-WC - Dividends / Debt (%)
Debt / Book Capitalization (%)

6.7
22.8
16.3
39.6

7.0
23.8
17.1
40.1

7.2
24.8
18.0
40.5

1.) The financial data for the Projected Year End 2020 - 2023 is from Treasury Forecasting Model.

7.2
24.7
17.8
40.8

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL - BACK UP FOR INTEREST RATES
Cost of Capital

Description
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2021 Q1

2021 Q2

2021 Q3

2021 Q4

2022 Q1

2022 Q2

2022 Q3

2022 Q4

0.3677
0.3400
0.3538
-0.0400
0.3138

0.3672
0.3500
0.3586
-0.0400
0.3186

0.3716
0.3800
0.3758
-0.0400
0.3358

0.3761
0.4500
0.4131
-0.0400
0.3731

0.3863
0.6000
0.4932
-0.0400
0.4532

0.3932
0.6500
0.5216
-0.0400
0.4816

0.4007
0.6900
0.5453
-0.0400
0.5053

0.4044
0.7500
0.5772
-0.0400
0.5372

0.4145
N/A
0.4145
0.1329
0.5474

0.4216
N/A
0.4216
0.1328
0.5544

0.4282
N/A
0.4282
0.1329
0.5611

0.4252
N/A
0.4252
0.1328
0.5580

The 10 and 30-year yields on U.S. Treasuries are the basis for new long term debt (4)
IHS Global Insight: Yield on 10-Year Treasury Notes (1)
Credit Spread
Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate

0.8732
0.7500
1.6232

0.9232
0.7500
1.6732

0.9789
0.7500
1.7289

1.0413
0.7500
1.7913

1.0942
0.7500
1.8442

1.1610
0.7500
1.9110

1.2254
0.7500
1.9754

1.2774
0.7500
2.0274

1.3382
0.7500
2.0882

1.3648
0.7500
2.1148

1.4031
0.7500
2.1531

1.4447
0.7500
2.1947

Bloomberg Forward Curve: Yield on 10-Year Treasury Notes (2) (3)
Credit Spread
Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate

0.9600
0.7500
1.7100

1.0500
0.7500
1.8000

1.1200
0.7500
1.8700

1.2300
0.7500
1.9800

1.3400
0.7500
2.0900

1.4400
0.7500
2.1900

1.5400
0.7500
2.2900

1.6400
0.7500
2.3900

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Average: Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate on 10-year Treasury Notes

1.7000

1.8000

1.8000

1.9000

2.0000

2.1000

2.2000

2.3000

2.1000

2.2000

2.2000

2.2000

IHS Global Insight: Yield on 30-Year Treasury Notes (1)
Credit Spread
Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate

1.6886
1.0500
2.7386

1.7706
1.0500
2.8206

1.8518
1.0500
2.9018

1.9335
1.0500
2.9835

2.0011
1.0500
3.0511

2.0759
1.0500
3.1259

2.1447
1.0500
3.1947

2.1985
1.0500
3.2485

2.2574
1.0500
3.3074

2.2800
1.0500
3.3300

2.3117
1.0500
3.3617

2.3444
1.0500
3.3944

Bloomberg Forward Curve: Yield on 30-Year Treasury Notes (2) (3)
Credit Spread
Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate

1.6500
1.0500
2.7000

1.7300
1.0500
2.7800

1.7800
1.0500
2.8300

1.8900
1.0500
2.9400

1.9900
1.0500
3.0400

2.0600
1.0500
3.1100

2.1500
1.0500
3.2000

2.2500
1.0500
3.3000

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Average: Total Forecasted LTD Coupon Interest Rate on 30-year Treasury Notes

2.8000

2.9000

2.9000

3.0000

3.1000

3.2000

3.2000

3.3000

3.4000

3.4000

3.4000

3.4000

The 3 month eurodollar rates are basis for projected short term debt costs (4)
IHS Global Insight: 3 Month Eurodollar Rate (Libor)
Bloomberg Forward Curve: 3 Month Libor
Average 3 Month Libor Rate
Spread to Calculate NSPM's STD Rate
Total Forecasted Short Term Debt Interest Rate

(1) Source: IHS Global Insight, July 2020.
(2) Source: Bloomberg Forward Curve, August 2020.
(3) Bloomberg forecasts interest rates for only two future years; therefore, 2023 amounts are unavailable.
(4) The 2021-2023 data is based on available interest rate forecast data as of Q3 2020 and are inherently subject to change.

2023 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Short-Term Debt
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TEST YEAR - 2021 FORECASTED SHORT TERM DEBT AND COST

Cost of Short Term Debt
Month
End
Balances
2021 Jan
2021 Feb
2021 Mar
2021 Apr
2021 May
2021 June
2021 Jul
2021 Aug
2021 Sep
2021 Oct
2021 Nov
2021 Dec
Average
Total

$184,374,721
$168,402,468
$193,457,854
$247,822,161
$0
$9,909,031
$135,844,477
$74,119,606
$19,353,155
$97,366,081
$57,929,317
$33,188,058
$101,813,911

Average
Of Month End
Balances (1)

Monthly
Interest
Expense (2)

$175,093,710
$176,388,595
$180,930,161
$220,640,007
$123,911,080
$4,954,515
$72,876,754
$104,982,042
$46,736,380
$58,359,618
$77,647,699
$45,558,687
$107,339,937

Monthly
Fees
Expense (3)

$47,319
$43,056
$48,897
$58,582
$33,996
$1,315
$21,073
$30,356
$13,078
$18,748
$24,140
$14,636
$

355,198
0.33%

Average
Short Term
Debt Cost

$43,467
$39,382
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$

512,076
0.48%

(1) January through December Average of Month End Balances.
(2) Monthly Interest Expense is based on the weighted average of short term debt outstanding and
Interest Rates are based on the Global Insights and Bloomberg Forecast.
(3) Ongoing fees for NSP-MN's five-year credit facility that was re-syndicated on June 7, 2019.
This expense represents the monthly cost of NSP-MN unused portion of the credit facility.
Credit facility is used primarily as back up for commercial paper and letters of credit.
(Upfront expenses for the five year credit facility are amortized over the life of the facility and
are included in the cost of long term debt.)

0.81%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Short-Term Debt
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TEST YEAR - 2022 FORECASTED SHORT TERM DEBT AND COST

Cost of Short Term Debt
Month
End
Balances
2022 Jan
2022 Feb
2022 Mar
2022 Apr
2022 May
2022 June
2022 Jul
2022 Aug
2022 Sep
2022 Oct
2022 Nov
2022 Dec
Average
Total

$81,612,198
$0
$0
$1,511,833
$140,650,589
$0
$0
$4,150,599
$0
$70,990,737
$82,054,883
$135,969,480
$43,078,360

Average
Of Month End
Balances (1)

Monthly
Interest
Expense (2)

$57,400,128
$40,806,099
$0
$755,917
$71,081,211
$70,325,295
$0
$2,075,300
$2,075,300
$35,495,369
$76,522,810
$109,012,181
$38,795,801

Monthly
Fees
Expense (3)

$22,398
$14,382
$0
$303
$29,477
$28,223
$0
$903
$874
$16,419
$34,256
$50,426
$

197,662
0.51%

Average
Short Term
Debt Cost

$43,467
$39,382
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$

512,076
1.32%

(1) January through December Average of Month End Balances.
(2) Monthly Interest Expense is based on the weighted average of short term debt outstanding and
Interest Rates are based on the Global Insights and Bloomberg Forecast.
(3) Ongoing fees for NSP-MN's five-year credit facility that was re-syndicated on June 7, 2019.
This expense represents the monthly cost of NSP-MN unused portion of the credit facility.
Credit facility is used primarily as back up for commercial paper and letters of credit.
(Upfront expenses for the five year credit facility are amortized over the life of the facility and
are included in the cost of long term debt.)

1.83%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Cost of Short-Term Debt
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TEST YEAR - 2023 FORECASTED SHORT TERM DEBT AND COST

Cost of Short Term Debt
Month
End
Balances
2023 Jan
2023 Feb
2023 Mar
2023 Apr
2023 May
2023 June
2023 Jul
2023 Aug
2023 Sep
2023 Oct
2023 Nov
2023 Dec
Average
Total

$211,734,878
$171,525,133
$168,032,657
$218,775,323
$11,096,193
$22,782,034
$119,848,050
$29,966,695
$0
$108,137,953
$122,403,503
$96,580,499
$106,740,243

Average
Of Month End
Balances (1)

Monthly
Interest
Expense (2)

$173,852,179
$191,630,005
$169,778,895
$193,403,990
$114,935,758
$16,939,114
$71,315,042
$74,907,373
$14,983,348
$54,068,977
$115,270,728
$109,492,001
$108,381,451

Monthly
Fees
Expense (3)

$81,943
$81,581
$80,023
$89,356
$54,872
$7,826
$34,455
$36,190
$7,005
$25,981
$53,603
$52,613
$

605,448
0.56%

Average
Short Term
Debt Cost

$43,467
$39,382
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$42,106
$43,467
$

512,076
0.47%

(1) January through December Average of Month End Balances.
(2) Monthly Interest Expense is based on the weighted average of short term debt outstanding and
Interest Rates are based on the Global Insights Forecast.
(3) Ongoing fees for NSP-MN's five-year credit facility that was re-syndicated on June 7, 2019.
This expense represents the monthly cost of NSP-MN unused portion of the credit facility.
Credit facility is used primarily as back up for commercial paper and letters of credit.
(Upfront expenses for the five year credit facility are amortized over the life of the facility and
are included in the cost of long term debt.)

1.03%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
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NSPM Utility Money Pool Activity
Summary - January 2018 through June 2020
Borrowings
Average
Actual
Amount
Interest
Outstanding
Rate

Date

Investments
Average
Actual
Amount
Interest
Outstanding
Rate

Alternative
Interest
Rate *

2018
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

37,387,097
2,357,143
4,133,333
96,387,097
5,161,290
466,667
9,451,613
46,066,667
-

1.5900%
1.5100%
1.6400%
1.8300%
1.8500%
1.8500%
1.9700%
1.9600%
1.9900%
2.1100%
2.2500%
2.3000%

4.5000%
4.5000%
4.7500%
4.7500%
4.7500%
5.0000%
5.0000%
5.0000%
5.2500%
5.2500%
5.2500%
5.5000%

2019
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,032,258
580,645
6,666,667
50,000,000
152,516,129
70,766,667
1,967,742
32,200,000
66,838,710

2.5000%
2.4500%
2.4400%
2.4600%
2.4200%
2.4100%
2.3200%
2.2000%
2.0300%
1.9300%
1.7300%
1.6300%

5.5000%
5.5000%
5.5000%
5.5000%
5.5000%
5.5000%
5.5000%
5.2500%
5.1250%
5.0000%
4.7500%
4.7500%

2020
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

$
$
$
$
$
$

29,516,129
-

1.5800%
1.5600%
1.1500%
1.4200%
0.1900%
0.1400%

4.7500%
4.7500%
3.7500%
3.2500%
3.2500%
3.2500%

* Based on overnight borrowing rate under NSP-MN credit facility.
** Based on investment in a money market account.

Alternative
Interest
Rate **

$
$
$
$

35,774,194
94,500,000
94,580,645
46,166,667

1.6400%
1.8300%
1.8500%
1.8500%

1.0000%
1.0000%
1.2000%
1.2000%

$
$
$

2,903,226
11,433,333
290,323

1.9600%
1.9900%
2.1100%

1.3500%
1.5000%
1.5000%

$

3,419,355

2.3000%

1.5000%

$
$
$

3,677,419
26,833,333
12,838,710

2.4400%
2.4600%
2.4200%

1.6500%
1.6500%
1.6500%

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,903,226
30,000,000
61,032,258
24,966,667
21,419,355
533,333

1.5800%
1.5600%
1.1500%
1.4200%
0.1900%
0.1400%

1.3500%
1.3500%
0.7550%
0.1600%
0.1600%
0.1600%

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Common Equity
($000's)
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TEST YEAR - 2021 FORECASTED EQUITY BALANCES

Month

2020 Dec
2021 Jan
2021 Feb
2021 Mar
2021 Apr
2021 May
2021 Jun
2021 Jul
2021 Aug
2021 Sep
2021 Oct
2021 Nov
2021 Dec
13 Month Average
(1) United Power and Land.

GAAP
Common
Equity
Outstanding

$6,666,616
$6,841,430
$6,873,699
$6,816,127
$6,839,046
$6,863,188
$6,829,118
$6,916,576
$6,999,064
$6,951,011
$6,986,017
$7,018,711
$6,963,897
$6,889,577

Non-Regulated
Subsidiaries (1)

$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927

Regulated
Common
Equity

$6,665,689
$6,840,503
$6,872,772
$6,815,200
$6,838,119
$6,862,261
$6,828,191
$6,915,649
$6,998,137
$6,950,084
$6,985,090
$7,017,784
$6,962,970
$6,888,650

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Common Equity
($000's)
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TEST YEAR - 2022 FORECASTED EQUITY BALANCES

Month

2021 Dec
2022 Jan
2022 Feb
2022 Mar
2022 Apr
2022 May
2022 June
2022 Jul
2022 Aug
2022 Sep
2022 Oct
2022 Nov
2022 Dec
13 Month Average
(1) United Power and Land.

GAAP
Common
Equity
Outstanding

$6,963,897
$7,040,281
$7,076,897
$7,020,297
$7,051,220
$7,079,334
$7,038,999
$7,130,430
$7,245,797
$7,192,350
$7,257,941
$7,298,104
$7,242,262
$7,125,985

Non-Regulated
Subsidiaries (1)

$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927

Regulated
Common
Equity

$6,962,970
$7,039,354
$7,075,970
$7,019,370
$7,050,293
$7,078,407
$7,038,072
$7,129,503
$7,244,870
$7,191,423
$7,257,014
$7,297,177
$7,241,335
$7,125,058

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Common Equity
($000's)
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TEST YEAR - 2023 FORECASTED EQUITY BALANCES

Month

2022 Dec
2023 Jan
2023 Feb
2023 Mar
2023 Apr
2023 May
2023 June
2023 Jul
2023 Aug
2023 Sep
2023 Oct
2023 Nov
2023 Dec
13 Month Average
(1) United Power and Land.

GAAP
Common
Equity
Outstanding

$7,242,262
$7,389,848
$7,429,172
$7,370,979
$7,400,589
$7,446,593
$7,399,522
$7,495,956
$7,586,730
$7,522,586
$7,562,736
$7,600,599
$7,581,105
$7,463,744

Non-Regulated
Subsidiaries (1)

$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927
$927

Regulated
Common
Equity

$7,241,335
$7,388,921
$7,428,245
$7,370,052
$7,399,662
$7,445,666
$7,398,595
$7,495,029
$7,585,803
$7,521,659
$7,561,809
$7,599,672
$7,580,178
$7,462,817

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation
Electric Utility - State of Minnesota
RATE OF RETURN COST OF CAPITAL SCHEDULES
Common Equity Flotation Costs

Date

Issuing Company

Shares
Issued

11/16/1949
6/4/1952
4/14/1954
2/29/1956
7/22/1959
7/28/1965
1/22/1969
10/21/1970
7/26/1972
10/10/1973
11/20/1974
8/14/1975
6/3/1976
5/31/1993
9/23/1997
9/29/1997
2/25/2002
9/9/2008
8/3/2010
March 2013
June 2014
September 2018
8/29/2019

Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Northern States Power
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.
Xcel Energy, Inc.

1,584,238
1,108,966
1,219,856
670,920
952,033
772,008
1,080,811
1,729,298
1,902,228
2,092,451
2,300,000
1,750,000
2,000,000
3,041,955
4,500,000
400,000
20,000,000
17,250,000
21,850,000
7,757,449
5,693,946
4,733,435
9,359,103
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Market
Price

$10.750
$10.500
$15.250
$17.825
$23.375
$35.250
$29.000
$23.125
$25.000
$25.825
$17.625
$23.000
$24.000
$44.125
$49.938
$50.500
$22.950
$20.860
$22.100
$29.057
$30.663
$47.885
$48.416

Offering
Price

$10.250
$10.500
$14.000
$16.750
$22.000
$33.000
$27.000
$21.500
$23.500
$24.500
$17.500
$23.000
$24.000
$43.625
$49.563
$49.563
$22.500
$20.200
$21.500
$29.057
$30.663
$47.885
$48.416

Underwriting
Discount

Offering
Expense

$0.124
$0.098
$0.060
$0.050
$0.069
$0.092
$0.119
$0.175
$0.129
$0.128
$0.910
$0.740
$0.720
$1.200
$1.230
$1.230
$0.730
$0.100
$0.645
$0.291
$0.307
$0.407
$0.173

$0.137
$0.162
$0.124
$0.221
$0.191
$0.225
$0.187
$0.149
$0.166
$0.153
$0.069
$0.077
$0.064
$0.048
$0.133
$0.133
$0.015
$0.006
$0.013
$0.052
$0.030
$0.073
$0.030

Net
Proceeds

$9.989
$10.240
$13.816
$16.479
$21.740
$32.683
$26.694
$21.176
$23.205
$24.219
$16.521
$22.183
$23.216
$42.377
$48.200
$48.200
$21.755
$20.094
$20.571
$28.714
$30.326
$47.405
$48.213

Total Public Issuances
Total Non-Public Issuances

NSP/NCE Merger1
NRG stock for stock exchange
Total

1

Total
Flotation
Costs

$1,205,605
$288,331
$1,749,274
$903,058
$1,556,574
$1,981,745
$2,492,350
$3,370,402
$3,414,499
$3,360,476
$2,539,200
$1,429,750
$1,568,000
$5,317,337
$7,821,000
$920,000
$23,900,000
$13,218,352
$33,407,927
$2,657,558
$1,915,210
$2,271,040
$1,901,526
$119,189,213
$0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Additional paid in capital for NSP/NCE Merger = $1,944,007,000
Additional paid in capital for NRG = $1,077,456,000
These are balance sheet adjustments to additional paid in capital which did not incur any flotation costs.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Gross Equity Issue
before Costs

$17,030,559
$11,644,143
$18,602,804
$11,959,149
$22,253,771
$27,213,282
$31,343,519
$39,990,016
$47,555,700
$54,037,547
$40,537,500
$40,250,000
$48,000,000
$134,226,264
$224,721,000
$20,200,000
$459,000,000
$359,835,000
$482,885,000
$225,407,642
$174,592,340
$226,661,287
$453,132,797
$3,171,079,321
$1,724,487,000

$1,944,007,000
$1,077,456,000
$6,192,542,321

Net Proceeds

$15,824,953
$11,355,812
$16,853,530
$11,056,091
$20,697,197
$25,231,537
$28,851,169
$36,619,614
$44,141,201
$50,677,071
$37,998,300
$38,820,250
$46,432,000
$128,908,927
$216,900,000
$19,280,000
$435,100,000
$346,616,648
$449,477,073
$222,750,085
$172,677,130
$224,390,247
$451,231,271
$3,051,890,108
$1,724,487,000

N/A

Flotation Cost
Percentage

7.079%
2.476%
9.403%
7.551%
6.995%
7.282%
7.952%
8.428%
7.180%
6.219%
6.264%
3.552%
3.267%
3.961%
3.480%
4.554%
5.207%
3.673%
6.918%
1.179%
1.097%
1.002%
0.420%
3.759%
0.000%

